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TimurKuran*andCassR. Sunstein**
An availability cascade is a self-reinforcing process of collective belief
formation by which an expressed perception triggers a chain reaction that gives
the perception increasing plausibility through its rising availability in public
discourse. The driving mechanism involves a combination of informational and
reputational motives: Individuals endorse the perception partly by learning
from the apparent beliefs of others and partly by distorting their public responses in the interest of maintaining social acceptance. Availability entrepreneurs-activists who manipulate the content of public discourse-strive to trigger availability cascades likely to advance their agendas. Their availability
campaigns may yield social benefits, but sometimes they bring harm, which
suggests a need for safeguards. Focusing on the role of mass pressures in the
regulation of risks associated with production, consumption, and the environment, Professors Timur Kuran and Cass R. Sunstein analyze availability cascades and suggest reforms to alleviate their potential hazards. Theirproposals
include new governmental structures designed to give civil servants better insulation against mass demandsfor regulatory change and an easily accessible
scientific database to reduce people's dependence on popular (mis)perceptions.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this article is to identify a set of interlinked social
mechanisms that have important, sometimes desirable, but at other times
harmful effects on risk regulation. The harmful effects range from
inconsistent health regulations to mass anxiety about foods with no
scientifically confirmed health hazards. The underlying mechanisms help
shape the production of law through their effects on legislators,
administrativeagencies, and courts.
The mechanisms presentedbelow are mediated by the availability heuristic, a pervasive mental shortcutwhereby the perceived likelihood of any
given event is tied to the ease with which its occurrencecan be brought to
mind. Cognitive psychologists consider the availabilityheuristic to be a key
determinantof individualjudgment and perception. They have demonstrated
that the probabilityassessments we make as individualsare frequentlybased
on the ease with which we can think of relevant examples.1 Our principal
claim here is that this heuristic interactswith identifiable social mechanisms
to generate availability cascades-social cascades, or simply cascades,
through which expressed perceptions trigger chains of individual responses
thatmake these perceptionsappearincreasinglyplausible throughtheir rising
availability in public discourse. Availability cascades may be accompanied
by counter-mechanismsthat keep perceptions consistent with the relevant
facts. Under certaincircumstances,however, they generatepersistent social
availability errors-widespread mistaken beliefs grounded in interactions
between the availability heuristic and the social mechanisms we describe.2
The resulting mass delusions may last indefinitely, and they may produce
wasteful or even detrimentallaws and policies.
An availability cascade subsumes two of the special cascades that have
recently received considerableattentionin the social sciences, though not in
law: informationalcascades and reputationalcascades.3 An informational
1. See Amos Tversky& DanielKahneman,JudgmentUnderUncertainty:Heuristicsand BiUNDERUNCERTAINTY:
ANDBIASES3, 11 (Daniel Kahneman, Paul
HEURISTICS
ases, in JUDGMENT

Slovic & Amos Tverskyeds., 1982) (describingthe availabilityheuristic)[hereinafterJUDGMENT
UNDERUNCERTAINTY].

2. The conceptof an availabilityerrororiginatedin cognitivepsychology,althoughit has not
been used widely.

See ANTONIO R. DAMASIO, DESCARTES' ERROR: EMOTION, REASON, AND THE

HUMANBRAIN192 (1994).

3. For analysesof purelyinformationalcascades,see David Hirshleifer,The Blind Leading
the Blind: Social Influence,Fads, and InformationalCascades, in THENEWECONOMICS
OF
HUMANBEHAVIOR
188 (MarianoTommasi& KathymIerullieds., 1995); Lisa R. Anderson&
CharlesA. Holt, InformationCascadesin the Laboratory,87 AM. ECON.REV.847 (1997); W.
Brian Arthur & David A. Lane, InformationContagion,4 STRUCTURAL
CHANGE
& ECON.
DYNAMICS
81 (1993); AbhijitV. Banerjee,TheEconomicsof Rumours,60 REV.ECON.STUD.309
(1993); AbhijitV. Banerjee,A SimpleModelof HerdBehavior,107 Q.J.ECON.797 (1992); Sushil
Bikhchandani,David Hirshleifer& Ivo Welch,Learningfrom the Behaviorof Others:Conformity,
Summer1998, at 151 [hereinafterBikhchanFads, and InformationalCascades,J. ECON.PERSP.,
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cascade occurs when people with incomplete personal informationon a particularmatterbase their own beliefs on the apparentbeliefs of others. To be
more specific, suppose that the words and deeds of certain individuals give
the impression that they accept a particularbelief. In response to their communications, other individuals, who lack reliable information, may accept
that belief simply by virtue of its acceptanceby others. As long as members
of the relevant group are heterogeneousalong one or more dimensions (e.g.,
initial personal information,willingness to rely on others for information,
timing of social contacts), the transformationof the distributionof beliefs
can take the form of a cascade, known also as a bandwagonor snowballing
process.4 Not every member of a society experiencingan informationalcascade need be influenced; those with considerableprivate informationmay
remain unswayed. Under the right conditions,however, many or most of the
society's members,potentiallyeven all, will end up with essentially identical
beliefs, which may well be fanciful.
Insofar as society is socially fragmented,it may exhibit local informational cascades. A local informationalcascade is one limited, for example,
to a geographicalarea, a demographicsubgroup,or a core of activists who
share a political objective. Local informationalcascades are quite common
and, as we shall see, potentiallyquite important.
Like an informationalcascade, a reputationalcascade is driven by interdependencies among individualchoices. It differs, however, in the underlying personal motivations. In the case of a reputationalcascade, individuals
do not subject themselves to social influences because others may be more
knowledgeable. Rather,the motivationis simply to earn social approvaland
avoid disapproval. In seeking to achieve theirreputationalobjectives, people
take to speaking and acting as if they share, or at least do not reject, what
dani et al., Learningfrom Others];SushilBikhchandani,
DavidHirshleifer& Ivo Welch,A Theory
of Fads, Fashion, Custom,and CulturalChangeas InformationalCascades,100 J. POL.ECON.992
(1992) [hereinafterBikhchandaniet al., A Theoryof Fads]; and Vai-LamMui, Information,Civil
Liberties,and the Political Economyof Witch-hunts,15 J.L. ECON.& ORG.(forthcomingJuly
1999).
For analysesof reputational
cascades,see GeorgeAkerlof,TheEconomicsof Casteand of the
Rat Race and Other WoefulTales, 90 Q.J. ECON.599 (1976); TimurKuran,EthnicNorms and
TheirTransformation
STUD.623 (1998) [hereinafter
ThroughReputationalCascades,27 J. LEGAL
Kuran,EthnicNorms];TimurKuran,Now Outof Never:TheElementof Surprisein the East EuroPOL.7 (1991) [hereinafterKuran,Now Out of Never];and
pean Revolutionof 1989, 44 WORLD
TimurKuran,Sparksand Prairie Fires: A Theoryof UnanticipatedPolitical Revolution,61 PUB.
CHOICE
41 (1989) [hereinafter
Kuran,SparksandPrairieFires].
4. See HarveyLeibenstein,Bandwagon,Snob, and VeblenEffectsin the Theory Consumof
ers' Demand,64 Q.J.ECON.183, 190-99 (1950) (describingthe bandwagoneffect). Leibenstein's
articleis amongthe earliestcontributionsto the analyticalliteratureon which we are
building. The
major subsequent contributions include THOMAS C.

SCHELLING,MICROMOTIVESAND

MACROBEHAVIOR
(1978); MarkGranovetter,ThresholdModelsof CollectiveBehavior,83 AM.J.
Soc. 1420 (1978);andMagorohMaruyama,TheSecondCybernetics:
Mutual
Deviation-Amplifying
Causal Processes, 51 AM. SCIENTIST
164 (1963).
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they view as the dominantbelief. Everyonehas had the experience of modifying public statementsor actions in orderto win praise or avoid censure. If
a particularperceptionof an event somehow appearsto have become the social norm, people seeking to build or protect their reputationswill begin endorsing it throughtheir words and deeds, regardlessof their actual thoughts.
As in the informationalcase, the outcome may be the cleansing of deviant
perceptions, arguments,and actions from public discourse. And just as informationalcascades may be limited in their reach, there may exist local reputational cascades-self-reinforcing processes that reshape the public pronouncements of particularsubgroupswithout affecting those of the broader
group.
Reputationaland informationalcascades are not mutually exclusive. Ordinarily, they exhibit interactionsand even feed on one another.5 The resulting composite process, which is generally triggeredby a salient event, is
what we are calling an availabilitycascade.6
Social agents who understandthe dynamics of availability cascades and
seek to exploit their insights may be characterizedas availability entrepreneurs. Located anywherein the social system, includingthe government,the
media, nonprofit organizations, the business sector, and even households,
these entrepreneursattemptto trigger availabilitycascades likely to advance
their own agendas.7 They do so by fixing people's attention on specific
problems, interpretingphenomenain particularways, and attemptingto raise
the salience of certain information. For example, availability entrepreneurs
acting on behalf of corporationsfocus on cases of strikingly large punitive
damages awards as a means of building supportfor tort reform.8 Likewise,
environmentalorganizationsdraw attentionto apparentdisasters (e.g., Love

5. See generally TIMUR KURAN, PRIVATE TRUTHS, PUBLIC LIES: THE SOCIAL
OF PREFERENCE
FALSIFICATION
CONSEQUENCES
157-95, 289-309 (1995) (describing the interac-

tionsbetweenpublicdiscourseandprivatethought).
6. The two constituentelementsof an availabilitycascadedo not exhaustthe observedsocial
cascades. Anotherbroadcategoryconsistsof networkingcascades,which aredrivenby increasing
returnsto networksize. The utilitypeople derivefrome-mailrises with the numberof people on
the Internet,which means that the Internet'sexpansion,once the process is underway, is self-

RETURNS
reinforcing. For insights into networking cascades, see W. BRIANARTHUR,INCREASING
ANDPATHDEPENDENCE
IN THEECONOMY
(1994); Paul A. David, The Hero and the Herd in TechOF
nological History:Reflectionson ThomasEdisonand the Battle of the Systems,in FAVORITES
FORTUNE:TECHNOLOGY,
SINCE THE INDUSTRIAL
GROWTH,AND ECONOMICDEVELOPMENT
72 (PatriceHigonnet,David S. Landes& HenryRosovskyeds., 1991); and Thomas
REVOLUTION
C. Schelling,DynamicModelsof Segregation,1 J. MATHEMATICAL
SOC. 143 (1971). Networking

effects do not enterouranalysishere.
7. These agendasmay reston any combinationof selfishandaltruisticmotives.
8. See MarcGalanter,ShadowPlay: TheFabledMenaceof PunitiveDamages, 1998 Wis. L.
REV.1, 11-12 (1998). We do not meanto suggestthatthe concernsof these entrepreneurs
are unjustified.
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Canal, Cherobyl, Three Mile Island) to supporttheir calls for tighter regulation.9
Such availability campaigns often produce social benefits by overcoming public torporand fueling debates on long-festering though rarely articulated problems. These desirable effects can arise in domains as diverse as
economic regulation,identitypolitics, and social customs. At the same time,
availability campaigns sometimes do great harm by producing widespread
availability errors.10 This danger points to the need for institutional safeguardsto ensure betterpriority-settingand fuller use of scientific knowledge.
Proper safeguards,which need not entail either "more"regulation or "less"
regulation,can save both lives and dollars.
Offering recent examples of availability cascades that have resulted in
socially harmfulregulatoryresponses, we shall propose institutionalreforms
to insulate the government and the legal system against the political pressures generatedby harmfulcascades. Insofar as the reforms turn out to be
effective, they would ensure that when government responds to political
pressures,it does so because the underlyingproblems are serious. Although
our proposals are developed with special reference to the tripartitegovernmental system of the United States, with minor modifications they can be
applied to any democratic system. Our analytical framework and policy
conclusions carrymajor implications for both populist and deliberativeconceptions of democracy. A centraltheme in contemporarydebates on democracy is that political judgments should reflect much more than a technocratic
exercise; these judgments should be based on the facts, to be sure, but also
on people's reflective values, including their tolerance for uncertainty. The
analysis below is followed by concrete proposals on how these objectives
can be advanced.
All of our major illustrationsinvolve availability cascades pertainingto
the regulation of risks,11a topic especially well-suited to exploring interactions between democracyand law. We hasten to point out, however, that the
general frameworkcan be applied to a wide variety of other areas. Among
the diverse social transformationsthat exhibit strikingexamples of availability cascades are the rise and decline of McCarthyism;the struggle for black
civil rights; the studentrebellions of the 1960s; the spreadof affirmativeaction and the recent explosion of public opposition to it; the rise of feminism,
the anti-tax movement, and the religious right; ongoing campaigns against
pornography,hate speech, smoking, health maintenance organizations,and
9. See text accompanyingnotes 19-93infra.
10. Availabilityerrorsaremistakesproducedby the use of the availabilityheuristic. See text
accompanyingnote 2 supra.
11. We understand"risk"to referto a probabilityof mortalityor morbidityin human
beings
or animals. As legendhas it, GertrudeSteingave a moreengagingdefinition. Facedwith William
James'examquestion,"Whatis risk?"she offereda conciseanswer:"Thisis."
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the burning of black churches;the spreadof ethnic and religious separatism
across the world; the persistence and sudden fall of communism; the global
turntowardmarket-friendlygovernmentpolicies; campaignsfor safe sex; the
enforcementof Megan's Law, designed to inform a community when a convicted sex offender moves in; and finally, the emergence of the Federalist
Society at Americanlaw schools.12
Legal scholars are now devoting considerableattentionto the virtues and
vices of rational actor models, including those of models that accommodate
social influences.13 It will thereforebe useful to specify at this juncturehow
our approachbears on various claims in the existing literaturethat, for all its
diversity, falls under the rubric of "rationalchoice." There is nothing irrational about participatingin an informationalcascade. Often people have
little informationabout the magnitudeof a risk or the seriousness of an alleged social problem. They stand to gain from tuning into, and letting themselves be guided by, the signals of others. Although informationalcascades
may cause false beliefs to spread and strengthen,they are nonetheless consistent with individual rationality as the concept is generally understood.
Indeed, models of this phenomenonare expressly based on the rationalactor
framework. They treatindividualsas utility maximizers who weigh all their
options.14 Nor is there anythingirrationalabout being concerned with one's
reputationor anythingrationalaboutbeing unconcerned. To lack an interest
in protecting and improving one's reputationis not an indicatorof rationality; rather,it is a markof sociopathy. Models of reputationalcascades depart
from the conventionaleconomic model merely by recognizing thatreputation
is an ingredientof individualutility functions.
The only element of our analysis that challenges the conventional rational actor model is the role we attributeto the availabilityheuristic. Those
who have investigatedthis heuristictend to consider it a cognitive limitation
or, to use alternative terminology, an indicator of quasi-rationality. They
12. The historiesof communismandaffirmativeactionarediscussedin KURAN,
supranote 5,
at 118-27, 137-54, 205-43, 261-88 and Kuran,Now Out of Never, supra note 3. Moder ethnic
separatismis interpretedin Kuran,EthnicNorms,supranote 3. Forpertinentinsightsinto some of
the othertransformations,
see Bikhchandaniet al., Learningfrom Others,supra note 3 (discussing
observationallearningin crime,politics, and medicine);Mui, supra note 3 (discussingMcCarthyism andotherwitch-hunts);andthe Conclusioninfra.
13. See, e.g., ChristineJolls, Cass R. Sunstein& RichardThaler,A BehavioralApproachto
Law and Economics,50 STAN.L. REV.1471, 1473-74(1998) (suggestingthatlaw and economics
analysismaybe improvedthroughincreasedattentionto actualhumanbehavior);LawrenceLessig,
The Regulation of Social Meaning, 62 U. CHI.L. REV. 943, 951-52, 1019-20 (1995) (explaining the

influenceof social normsor "socialmeanings"on humanbehavior,and how the law can regulate
social meanings); Richard H. McAdams, Relative Preferences, 102 YALEL.J. 1 (1992) (discussing

the importanceof the desireto equalor surpassthe consumptionlevel of othersfor descriptiveand

normative legal theories); Symposium, Social Norms, Social Meaning, and the Economic Analysis
of Law, 27 J. LEGALSTUD.537 (1998).
14. See notes 3-6 supra.
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stress that the heuristic confirms the difficulties people face in processing
information.15 But using the availability heuristic may be entirely rational
from the standpointof an imperfectly informed real agent. After all, the
cognitive powers of a real agent, unlike those of the fictitious agents in conventional models, are limited. People who seek to minimize search and decision costs, and who look for reliable informationabout a particularrisk, may
do best to form their assessments according to what incidents come most
readily to mind. It is true, however, that the availability heuristic can produce systematic and persistent misperceptions. It also appears that people
resort to this heuristicmore thanthey would if they were perfectly rational.16
But we do not need to pursue these points here. None of our analysis rides
on the precise definitionof what it means to be rational. What does matteris
that we consider a society composed of boundedly rational individuals who
benefit immensely from using cognitive rules of thumb.
This article contributes to the nascent field of behavioral analysis of
law,17which stresses the significance of both cognitive limitationsand social
influences. Steering clear of the most vexing controversiesabout the extent
to which people are "rational,"we explore how interactionsbetween people's reliance on the availabilityheuristicand identifiablesocial mechanisms
direct the transformationof laws and policies. The consequences can be socially disastrous,so we proceed to explore institutionalreforms that may diminish the potentialhazards.
PartI begins with an account of an availabilitycascade that has imposed
immense costs on Americans, and it continues with shorteraccounts of two
additionalcases. Forming the article's theoreticalcore, Parts II and III provide a conceptual frameworkfor studying availability cascades and identifying their social and legal consequences. PartIV draws implicationsfor the
regulation of risks within a democraticsocial order. Addressing the appropriate role of science, it also points to the possible disadvantagesof basing
laws and policies solely or mechanically on publicly expressed judgments.
This Part also connects availability cascades with democratic aspirations,
including the ideal of deliberativedemocracy. Our concrete policy suggestions are in Part V, which includes proposals to improve the workings of
Congress, the courts, and the executive branch. Offering institutional de15. See, e.g., RICHARDH. THALER,QUASI-RATIONAL
ECONOMICS
152-53, 242 (1991) (endorsingthe work of HerbertSimon,which suggestedthathumansuse heuristicsbecause of their
limitedabilityto processinformation);Tversky& Kahneman,supranote 1, at 3-20 (describingthe
use of heuristicsin thepresenceof uncertainty).
16. See Tversky& Kahneman,supra note 1, at 11-14, 161-208 (describingthe availability
heuristicandhow it leadsto errors).
17. See BEHAVIORAL
LAWANDECONOMICS
(Cass R. Sunstein ed., forthcoming 1999); Jolls

et al., supranote 13, at 1473-74& n.3 (citingliteratureon behavioralanalysisof the law); Symposium, The Legal Implicationsof Psychology:HumanBahavior,BehavioralEconomics,and the
Law,51 VAND. L. REV.1495 (1998).
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fenses of peer review and cost-benefit analysis, this Part also relates our
theoreticalargumentto the matterof productdisparagementlaws, which received substantialmedia coverage througha suit broughtby beef producers
against talk-show host Oprah Winfrey. Finally, Part VI goes beyond the
subject of risk regulation, touching on the broader social significance of
availabilitycascades.
I. COSTLYAVAILABILITY
ERRORS

We now present three examples of availabilityerrors,which will form a
background for the subsequent analysis. The first, which is the most detailed, will be particularlyvaluable in demonstratingthe significance of
availability cascades, including their potentiallylasting influence on law and
policy.18

A. Love Canal
Between 1942 and 1953, the Hooker Chemical Company filled Love
Canal, an abandoned waterway that feeds into the Niagara River in New
York State, with more than 21,000 tons of chemical waste.19It then covered
the waste with dirt and sold Love Canal to the Niagara Falls Board of Education for $1.20 The local governmentdeveloped the area, turning it into a
neighborhoodof more than 200 houses.21 The neighborhoodwas settled in
1957, and the site of the old canal, which many of the new homes bordered,
became a school and a playground.
After several years of unusually heavy precipitation, the canal overflowed its banks in 1976.22 In that year a commission responsible for monitoring the Great Lakes detected the insecticide Mirex in Lake Ontario fish,
and the New York Departmentof EnvironmentalConservation identified
Love Canal as a major source. When the local press began reporting that
area residents were worriedabout the health effects of Love Canal, frighten-

18. Perceptivereadersmay sense thatin tryingto convincethemof the availabilityheuristic's
significancewe will be exploitingtheirown relianceon this heuristic.We pleadguilty!
19. Ouraccountis basedon independentresearchandon the followingsources: LOISMARIE

GIBBS, LOVE CANAL: THE STORY CONTINUES... (1998) [hereinafter GIBBS, THE STORY
CONTINUES];LOIS MARIEGIBBS, LOVE CANAL:MY STORY(1982) [hereinafter GIBBS, LOVE
CANAL];MARCK. LANDY, MARCJ. ROBERTS& STEPHENR. THOMAS,THE ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
AGENCY:ASKINGTHEWRONGQUESTIONS
(2d ed. 1994); and AARONWILDAVSKY,
BUT IS IT TRUE?(1995). In the interest of readability, we do not provide page citations for every
proposition, but we draw primarily on GIBBS, THE STORYCONTINUES,supra; GIBBS, LOVE
CANAL,supra; and WILDAVSKY,
supra.
20. See WILDAVSKY,
supra note 19, at 127.

21. Seeid.
22. See id.
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ing tales spreadquickly:23childrenbeing burnt,omnipresentodors inducing
nausea, undrinkablewater, and black sludge everywhere.24According to the
front-pagestories, residents feared that the buried chemicals had resurfaced,
making theirneighborhoodunlivable.
At this stage, neither the state governmentnor the federal government
attemptedto reassurethe residents about their neighborhood's safety, probably for fear that such efforts would only engender distrustand because they
thought the anxieties would dissipate on their own. Taking the cautious
route, government officials ordered a series of tests.25 These detected low
levels of carcinogensin basementsnear the dump site, and in early 1978 the
EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA) confirmed the findings. The EPA
also reported,however, that the observed toxicity was not at all threatening;
the water was safe to drink, and Lake Ontariowas not alarminglycontaminated.26Nevertheless, lawsuits kept the residents' complaints steadily in the
news.27

In June 1978, frighteningstories in the NiagaraFalls Gazettecame to the
attentionof Lois Marie Gibbs, a housewife living in the area.28 Gibbs, who
became presidentof the Love Canal HomeownersAssociation, played a key
role in reinforcing fears of adverse health effects and mobilizing public attention.29 Indeed, she would eventually appear on national television programs and receive invitationsto the state capitol and even the White House.30
In brief, she served as a leading availability entrepreneurof the episode,
which culminated in the passage of the ComprehensiveEnvironmentalResponse, Compensationand Liability Act (CERCLA),generally known as the
Superfundstatute.31
Angered by claims in the Gazette, Gibbs organized a petition drive and
startedgoing door-to-doorto mobilize protests, eventually developing "a set
speech."32Partly as a result of these efforts, the local residents held a meeting, and those who "hadn'tattendedthe meeting heardwhat was going on by
23. See id.
24. See id.
25. See id.
26. See id.
27. Eventually,ninety-fivepercentof the residentssettledfor $20 millionwith Hooker'sparent company,OccidentalPetroleum.Therehavebeenninetyadditionallawsuitsby individualswho
chose not to be a partof the class action,andtwo othermajorsettlements.In the mid-1990s,Occidentalsettledwith the Stateof New Yorkfor $98 millionandwith the federalgovernmentfor $129
million. See SarahLubman,OccidentalSettlesLove Canal WasteSuit with New Yorkforup to
$123 Million,WALLST. J., June22, 1994,at A12.
28. See GIBBS,LOVECANAL,supra note 19, at 9.

29. See id. at xv-xvi, 2, 39.
30. See id. at 76, 102, 105.
31. ComprehensiveEnvironmental
Response,Compensationand LiabilityAct of 1980, Pub.
L. No. 96-510, 94 Stat.2767, 42 U.S.C. ?? 9601-9675(1994 & Supp.1996).
32. GIBBS,LOVECANAL,
supranote 19, at 15.
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word of mouth. Everybody was very curious."33 The local health department initially attemptedto counter the campaign by referring to controlled
studies that found no evidence of leukemia or even of low or fluctuating
counts of white blood cells. But because the health departmentprovided no
interpretationof what the numbers meant, they "had no meaning" for the
residents, and concerns did not dampen.34"One woman, divorced and with
three sick children, looked at the piece of paper with numbers and starting
crying hysterically: 'No wonder my children are sick. Am I going to die?
What's going to happen to my children?"'"3Notwithstandingthe results of
scientific investigations, she felt that "no one could answer."36Her anxieties
and fears came to be sharedby the entire community, which united around
the problem: "People who had been feuding because little Johnny hit little
Billy were now talking to each other. They had air readingsin common ....
The word spread fast, and the community became close-knit. Everywhere
you looked, there were people in little groups talking and wondering and
worrying."37

Responding to the outcry,New York State Health CommissionerRobert
Whalen declared a public health emergency in the area in early August of
1978.38 CharacterizingLove Canalas a "greatand imminentperil,"he urged
area residents to stay out of their basements and to avoid eating anything
from their gardens.39He also sought the temporaryrelocation of twenty-five
pregnant women and children under two years old, whereupon residents
whom the plan would leave behind inquiredwhy their own health should be
treated as less important. Gibbs, now a widely recognized activist on the
issue, was furious.
I jumpedup and said to CommissionerWhalen: "If the dumpwill hurtpregnant women and childrenundertwo, what for God's sake, is it going to do to
the rest of us!? Whatdo you thinkyou'redoing?" Now very emotional,I said;
"Youcan'tdo that!Thatwouldbe murder!"40

She and her associates treatedtechnical explanationsas just "a bunch of baloney."41 They also instructedresidents to reportto doctors and local officials any and all suspected health abnormalities."Tell them everything,"
Gibbs exhorted,"If you had threepimples this time last month, and this time
you have five-tell them!"42
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Id. at 19.
Id. at 25.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 26.

38. See LANDYET AL., supra note 19, at 135.

39. Id.
40. GIBBS,LOVECANAL, supra note 19, at 30.

41. Id. at 31.
42. Id. at 34-35.
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A month later, in September 1978, Whalen published a report entitled
Love Canal: Public Health Time Bomb, which described Love Canal as a
"modernday disaster"that was "both profound and devastating."43Other
governmentofficials either expressed agreementwith Whalen's concerns or
simply stood silent. Meanwhile, Governor Hugh Carey, who was in the
midst of a close contest for re-election, was trying to be at least as responsive
to the concerns as Whalen.44The stakes for his political careerwere already
obvious, and the residents would reinforce the point by screaming at him:
"You're a murderer!You're killing our children!"45In early August, he created a multi-agency Love Canal task force and promised state aid for the locality.46 And two weeks later he agreed that 239 of the families living closest to the canal would be relocated at state expense.47 The federal government, too, respondedto the growing sense of crisis. The top official of the
Federal Disaster Assistance Administrationtoured the area very visibly on
August 5, 1978, and two days later President Jimmy Carter declared an
emergency in the area.48
Within a few days of Carter's declaration, scientists re-examining the
evidence began signaling that the dangers were being overblown. Their
findings promptedsome governmentofficials, including Carey, to tone down
their statements.49But fears would not dissipate. On the contrary,they intensified when certainnew studies, presentedbefore Congress in early 1979,
pointed to sky-high rates of nervous breakdown, miscarriage, and various
diseases of the urinarysystem in the Love Canalarea.50These data would be
thoroughly discreditedtwo years later;51some of the effects were evidently
fictitious, and otherswere undoubtedlyproducedby panic; but at the time the
data were widely reportedas scientifically sound.52 To call for caution in
interpretingthe data, even to question their validity, was to risk fierce and
widespread criticism.53 Informationthat flowed rapidly among groups was
heightening anxieties, and those who challenged the prevailing interpretations of Love Canalwere being labeled as accessories to a heinous cover-up.

43. LANDY ET AL., supra note 19, at 135 (quoting ROBERTP. WHALEN,N.Y. DEP'T OF
HEALTH,LOVECANAL:PUBLICHEALTHTIMEBOMB1, 30 (1978)).

44. See id.

45. GIBBS,LOVECANAL,supra note 19, at 44.
46. See LANDYETAL., supra note 19, at 136.

47.
48.
49.
50.

See id.
See id.
See id.
See id. at 136-37.
51. See WILDAVSKY, supranote 19, at 145-46.
52. See id.
53. See GIBBS,LOVECANAL,supra note 19, at 58.
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The title of an ABC television programon Love Canal is representative
of the perceptionsthat now held currencynationwide: The Killing Ground.54
Similar programsfollowed. In October 1979, for instance, public television
aired a documentaryon toxic waste, with a long segment on Love Canal.55
Gibbs made every effort to keep the nation focused on Love Canal. "One
day, we decided we'd take a child's coffin and an adult coffin to the state
capitol .... It was a way of keeping us in the news."56
In January1980 the JusticeDepartmentcommissioned a study that found
chromosomalabnormalitiesin eleven of thirty-sixLove Canalresidents. The
study would eventually be discredited as scientifically flawed, but it was
leaked to the press before peer review at the EPA, and in May the New York
Times promptly gave it front-pagecoverage.57 The news media descended
on Love Canal once again, painting the image of an ordinary American
communitymired in a swamp of carcinogenicwastes as the rest of the country just watched. A resident found to have chromosomal aberrationsappeared on national television, sobbing that she "just wanted to be a housewife" as in the days before the poisons of Love Canal destroyed her idyllic
life.58
In early 1980, at a time when Love Canal was prominently featuredin
network newscasts almost every day, Governor Carey established a blueribbonpanel to review the scientific evidence. Remarkably,given the political climate, the panel endorsednone of the reportsof serious health effects.
However, its evaluationhad no appreciableinfluence on subsequentevents.
In May of the same year, a group of Love Canalresidents held two EPA officials hostage at the headquartersof the Homeowners Association.59 The
next day PresidentCarterorderedthe relocationof an additional700 families
at a cost of at least $3 million.60 And soon thereafter,exploiting the President's need for his support in the Kennedy-Cartercontest for that year's
Democratic Presidentialnomination, Carey obtained $15 million in federal
assistance towardthe purchaseof new homes for the relocatedresidents.61

54. See id. at 105-07.
55. See NOVA:A Plague On OurChildren(PBS televisionbroadcast,Oct. 2, 1979).
56. Id. at 96.
57. See WILDAVSKY,
supra note 19, at 129-34.

58. See id. at 129-30 (quotingJosh Barbanel,Homeownersat Love Canal Hold 2 Officials
UntilFBI Intervenes,N.Y. TIMES,
May20, 1980,at Al).
59. See GIBBS,LOVECANAL,
supranote 19, at 145-55.
60. See JoanneOmang,Love Canal Families to Be Relocated:PresidentDeclares State of
Emergencyat N.Y.DumpSite,WASH.POST,May22, 1980,at Al.
61. See Josh Barbanel,U.S. Agrees to a Loan to Statefor Purchaseof Love Canal Houses,
N.Y. TIMES,
Aug. 1, 1980, at Al.
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The Love Canal "timebomb,"as the press dubbedit,62was not the original source of governmentconcern about abandonedhazardouswaste dumps.
Even before the 1978 news blitz, the EPA had worked on draftingan ambitious new law to addresscontaminationproblems. But publicity about Love
Canal was crucial to this law's passage in 1980. Love Canal, and its attendant publicity, was a watershedevent that crystallizedpublic concern about
toxic waste sites. In that year, Timemagazinemade the topic of waste sites a
cover story, and new network documentariesfollowed suit. Polls conducted
at the time showed that all this publicity dramaticallyinfluencedthe views of
Americans about industrialwastes: Eighty percent favored prompt federal
action to identify and clean up potentiallyhazardousabandonedwaste sites.63
Congress responded quickly with the Superfund statute, which called for
$1.6 billion in expendituresover five years.64
The perceptual and attitudinal transformationthat occurred between
1978 and 1980 has proved enduring. Since thatperiod, Americanshave consistently ranked waste sites among the country's top environmentalproblems. In a highly publicized 1987 study, the EPA found that Americansrank
hazardouswaste sites first among all environmentalproblems-above pesticides, acid rain, indoor air pollution, radioactivewaste, water pollution, exposure to work site chemicals, tap-watercontamination,and thinning of the
ozone layer, among many others.65 This preeminence was confirmed by
public opinion polls in 1987 and 1988.66 To this date, moreover, American
presidents and serious presidentialcandidates of both major parties invoke
abandonedwaste dumps as a leading environmentalproblem. Congress has
continued to spend vast sums on clean-up campaigns. By 1994 it had allo62. See Editorial,ThoseDeadly Dumps,WASH.POST,Jan. 9, 1979, at A18; Peter Gwynne,
Mark Whitaker,Elaine Shannon,Mary Hager & Sharon Begley, The ChemicalsAround Us,
NEWSWEEK,
Aug. 21, 1978, at 25; CharlesKaiser,Hell Holes, NEWSWEEK,
Aug. 18, 1980, at 78

(reviewing MICHAELH. BROWN, LAYINGWASTE: THE POISONINGOF AMERICABY TOXIC
CHEMICALS
(1980)).

63. See Jolls et al., supranote 13, at 1521.
64. See ComprehensiveEnvironmental
Response,Compensationand LiabilityAct of 1980,
Pub.L. No. 96-510, 94 Stat.2767, 42 U.S.C. ?? 9601-9675(1994 & Supp.1996).
65. See W. KIP VISCUSI,RATIONALRISK POLICY22 tbl.2.4 (1998); see also STEPHEN
THEVICIOUSCIRCLE:TOWARDEFFECTIVE
BREYER,BREAKING
RISKREGULATION
21 (1993). Nor

have the excesses of Gibbsgainedwide recognition. Significantly,in 1998 herbook was reissued,
with a forewordby RalphNaderandan extensiveafterwordby the author.See GIBBS,THESTORY
CONTINUES,
supra note 19. The afterwordends with a section called "It Could Happenin Your
Backyard."Id. at 221. Thelast sentencesare:
LoveCanaltaughtus thatgovernment
will protectyou fromsuchpoisoningonly whenyou
forceit to. If you thinkyou'resafe, thinkagain! And if you'reeverin doubtaboutwhata
is tellingyou, talkwithyourneighbors,seek out the
companyis doing,or whatgovernment
truthbeyondtheblandreassurances
of theauthorities,
anddon'tbe afraidto dig in yourheels
to protectyourcommunity.We aremoreorganizednow thaneverbefore,andthereis help
available-justa phonecallaway.
Id. at 223.
66. See BREYER,supranote 65, at 21.
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cated a total of $13.6 billion to the cause.67 Yet it remains unproventhat the
contaminationof Love Canal, assuming it occurred,ever posed a significant
risk to anyone. Peer-reviewedfollow-up studies conductedby the New York
State Department of Health uncovered no abnormal health trends among
Love Canalresidents,and this finding was supportedby later analyses by the
American Medical Association, the National Research Council, and the
Centers for Disease Controland Prevention.68Equally significant, no subsequent study discovered any link between the identified chromosome alterations and the contaminationin question. An exhaustive 1982 study by the
EPA, based on 6000 samples of soil, air, and groundwaterfrom the evacuated area and other sampling regions, found "no evidence of environmental
contamination"at Love Canal.69 And in the same year the Departmentof
Health and HumanServices found thatthe emergencyzone was "as habitable
as the control areas with which it was compared."70A recent analysis of the
data goes much further. Looking beyond Love Canal, it suggests that "hazardouswaste sites pose an almost negligible risk to humanhealth when comparedwith the many more fundamentalrisks we face."71
Our challenge here is to explain the dogged persistence of calls to prevent "more Love Canals." In view of the billions spent on the Superfund
program,the social significance of the analytical challenge should be clear.
Had these resources been devoted to the prevention of other risks, there
could have been major benefits as measured in, say, life-years saved. Approximately 400,000 Americans die each year as a result of tobacco use,
300,000 die from poor diet and insufficient exercise, and many thousands
more die each year from otherpreventablecauses.72 The scientific evidence
is overwhelming that poor diet produces far more cancers than abandoned
hazardouswaste sites. Yet during the period of skyrocketing concern over
Love Canal, poor diet and exercise received almost no attentionas national
problems, and cigarette smoking was addressedalmost exclusively through
67. See RichardL. Revesz & RichardB. Stewart,The SuperfundDebate, in ANALYZING

SUPERFUND:ECONOMICS,
SCIENCE,AND LAW 8 (Richard L. Revesz & Richard B. Stewart eds.,

1995). Congressauthorizedan additional$6.9 billion in 1986 and $5.1 billion more in 1990. See
id.
68. See ADAMJ. LIEBERMAN
& SIMONAC. KWON,AMERICAN
COUNCILON SCI. & HEALTH,
FACTVERSUSFEARS:A REVIEWOF THEGREATESTUNFOUNDEDHEALTHSCARESOF RECENT

TIMES
23 (3d ed. 1998)<http://www.acsh.org/publication
s/reportfactsfears.html>.
69. WILDAVSKY,supra note 19, at 149 (quoting U.S. ENVTL.PROTECTION
AGENCY,REP.
NO. EPA-600/4-82-030, 1 ENVIRONMENTAL
ATLOVECANALat iv (1982)).
MONITORING
70. Id. (quoting U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH& HUMAN SERVICES,DHHS EVALUATIONOF
RESULTSOF ENVIRONMENTAL
CHEMICAL
TESTINGBY EPA IN THEVICINITYOF LOVECANALIMPLICATIONS
FOR HUMANHEALTH-FURTHERCONSIDERATIONS
CONCERNING
HABITABILITY

(1982)).
71. VISCUSI,supra note 65, at 23.

72. See J. Michael McGinnis& William H. Foege, Actual Causes of Death in the United
States,270 JAMA2207, 2208-12 (1993).
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public health warnings. Indeed, until quite recently governments devoted
negligible resources to fighting these causes of death, with the exception of
modest informationalcampaigns against smoking, which were undermined
by generous subsidies to tobacco farmers. At much less than the cost of Superfund, tax incentives and informationalcampaigns to promote better diet
and exercise could probablyhave saved tens of thousandsof lives per year.
We do not mean to imply thatchoosing prioritiesis simply a technocratic
matter, nor that informed democraticjudgments should never depart from
numerical criteria. The guiding principles of priority-settingshould involve
subtle qualitativeconsiderations,which will be brought into our analysis in
due course. Suffice it to say here that the priority accorded to abandoned
waste dumps hardly reflects what one would call the informedjudgment of
the Americancitizenry.
B. Alar
In the interest of reaching the theoreticalcore of our argumentexpeditiously, our next two examples of availabilitycascades are more compressed
than the foregoing account of the Love Canal episode. A salient phenomenon in American environmentalpolitics is the "pollutantof the month" syndrome. The essence of this syndrome is that expressed concerns about a
particularsubstancefuel growing anxieties, which then generate an irresistible demandfor regulation. These anxieties remain in the headlines until they
are bumpedoff by a new perceivedhazard.73
In 1989, one such pollutantwas Alar, a pesticide long used on apples.74
About one percent of Alar is composed of UDMH, a carcinogen. Alar's
manufacturer,the Uniroyal Company, embarkedon a two-year study of its
effects, reaching the half-point of the investigation in January 1989.75 The
preliminary results showed that in rats and mice exposed to moderate
amounts of Alar, there is no change in the incidence of tumors.76 But they
also indicateda greaterincidence of tumorsin rodentsexposed to high levels
of UDMH. On the basis of these tentative findings, the Natural Resources
Defense Council (NRDC) made a series of extrapolations,interpretingthe
results as implying that between 4700 and 6200 preschool children, or about
one out of every 4200 exposed to Alar, will develop cancer by age six.77 A
73. WILDAVSKY,supranote 19, offersmanyillustrations.
74. This narrativeis basedon WILDAVSKY,
supranote 19, andon independentresearch. We
do not offerpagereferencesfor everyproposition,but mostof the factualpropositionscan be found
therein.See id. at 201-22.
75. See ROBERT
V. PERCIVAL,
ALANS. MILLER,
CHRISTOPHER
H. SCHROEDER
& JAMES
P.
REGULATION:
LEAPE,ENVIRONMENTAL
LAW,SCIENCE,ANDPOLICY524 (2d ed. 1996).
76. See WILDAVSKY, supranote 19, at 213.
77. See id. at 208; PERCIVAL
ETAL., supra note 75, at 524.
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lawyer for the NRDC said, "If EPA doesn't think that the most potent cancer
causing chemical in our food supply is grounds enough to declare it an imminent hazardand remove it from food, well, I don't know what kind of risk
it takes then to declarean imminentchemical hazard."78
The television show 60 Minutes publicized the allegation, presenting its
report against a backgroundconsisting of a red apple overlaid with a skull
and crossbones.79 Ed Bradley, the program'shost, began the report as follows: "Themost potent cancer-causingchemical in our food supply is a substance sprayed on apples to keep them on the trees longer and make them
look better."80The story received wide coverage in newspapers,magazines,
talk shows, and television news programs. It also instigated a public outcry,
complete with protests from many celebrities, including actress Meryl
Streep, who founded an activist group called Mothers and Others for Pesticide Limits.81The NRDC's self-conscious agendawas
to createso manyrepetitionsof [its] messagethataverageAmericanconsumers
(notjust the policy elite in Washington)couldnot avoidhearingit-from many
differentmedia outlets within a short time. The idea was for the 'story' to
achieve a life of its own, and continuefor weeks and monthsto affect policy
andconsumerhabits.82

The EPA reviewed the evidence and interpretations,concluding that the
risk was vastly exaggerated: one in 111,000 rather than one in 4200.83
However, by the time the EPA made its announcement,the demand for apples had plummeted. Apples and apple products had been removed from
stores and widely banned from school lunchrooms. Many people were
treating apples as a highly toxic substance that one must handle with great
care, and only when absolutely necessary. Moreover, doctors and poisoncontrol centers were facing a deluge of calls from frightenedparents. One
caller asked "whetherit was safer to pour apple juice down the drain or to
take it to a toxic waste dump."84In desperation,the nation's apple growers
asked Uniroyal to withdrawAlar from the market. And before the year was
out, but after the EPA announcement,Uniroyal agreedto stop domestic sales
of Alar, evidently to avoid the costs of contested cancellationproceedings.85
The EPA itself joined the alarmistbandwagonby announcingthat it would

78. See WILDAVSKY, supranote 19, at 203.
79. See id. at 201.
80. Id. at 201-02.
81. The intensityof the Alarscaremighthave stemmed,in part,fromthe resonanceof a culturallyveryavailabletext: the biblicalstoryof the fall of AdamandEve. This is speculation,to be
sure,but manyrisk-relatedscaresdrawsome of theirintensityfromlinks to pre-existingfears.
82. WILDAVSKY, supranote 19, at 204.
83. See PERCIVALET AL., supra note 75, at 524.

84. Id.
85. See id. at 527; WILDAVSKY,
supra note 19, at 205.
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seek revisions of pertinent laws and regulations to make it easier to ban
chemicals suspectedof being carcinogenic.86
Furious about the whole episode, the apple growers brought product
defamation suits against the NRDC and 60 Minutes.87But the expenses associated with this suit constituteonly a small fractionof the social costs generated by the hysteria over Alar's hazards. In Washington State alone, the
harmto the apple industryincluded at least $125 million in losses in the key
six-month period.88 The United States Departmentof Agricultureput aside
$15 million to buy some of the surplusapples.89For all these costs, it is not
even clear that the withdrawalof Alar resulted in a net benefit to children's
health. A regulatorystrategythat makes apples more expensive will lower
their consumption, producing adverse health effects that may swamp any
benefits from eliminatingAlar. These observationssuggest that Alar's withdrawalmay not have survivedany form of cost-benefit analysis. In any case,
the EPA's initial risk estimatehas turnedout to be too high. According to its
subsequentanalyses, only one in 250,000 children exposed to Alar will develop cancer-doubtless a nontrivialrisk, but less than half the initial EPA
figure, and lower than that of the NRDC by a factor of sixty.90 Thus a 1991
editorial in Science argues that "a clearly dubious reportabout possible carcinogenicity by a special interest group was hyped by a news organization
without the most simple checks on its reliability or documentation."91A
United Nations panel, along with others who have investigated the data,
found that even the EPA's revised figure is too high. Alar does not cause
cancer in mice, it concluded,and it is not dangerousto people.92

86. See WILDAVSKY,
supra note 19, at 205.
87. In 1995, the federal district court judge granted a summary judgment motion for CBS, be-

cause the plaintiffscould not, in his view, proveby a preponderance
of the evidencethatthe damaging statementswere false. The courtof appealsaffirmedthejudgmentin a per curiamdecision.
See Auvil v. CBS "60 Minutes,"836 F. Supp.740, 743 (E.D. Wash. 1993) (holdingthat"[a]news
reportingserviceis not a scientifictestinglab,"andthatnone of CBS's statementscouldbe proven
false), aff'dper curium,67 F.3d 816 (9th.Cir. 1995).
88. See WILDAVSKY,
supranote 19, at 204; TimothyEgan,AppleGrowersBruisedand Bitter
AfterAlarScare,N.Y. TIMES,
July9, 1991,at Al.
89. See WILDAVSKY,supranote 19, at 205; MariaL. Laganga,Life AfterAlar:Apple Growers, Still Reelingfrom Last Crisis,Now Face HigherCostsand LowerPrices, L.A. TIMES,
Nov. 5,
1989, at D1.
90. See GENERALACCOUNTING
REPORTTO THE CONGRESS
OFFICE,TOXICCHEMICALS,

ETAL.,supranote 75, at 528; ArchonFung& DaraO'Rourke,ReinventingEnvi(1991);PERCIVAL
ronmentalRegulationfromthe GrassrootsUp: ExplainingandExpandingthe Successof the Toxics
Release Inventory(Dec. 10, 1997) (unpublishedmanuscript)(on file with the StanfordLaw Re-

view).
91. Daniel E. Koshland, Jr., Credibility in Science and the Press, 254 SCI. 629, 629
(1991).
92. See WILDAVSKY,
supra note 19, at 221. A competing view, claiming that "the Alar episode was based on solid science," can be found in David Rall & Philip J. Landrigan, Of Apples and
Alar, WASH.POST,Jan. 13, 1998, at A14.
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The process that drove the Alar scare provides another example of an
availability campaignlaunchedby availabilityentrepreneurs.The following
account puts it dramatically:
Wordsfail on Alar. The most charitableinterpretation
is that an environmentalgroup... decidedto take mattersinto its own handsby writinga report
and orchestratingits releaseto the mediain so forcefula manneras to compel
governmentalaction. The syndromeits reportplayed out is by now distressingly familiar: a few suggestive tests involving tiny quantitiesraised way
abovethe actualamountby extremeassumptionsaboutchildren'seatinghabits,
expandedfurtherby statisticalmanipulation,extrapolatedagainsthuge populations to createrow-upon-rowof childcancervictims.93

Once Alar became identified as a threat to social welfare and, in particular, the lives of helpless children, it became risky to urge restraintin interpretingthe figures. No official, and certainly no politician, wants to develop a reputationfor softness on mattersvital to children's health. Nor, in
the face of reportsof dangerto children,is any official eager to tell worried
parentsthat they should patiently wait for more scientific research. If some
doubtersand dissenters shade their views or mute their voices in response to
such reservations,the relative content of the publicly available information
will obviously get distorted. Specifically, informationpointing to danger
will become ever more available, raising its plausibility in the eyes of the
many people who use availabilityas a criterionfor evaluatingthe validity of
such information. In the process, moreover, the burden of justifying one's
beliefs will shift increasingly toward dissenters. Thus, as the Alar cascade
took off, the proponentsof banning Alar could increasingly take for granted
that their safety concerns would be treatedwith respect. For their part, the
opponents had to carry an increasingly heavy burden of being suspected of
insensitivity to humansuffering.
With Alar off the market,apple growers were quick to find substitutes.
These substitutesmight well be equally effective against pests without having the minute adverse side-effects of Alar. But we have no scientific basis
for ruling out the possibility of a serious mistake. The substitutes may
someday be identified as serious hazards. In any case, even if futurehistorians judge the Alar episode to have reached an acceptable or even happy
ending, there are socially cheaper ways to bring about a substitutionof industrial inputs. It should not be necessary to cause widespreadpanic or to
disruptproductionand consumptionpatternsfor the sake of preventinga dubious or minor hazard.

93. WILDAVSKY,supranote 19, at 222.
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C. TWAFlight 800
Mass demandfor regulationcan develop especially quickly in reactionto
events that involve many deaths. An immediatepublic reaction to a particular event that makes millions of people simultaneously and independently
detect a serious risk does not constitute an availability cascade. Indeed, the
availabilityheuristicmay come into play without cascade effects. Independent uses of the heuristic could have social effects-they could even produce
law-but they would work on the outcome directly, without triggeringreactions by others. Yet sometimes a single event will triggera rapid availability
cascade. A cascade is at work whenever some people's alarmistreactions
instill fear in others, whose own reactions then sow fears in still more individuals.
A striking example of a quick availability cascade involves reactions to
the 1996 crash of TWA flight 800, which killed all 230 people on board.
With about ninety-five percent of the wreckage now recovered, the cause of
the accident remains unknown, although none of the evidence implicates a
bomb or a missile. Nevertheless, the public outcry that followed the crash
quickly led to heightened security measures at airportsall across the United
States and to the formation of the White House Commission on Aviation,
Safety, and Security.94
There are indications that the relevant governmentofficials did not believe that the crashresulted from terrorism;but with wild rumorscirculating,
and with denials of terroristactivity seeming callous or reckless, they simply
pretendedto take the claims seriously when expressing themselves publicly.
A mere forty-five days after its creation,the White House Commission proposed extensive additionalsafeguardsagainstterrorism. And within a month
of this initial report,PresidentClinton signed most of the Commission's recommendationsinto law. The direct cost to taxpayers was estimated to be
$400 million per year.95The total price tag, including all costs to consumers
and producers,apparentlyexceeds an estimated$6 billion.96
Yet the new securitymeasuresmay not save any lives. On the contrary,
they may even cost lives. Having made airline travel more expensive and
more cumbersome,these measureshave reducedthe relative attractivenessof
flying. Flying, however, is far less dangerousthan driving. In fact, air travel
is now the safest mode of transportation.97
Between 1960 and 1995 the fatal
94. Fora generaldiscussion,see RobertW. Hahn,TheEconomicsof AirlineSafetyand Secu20 HARV.J.L. & PUB.
rity: An Analysis of the WhiteHouse Commission'sRecommendations,
POL'Y791 (1997). We drawon thatdiscussionhereandon independentresearch,avoiding,for the
sake of readability,footnotesfor everymentionedfact.
95. See id. at 800.
96. See id. at 800-01 (estimatingthe annualcost of implementation).
97. See id. at 794.
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accident rate in commercial aviation droppedfrom 0.011 fatal accidents per
million aircraftmiles flown to 0.0005.98 By making some people substitute
car travel for air travel, then, the adoptedmeasuresmay well increase, rather
than decrease, the numberof unnaturaldeaths.99
Additional examples from recent years include mass outcries over Agent
Orange, asbestos in schools, and automobile airbags that endanger children.?00Each of these cases has culminatedin politically irresistiblepublic
demands for governmentaction. Their common threadis that people tended
to form their risk judgments largely, if not entirely, on the basis of information producedthrougha social process, ratherthan throughpersonal experience or investigation. In each case, a public upheavalunfolded as vast numbers of players reacted to each other's actions and statements. And in each,
the demand for swift, extensive, and costly government action came to be
consideredmorally and socially desirable-even though, in most or all cases,
the net benefit of the resultingregulationsmay well have been negative.101
II. INTERPRETING
MASS SCARESABOUTMINORRISKS

What explains widespread fixations on unthreatening waste dumps,
nearly harmless chemicals, and unlikely causes of a tragic airplane crash,
when for years on end far more serious health hazards,such as breast cancer,
indoor air pollution, "junkfood" consumption,and asthma in the inner city
have commanded comparatively little attention?'02 What do the episodes
involving Love Canal, Alar, and TWA 800 reveal about the formationof social policies? Do the underlyingcognitive and social mechanisms carry lessons for the social sciences or study of the law? To what extent do they
complement, reformulate,or undermineaccounts of legislation and regulation based on the currentlyfashionable variants of public choice theory?'03
Finally, what implicationsdo the mechanismshave for democratictheory?
98. See id.
99. See id. at 804-06.
100. See, e.g., WILDAVSKY,supranote 19, at 185-201(on asbestosin schools);id. at 81-125
(on Agent Orange);Editorial,Air Bags-and SmotheredFacts, WASH.POST,Dec. 1, 1996, at C6
(on airbags).
101. The examplespresentedin this Partof the articlewere chosenbecausethe data,as faras
we can tell, nicely illustratethe phenomenonof regulatoryactionpromptedby availabilitycascades
ratherthansoundevidence. Butnothingturnson the selectedexamples. If the readerfeels thatin a
particularcase the scientific evidence was perfectlyadequateto justify the observedpolicy reof one
sponse,the quarrelis not with the generalargumentof this article,butwith ourinterpretation
particularexample. As our articlemakes clear, numerousother examplesmight have been presentedinstead.
102. See BREYER,
supra note 65, at 3-29 (discussingpoorpriority-settingand offeringmany
examples).
103. See generally DENNISC. MUELLER,PUBLICCHOICE(1979) (surveying a wide literature
on the effects of nonmarket decisionmaking); DENNISC. MUELLER,PUBLICCHOICEII (1989) (up-

datinghis previoussurvey).
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At first blush, the episodes in question confirm an essential finding of
cognitive psychology: as individuals, we are capable of developing and retaining beliefs that are scientifically unjustifiedand even unjustifiable. The
basis for this finding boundedrationality. Because our cognitive limitations
preclude us from thinkingdeeply about more than a small fractionof the issues that bear on our values, behavior, and welfare, we rely on mental shortcuts that leave us misinformed in many contexts, even seriously wrong.104
The episodes are consistent also with one of the centralthemes of the public
choice school, namely, that citizens of a large polity have incentives to remain "rationallyignorant."105Why should the residents of Love Canal, or
the rest of us, devote time and effort to learning the full truth about the alleged contaminationwhen as individuals we each have only one voice and
one vote to influence policies that the choices of many millions will help
shape? By the logic of rational ignorance, if activists such as Lois Marie
Gibbs or the NaturalResources Defense Council are exertingmassive efforts
on a risk-relatedproblem,this is because their extraordinarygifts, or special
social circumstances,or unusualpolitical resources, make them believe that
they can overcome any obstacles to collective action. As ordinaryindividuals we cannot affect politics in any meaningfulway by ourselves, so most of
us opt to sit back and let activists shape public discourse. Accordingly, we
become informed about issues only insofar as the learning process is costless, entertaining,or a matterof civic obligation.
It would be a mistake, however, to treat these episodes merely as additional manifestations of bounded rationality and rational ignorance. Both
interpretationsraise the question of why, in each case, millions of Americans
fell victim to exactly the same delusion. People evidently formed their perceptions interdependently, with each individual's expressed perceptions
helping to shape those of others. As a vivid case in point, the perceptionsof
the Love Canal residents took shape, in significant measure, through their
frequentmeetings and informalcommunications. Equally important,invoking bounded rationalityor rational ignorance sidesteps the challenge of explaining why people came to believe what they did. By 1979, few mentally
104. For a highly influential variant of this argument, see Herbert A. Simon, Theories of
Bounded Rationality, in DECISIONAND ORGANIZATION: A VOLUMEIN HONOR OF JACOB
MARSCHAK 161 (C. B. McGuire & Roy Radner eds., 1972); and Herbert A. Simon,
Rationality as
Process and as Product of Thought, 68 AM. ECON.REV., May 1978, (papers & proceedings), at 1,
10-13 (discussing the processes through which rational man makes resource allocation decisions
and how the outcomes are often substantially inefficient). See also John Conlisk, Why Bounded
Rationality?, 34 J. ECON.LITERATURE669 (1996) (surveying previous scholarship and arguing for
incorporating bounded rationality in economic models); Jolls et al., supra note 13, at 1477-79 (explaining how bounded rationality produces predictable mistakes).
105. The foundations of the underlying logic were laid in WALTER LIPPMANN, PUBLIC
OPINION(1922). For its classic rendition, see ANTHONYDOWNS, AN ECONOMICTHEORYOF
207-76 (1957) (analyzingthe rationalutilizationof scarceresourcesto obtaindatafor
DEMOCRACY

decisionmaking).
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competent Americans, and probably none living in the Love Canal region,
were "rationallyignorant"about the canal's contamination. However severe
their cognitive limitations,millions of Americansknew something, and what
they knew was converging to generatean alarmingview about the dangersof
industrialwastes.
What Americans "knew"depended,in the first instance, on their predisposition to believe certainclaims more readily than others. Our next task is
to identify the cognitive mechanismsand biases that impinge on risk perceptions and preferences. Turningsubsequentlyto the social processes at work,
we will explore how these interactwith psychological processes to fuel mass
delusions thathave large consequences for regulatorypolicy.
A. CognitiveProcesses
Cognitive findings about risk perception are generally studied through
laboratoryexperiments. Over the past quarter-century,cognitive psychologists have reported a bewildering array of findings, and the publication of
new findings continues.106These findings fall into several categories. The
following is a summaryof this increasingly complex literature,with an emphasis on what is critical for our purposes.
1. Biases and heuristics.
A number of experiments have identified systematic problems in the
ways people receive, store, retrieve, and process information. A particularly
relevant problem stems from the framing effect, whereby given data are
evaluateddifferentlydependingon how they are framed. A strikingexample
is that people are more eager to undergotreatmentfor an ailment when they
hear that ninety percent of the patients treated five years ago are still alive
than when they learn that ten percent of the treated patients have died.'07
Otherrelevant experimentson probabilityassessmentsuncover an anchoring
effect, by which an initial judgment or number,such as a preliminaryguess
of the probabilityof falling victim to terrorism,serves as a perceptual"anchor." The anchor influences the assessment reached after adjustingor updating in the light of new information. For example, if the initial figure is
one in 10,000, the ultimate assessment will be lower than if the initial figure
was one in 100. The anchoringeffect helps explain damages awards made
106. Many of the most influential reports of these experiments are included in two antholoANDDECISIONMAKING:AN INTERDISCIPLINARY
READER(Hal R. Arkes & Kengies: JUDGMENT
neth R. Hammond eds., 1986) and JUDGMENT
UNDERUNCERTAINTY,
supra note 1. For a selection
of more recent contributions, see RESEARCH
ON JUDGMENT
AND DECISIONMAKING:CURRENTS,
ANDCONTROVERSIES
CONNECTIONS,
(William M. Goldstein & Robin M. Hogarth eds., 1997).
107. See Amos Tversky & Daniel Kahneman, The Framing of Decisions and the Psychology
of Choice, 211 SCI. 453, 455-56 (1981) (examining the effects of framing on preferences).
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by juries.108It undoubtedlyalso contributesto perceptionsof environmental
risks; consider the immense difficulty of persuadingpeople who have heard
that a waste site poses a huge danger to believe that it is actually safe. A
highly relevant bias is the alarmist bias. When confrontedwith a range of
information suggestive of probabilities, people searching for a residential
communitytend to focus on the most alarmingsituationsthat they might encounter.109In other words, the worst possible scenarios loom large in people's minds, distortingtheirrisk perceptionsand theirbehaviors.
Much remainsunknownaboutthe mentalprocesses responsible for these
various effects. What is clear is that many errorsresult from the cognitive
shortcuts, or heuristics, that we use in processing.information.'10 The anchoring effect is an example of a distortiongeneratedby a heuristic. Another
key heuristic is the representativenessheuristic, a mental shortcutby which
causes are treatedas resemblingtheir effects.l" "A person who follows this
heuristic evaluates the probabilityof an uncertainevent, or a sample, by the
degree to which it is: (i) similar in essential propertiesto its parentpopulation; and (ii) reflects the salient featureof the process by which it was generated."112For our purposes,the most critical heuristic is the availability heuristic, which involves estimatingthe probabilityof an event on the basis of
how easily instances of it can be broughtto mind.13 This heuristic can produce substantialdistortionswhenever certainalternativesare easier to imagine than others. Thus, a person may overestimate the incidence of AIDS
simply because many of his acquaintanceshave the disease and he can easily
think of AIDS cases. Alternatively, a person may underestimatethe incidence of AIDS because he cannot think of anyone who is among its victims.
An independentbut closely relatedphenomenoninvolves salience and vividness: salient or vivid informationmakes a far greaterimpressionthan dry or
statisticalinformation.14

108. See CassR. Sunstein,DanielKahneman& DavidSchkade,AssessingPunitiveDamages
(withNotes on Cognitionand Valuationin Law), 107 YALEL.J.2071, 2109-10 (1998) (arguingthat
a jury's priordetermination
of compensatorydamagesis likely to have a largeeffect on the size of
the actualaward).
109. See W. Kip Viscusi,AlarmistDecisionswithDivergentRiskInformation,107 ECON.J.
1657, 1665-70 (1997).

110. Thereis a distinctionbetweenheuristics,which may or may not producemistakes,and
biases, which are tendenciesin the directionof misestimation.See Jolls et al., supra note 13, at
1548-49.
111. See Tversky& Kahneman,supranote 1, at 4.
112. JONATHAN
ANDDECIDING
205 (1988) (quoting Daniel Kahneman &
BARON, THINKING

Amos Tversky,SubjectiveProbability:A Judgmentof Representativeness,
3 COGNITIVE
PSYCH.
430 (1972)).
113. See Tversky& Kahneman,supranote 1, at 11.
114. See RICHARD NISBETT & LEE ROSS, HUMAN INFERENCE:STRATEGIESAND
SHORTCOMINGS
OFSOCIALJUDGMENT
45-61, 123-25 (1980).
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The availability heuristic can obviously produce judgmental mistakes
with unfortunate behavioral consequences.1ls The ease with which an
event's occurrencescan be recalled need not have any bearing on its actual
frequency.116Insofar as we estimate the incidence of a disease with the aid
of the availability heuristic,we fail to compensate for special characteristics
of our own knowledge, experience,memories, and acquaintances;as a result,
ourjudgments contain systematic errorsthat make us behave either too cautiously or not cautiously enough. Likewise, if alarmistinformationis more
salient, and thus more readily recalled, we may end up exaggerating the
gravity of certainrisks.
It is undoubtedlytrue that in certain contexts cognitive heuristics will
produce beneficial results while economizing on decision costs. But their
redeeming features should not be overstated, for the results of the economizing can be very harmful.117Indeed,people systematicallyerr in assessing
the numberof deaths due to particularrisks. While underestimatingdangers
that are not highly publicized (heart disease, strokes, asthma), they grossly
overestimate risks to which the media pay a great deal of attention (accidents, electrocution).118
2. Prospect theory.
Cognitive psychologists have also uncovered distinctive features of the
value functions through which people evaluate risks and options.119These
findings cast serious doubt on expected utility theory, which provides the
behavioralbasis for vast segments of the contemporarysocial sciences.'20 A
key finding is the certainty effect. Because people attach intrinsic value to
certainty,their well-being improvesmore when the probabilityof an adverse
effect drops from 1.0%to zero than when it drops from 2.1% to 1.0%.121 Put
differently,their utility changes exhibit a discontinuityat the point where the
risk in question disappears. An equally striking finding is loss aversion,
115. See Tversky& Kahneman,supra note 1, at 11-14 (describingcommontypes of errors
causedby the availabilityheuristic).
116. See the discussionof mistakenbeliefs aboutmortalityrisksin BARON,supranote 112, at
210-13.
117. On both points, see Conlisk, supra note 104, at 683-86.

118. See BARON,supra note 112, at 198-200, 210-13 (examiningthe mechanismsthat accountfor the overestimationandunderestimation
of risk).
119. The domainof these features,and the inconsistenciesbetweenprospecttheoryand expectedutilitytheory,remaincontestedissues. See Jollset al., supranote 13, at 1535-36.
120. A good overview is Colin Camerer,Prospect Theoryin the Wild:Evidencefrom the

Field, in CHOICES,VALUES,ANDFRAMES(Daniel Kahneman & Amos Tversky eds., forthcoming

1999).
121. See DanielKahneman& Amos Tversky,ProspectTheory:An Analysisof Decision Un-

der Risk, 47 ECONOMETRICA
263, 265-67 (1979) (showing that people ascribe excessive value to

outcomesconsideredcertain).
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which is the tendency to benefit less from a given gain than to be harmedby
an equivalent loss.122People experience less satisfaction from winning, say,
a $100 prize than they feel dissatisfactionupon finding out that the prize has
been cancelled. The disparitycan be enormous.123
Whethera particularchange qualifies as a loss or a gain depends on the
relevant reference point, which can be manipulated. Is a change in the risk
associated with some environmentalhazard a loss or a gain? The answer
could well depend on whether the reference point is 1979 or 1999. Loss
aversion thus implies that one can distortpolicy evaluationsthroughframing
effects.124Like loss aversion, the certaintyeffect can be triggeredby choosing an appropriatereferencepoint. We will show later how the certaintyeffect and loss aversion connect with the availabilityheuristicto shape, and be
shapedby, availabilitycascades.125
3. The relative acceptabilityof risks.
Yet anotherset of findings involves the qualitativefeaturesthat enhance
or diminish the acceptabilityof risks.126Most people are not functionaries
seeking to maximize life-years throughregulation. Interestedas they are in
leading meaningful,comfortable,balanced,and morally satisfying lives, they
care about the qualitative differences among risks. These differences thus
generate diverse acceptability effects that shape their pertinent preferences
and values.
One particular acceptability effect is the controllability effect, which
makes a given risk more tolerableinsofar as it appearscontrollable.127Risks
associated with driving arouse less concern than those of flying, because
people think that they have relatively more control over the former. Likewise, people treatthe risks of mountainclimbing as a negligible social problem insofar as they perceive those risks as controllable through equipment
choice, path selection, or simply picking a differentadventure. The control122. See id.
123. See RichardH. Thaler,ThePsychologyof Choiceand the Assumptionsof Economics,in
ECONOMICS
QUASIRATIONAL
137, 143 (RichardH. Thalered., 1991) (arguingthat "losses loom
largerthangains").
124. See DanielKahneman,JackL. Knetsch& RichardH. Thaler,Fairness as a Constraint
on Profit Seeking: Entitlements in the Market, in QUASIRATIONAL
ECONOMICS,
supra note 123, at

199, 203-05.
125. See PartIIIinfra.

126. See generally BARUCHFISCHHOFF,
SARAHLICHTENSTEIN,
PAULSLOVIC,STEPHENL.

DERBY
& RALPH
L. KEENEY,
ACCEPTABLE
RISK(1982);PaulSlovic, Trust,Emotion,Sex, Politics,
andScience:Surveyingthe RiskAssessmentBattlefield,1997U. CHI.LEGAL
F. 59.
127. For other explanations, see HOWARDMARGOLIS,
DEALINGWITHRISK 111 (1996) (em-

phasizingthatcontrollability"usuallyentailsfamiliarity")andCass R. Sunstein,Bad Deaths, 14 J.
RISK & UNCERTAINTY
259, 274 (1997) ("People find risks less acceptable if those risks do not
seem to be within their control.").
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lability effect constitutesjust one of the many ways in which lay evaluations
differ from those of experts. In addition to controllability,ordinarypeople
pay special attentionto risks that are potentially catastrophic,likely to affect
future generations, inequitably distributed,or involuntarily incurred. And
they de-emphasize risks with naturalorigins or unidentifiablevictims. The
following table summarizesthe majoracceptabilityeffects:128
TABLE I
ACCEPTABILITYEFFECTS
Risk Traits

Aggravating

Mitigating

Familiarity

New

Old

Personalcontrol

Uncontrollable

Controllable

Voluntariness

Involuntary

Voluntary

Mediaattention

Heavymediacoverage

No mediacoverage

Equity

Evenlydistributed

Unevenlydistributed

Impacton children

Childrenat specialrisk

Childrennot at risk

Impacton futuregenerations

Futuregenerationsat risk

Futuregenerationsnot at risk

Reversibility

Irreversible

Reversible

Identifiabilityof victims

Victimsknown

Victimsunknown

Accompanyingbenefits

Benefitsclear

Benefitsinvisible

Source

Human-generated

Naturalorigins

Trustin relevantinstitutions

Low trustin institutions

High trustin institutions

Immediacyof adverseeffects

Adverseeffectsimmediate

Adverseeffects delayed

Understanding
Precedents

Mechanismspoorlyunderstood Mechanismswell understood
Historyof accidents

No past accidents

Note: The firstcolumnlists certainimportantrisktraits. The secondlists the conditionsthatmake
the risk more threateningand,hence, less acceptable,holdingall else constant. The thirdlists the
conditionsthatreducethe threatof the risk,makingit moretolerable.
128. An alternativetableof acceptabilityeffects, with accompanyingdiscussion,is provided
in MARGOLIS,
supranote 127, at 28, 42-46.
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Many of these acceptability effects require further analysis. The line
between controllableand uncontrollablerisks is usually one of degree, not of
kind. Likewise, there is no sharp distinction between voluntary and involuntary risks.129 For our purposes, however, the basic point is that various
characteristicsof risks affect lay judgments about whether they call for public regulation. These characteristicsgo much beyond the actuarial tables
used by policy experts.
4. Beyond individualpsychology:the role of social influences.
All three of the reviewed classes of cognitive findings about risk perception-biases and heuristics,prospecttheory, and acceptabilityof risks-have
obvious importance,and they have startedto receive considerable attention
in studies of policy making and the law.130But even collectively these findings leave major gaps. They say nothing about the social dimensions of information acquisition, retrieval,processing, and transmission,and they disregard the social mechanisms that shape risk judgments and preferences.13'
In the typical laboratoryexperimentinvolving risk judgments or preferences,
experimenterstightly control all sources of information,and subjects are kept
from communicatingwith one another. Preventedfrom sharinginformation,
the subjects solve problems and answer questions in isolation from others.
By design, therefore, there are no interdependenciesamong individual responses.132

Outside of laboratorysettings, of course, people consult each other;they
lear from each other;they influence one another'svalues; they defer to each
other;they share sources of public information;they try to mold each other's
beliefs and values; and their social interactionsshape their knowledge, perceptions, and interpretations.In sum, social processes contributeto the evolution of risk perceptions and also to the formation and transformationof
129. See Sunstein,supranote 127, at 270-71.
130. See, e.g., RogerG. Noll & JamesE. Krier,SomeImplicationsof CognitivePsychology
STUD.747, 749-60 (1990) (discussingprospecttheory,biases and
for RiskRegulation,19 J. LEGAL
heuristics,and the relativeacceptabilityof risks);Jolls et al., supranote 13, at 1476-78(discussing
biases andheuristicsas well as prospecttheory).
131. The point is emphasizedin PhilipE. Tetlock,An AlternativeMetaphorin the Study
of

ONJUDGMENT
Judgment and Choice: People As Politicians, in RESEARCH
ANDDECISIONMAKING,

supra note 106, at 657. Tetlockhas conductedexperimentsthattend to supportthe analysispresentedhere. See, in particular,his discussionof the "acceptability
heuristic,"wherebypeople strive
to say thingsthatotherswill findacceptable.See id. at 662-65.
132. An exceptionconsists of prisoners'dilemmaexperimentsin which social interactions
have potentiallyhuge effects. See JohnO. Ledyard,Public Goods:A Surveyof ExperimentalRe-

search, in THEHANDBOOKOF EXPERIMENTAL
ECONOMICS
111, 156 (John H. Kagel & Alvin E.

Roth eds., 1995) (examiningcooperationtowardthe provisionof public goods). See
generally
TimothyN. Cason& Vai-LamMui,A LaboratoryStudyof GroupPolarisationin the TeamDictator Game, 107 ECON.J. 1465 (1997) (discussingsocial influencesin the contextof an
experiment
involvingaltruism).
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relevant preferences. These processes interactwith all of the biases, heuristics, and effects discussed above.
B. InteractionsBetween Social and CognitiveInfluences: The Centralityof
the AvailabilityHeuristic
Let us consider a few cases in point. The frames through which individuals interpreta situation are generally formed socially. Their reference
points for assessing gains and losses are generally given by popularconventions and communicated through conversation, not chosen by individuals
autonomously. Anchors, which in principle can vary enormously across individuals, are in practicethe productof social interactionsand widely shared
informationflows. For example, a key anchor for a damages award will be
the same for every memberof a jury by virtueof the plaintiffs request.
In contexts involving risks, then, both perceptions of a risk and its acceptability are framed socially. Whetherpeople feel in control of a risk and
what they consider representativeof it are both determinedthroughtheir interactions with others. This is consistent with findings that perceptions and
attitudes toward any given risk can vary greatly across cultures and in any
given culture across time.133Indeed, an objectively fixed danger can appear
controllable in one decade but uncontrollablein another, and enormous in
one countrybut negligible in another. During the Love Canal episode, residents heard stories from each other; politicians fueled fears through statements sympathetic to the apparentconcerns; and the media reported such
developments to the entire nation, compoundingthe fears of both the Love
Canalresidents and people who lived, or believed they might live, near other
abandoned waste dumps. Perceptions and fears fed on each other. Thus,
neitherthe informationthat individualsreceived and processed nor their consequent sensitivities were in any meaningful sense exogenous to the episode.
Individual dispositions and attitudeswere formed and transformedthrough
an emphaticallysocial process.
As with George Orwell's "equal animals"of which "some animals are
more equal than others,"34one heuristicis more fundamentalthan the restat least in social contexts where people, lacking reliable informationof their
own, look to others for interpretationsof events. In such contexts, information does not influence individualperceptionsunless it becomes available in
the public domain, so the availabilityheuristic necessarily interactswith all
the other heuristics and biases. Insofaras people exchange informationwith
one another,the availabilityof informationdeterminesthe characteristicsof
framing, representativeness, anchoring, and reference points. Likewise,
133. See MARY DOUGLAS& AARON WILDAVSKY, RISK AND CULTURE186-98 (1982)

(showingvariousculturalinfluenceson the acceptabilityof risks).
134. GEORGEORWELL,ANIMALFARM148 (1946).
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availabilityinfluences perceptionsof the risk traitslisted in Table I. If public
discourse tends to code all pollution as a loss relative to an imagined state of
environmentalpurity, that imagined state will become the reference state,
and the easy availabilityof this coding will influence how individuals frame
theirjudgments aboutpollution. In this mannerthe availabilityheuristicwill
promote frames that trigger loss aversion. Naturally, no loss aversion will
come into play if public discourse emphasizes the environment'scleanliness
relative to the past or relative to another society. In brief, the availability
heuristicrules the roost.
Risk judgments and preferencesare formedthrougha circularsocial process. Identifiablesocial mechanismsgovern the availability of information,
and through the mediation of the availability heuristic, this availability
shapes, on the one hand,judgments about the magnitudes of various risks
and, on the other, the acceptability of these risks. Simultaneously,the consequent individualactions and expressions affect the availability of information. There are thus two-way interactionsbetween social outcomes and individual cognitive processes. These interactionsform an availability cascade
whenever individual uses of the availability heuristic increase the public
availability of data pointing to a particularinterpretationor conclusion, and
this increase in availabilitythen triggersreinforcingindividualresponses.
In contexts subject to availability cascades, the distributionof beliefs
across the relevantpopulationmay entail multiple equilibria. In otherwords,
the same objective informationmay be capable of sustainingdifferent, even
extremely different, belief patterns,depending on whether a cascade occurs
and, if so, which of many possible cascades is initiated. One risk may gain
salience, receive an enormousamountof attention,and become the object of
tight regulation,while anotherrisk, which experts deem equivalent,is treated
as "partof normallife."
Against this background,it is not surprisingthat culturallyand economically similar nations can display dramaticallydifferentreactions to identical
risks. While nuclear power enjoys widespread acceptance in France, it
arouses considerable fear in the United States.135 Another implication of
multiple equilibria is that any given risk assessment may change suddenly
and dramaticallyeven in the absence of any major change in the relevant
135. Analogousdifferencesareobservedacrosssubgroupswithinany given society. Hereis
an exampleof particularinterestto legal scholarsin the UnitedStates: Casualempiricism
suggests
a substantialdifferencebetweenlaw studentsat the Universityof Chicagoand those at,
say, Columbia,Yale, or Stanfordin theirapparentconvictionson "hotbutton"politicalissues. Insofaras
selectionbias is minimaland the studentsenteringthese schools are not significantlydifferent,the
observedopinion differencesare perhapsa productof availabilitycascades. On certainissues,
"liberal"judgmentsare socially "taxed"at Chicagoand socially "subsidized"at Columbia,Yale,
andStanford,which meansthatthey areexpressedandheardmorecommonlyat the latterthree. It
wouldbe valuableto knowwhetherthe differencesendureaftergraduation.
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scientific evidence.136 Over a short time, people convinced that their environmentis perfectly livable may come to think, because everyone else seems
to be getting alarmed,that it is replete with dreadfulcarcinogens. The opposite transformationis also possible. Entire nations may become convinced
that their environmentis essentially clean along one dimension or another,
simply because this judgmentis widely shared.'37And insofar as people lack
independentmeans of judging a claim's validity, there is a danger that the
beliefs generatedby a cascade will be factually incorrect. Millions of individuals may develop erroneousbeliefs simply by giving each other reasons
to adopt and preservethem.
Availability cascades do not appearrandomly. For one thing, activists
choose which dangersto stress publicly. For another,if an availability cascade is to unfold, enough people must initially be receptive to it. Skillful
availabilityentrepreneurshave insights into the sorts of events to which relevant segments of society are receptive. The underlying social conditions
thus create what one might call an availability market-a market in which
certain risks are possible foci of cascades. What this market ultimately selects will obviously change over time and place. In late-twentieth-century
America, the perceived risks of nuclearpower are far more likely to trigger
an alarmistcascade than those from sugar consumption(because the inconvenience of major change is obvious), or lighting candles at the dinner table
(because it is common knowledge thatpeople generallyrely on electricity for
illumination). Outside of the immediate context of risk regulation, a claim
that pornographyconstitutesa form of sex discriminationwas more likely to
be taken seriously in the aftermathof the civil rights movement than in earlier times, when discriminationdid not enjoy widespread recognition as a
nationalproblem.'38
The concept of an availabilitymarketsuggests the possibility of competition among availabilityentrepreneurs.Advocates of putting a cap on punitive damages will point to egregious cases of excess, such as the awardingof
millions in damagesbecause of hot coffee spilled on someone's arm at a fast
136. The generalprinciplehereis thatsmallshocksmay producedisproportionately
largereactions. The principleis developedanddemonstrated
in KURAN,
supranote 5, at 247-348; Kuran,
Now Out of Never, supra note 3; and Kuran,Sparksand Prairie Fires, supra note 3. See also
et al., A Theoryof Fads, supranote 3, at 993.
ARTHUR,
supranote 6; Bikhchandani
137. The underlyingbelief formationprocessoccursin a vast arrayof domains. AMARTYA
SEN, COMMODITIES AND CAPABILITIES (1985), shows that Indian widows tend to consider them-

selves healthywhile widowersthinkof themselvesas relativelyunhealthy,even thoughby objective medicalcriteriathe lattergroupis farhealthierthanthe former.See id. at 81-83. Althoughpart
of the explanationis thatwidows have little experienceof feeling fit andwell-nourished,inaccuracies spreadthroughpublicdiscourseplay a key role. Forotherexamplesof widely held misperceptions, see the chapters on "witch mania" and "hauntedhouses" in CHARLESMACKAY,

EXTRAORDINARY
POPULARDELUSIONSAND THEMADNESSOF CROWDS462-564, 593-618 (Harmony Books 1980) (1852).
138. See CATHARINE
A. MACKINNON,FEMINISM
UNMODIFIED
127-33 (1987).
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food restaurant;opponents of such a cap will refer to egregious cases of
wrongdoing in which juries awarded relatively modest awards. Critics of
environmentalregulationwill point to scares that resulted in massive waste,
while advocates will highlight cases in which the nation responded too little
too late. In explaining the outcome of such competition,the capturetheory
of regulationinvokes the relative strengthsof the competing interest groups,
as measured, for instance, by capacity to raise funds and deliver votes.139
Without denying that relative strengths matter, our argument stresses that
these need not be decisive. The objectively weaker side may triumphsimply
by exploiting the right cognitive biases, timing its campaigns skillfully, and
pressuringthe right social groups, thereby putting in motion an availability
cascade in its favor. The side that succeeds in triggeringa cascade favorable
to its cause will then see the interdependentresponses of ordinaryindividuals
make its advantagesgrow explosively and its initial political weaknesses turn
into irresistible strengths. After the cascade has run its course, the triumphantavailabilityentrepreneurswill appearto commandfar greaterresources
than their defeated opponents. Yet this outcome would not have been predicted at the start. In fact, observersmight have predictedthe opposite outcome.
We shall distinguishbetween two componentsof an availabilitycascade:
an informational component and a reputational component. The former
works throughgenuine changes in people's beliefs. If individualsA, B, and
C become convinced that Love Canal is spreadingcancer, D, upon learning
of this development,might believe the claim on the groundsthat her friends
cannot all be wrong. In believing something simply because many others
consider it true, D would be compensatingfor her lack of reliable personal
information. The reputationalcomponent of an availability cascade works
throughexpressions of conviction, weakly or uncertainlyheld, possibly even
feigned, that people produce in order to retain social approval and escape
censure. Imagine thatA and B suggest that Love Canal is dangerouslycontaminatedand that C, althoughunconvincedby the claim, refrains from expressing his misgivings and endorses the alarmistposition simply to avoid
being charged with stupidity or callousness. In this illustration,the availability of informationpointing to Love Canal's dangerrises throughmisrepresentationsmotivatedby perceived social pressures.
Extending the latter illustration,suppose that D comes onto the scene,
finding that everyone who has spoken up about Love Canal appearsalarmed.
Unaware that one of the statementsis untruthful,she becomes alarmedherself, even though she would have felt secure had she had access to C's unex139. For influentialvariantsof this theory,see Sam Peltzman,Towarda More GeneralTheory of Regulation,19 J.L. & ECON.211 (1976) and GeorgeJ. Stigler, The Theoryof Economic

Regulation, 2 BELLJ. ECON.& MGMT.SCI. 3 (1971).
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pressed reservations.140This extension demonstrateshow the reputational
component of an availability cascade may supportits informationalcomponent. Each component bolsters the availability of informationpointing to
serious danger.141The next Part will develop these possibilities in greater
detail.
III. AVAILABILITY CASCADES

An analysis of any mass upheaval that triggers political and legal responses to perceived risks must take account of two sets of influences:
(1) social influences on the individual,and (2) individualinfluences on society.
The first set consists of the effects that social variableshave on personal
variables. The social variable of greatest interest here is public discourse,
which is the ensemble of publicly expressed or conveyed sentiments, ideas,
and information that individuals use as gauges of what others know and
want. Policy initiatives and enactments, including steps taken by official
agencies, are also relevant. Public discourse and other social variables influence three types of personal variables: people's riskjudgments (perceptions
of the prevailingrisks they face), their riskpreferences (orderingsof alternative risks), and their risk-policy preferences, or simply their policy preferences (orderingsof possible ways of regulatingrisks). The second set of influences runs the opposite way, from personal variables to social ones. It
consists of the impact that individualshave on public discourse throughtheir
own personaltransformations.

140. SolomonAsch's famousline experimentuncoveredthe potentiallyimmensebehavioral
influenceof feignedjudgments. Asch's subjectswere askedto matchthe lengthof a line with one
of threeotherlines, two of which were obviouslyof differentlength. A thirdof the subjectsgave
wrong answersin the presenceof confederatesinstructedto volunteerunanimouslywrongjudgments. But the ratefell to less thanone percentwhenone of Asch's confederatesdeviatedfromthe
rest. See S.E. Asch, Effectsof GroupPressureuponthe Modificationand Distortionof Judgments,
in GROUPS,
LEADERSHIP
ANDMEN177 (HaroldGuetzkowed., 1951). For interpretations
of the
line experimentand many relatedexperiments,see KURAN,
supra note 5, at 22-44; and ELLIOTT
ARONSON,THESOCIALANIMAL20-28 (7th ed. 1995).

141. It is possible,however,for the two componentsto workat cross-purposes.Supposenow
thatA, B, and C expressalarmover Love Canalwhile D, a prominentnewspapercolumnist,suggests that worriesare unjustified. E believes the alarmistclaim on the groundsthat most people
seem alarmed,andhe communicateshis new worrywithoutequivocation.For her part,F, though
convincedof the dominantview, pretendsto be undisturbed
for fearof annoyingthe columnist,who
has the power to damageher career. In this illustration,the actions of E and F work at crossdrivenworriesof E make alarmistdata
purposeswith respectto availability. The informationally
more available,but the reputationallydrivenapparenttranquilityof F make it less available. Accordingly,E's reactionhelps the availabilitycascademove forwardwhile thatof F slows it down.
Dependingon the circumstances,the net effectmaybe to makemostmembersof society dismissan
actuallygraverisk.
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The two sets of influences thus form a circularprocess. Public discourse
shapes individual risk judgments, risk preferences, and policy preferences;
and the reshapedpersonal variablesthen transformthe public discourse that
contributedto their own transformations.
In ordinary language, the term "public"is employed to connote both
openness and collectiveness. It is the formersense that is relevanthere. Unlike a "private"variable, a public variable is one that is generally visible.
Strictly speaking, a private characteristic,such as a private perception of a
chemical spill's risk, is known only to its bearer,althoughpeople close to the
individual, including his relatives and close friends, may have good insight
into what he is thinking and feeling. Because of its visibility, the transformation of a public variable can have sudden and direct effects on individual
thoughtsand dispositions. If a newspaperreportsuggests that a water supply
is safe, thousandsof readersmay instantlyfeel reassured.
By contrast, the immediate effects of private variables are necessarily
limited, although, as we shall see, they can have important effects over
longer time spans, through less direct channels. If an official investigates
scientific reports about a waste dump and becomes convinced that worries
are unjustified,this knowledge itself will have no impact on the information
available to alarmedresidents. What will influence the perceptions of residents is what he says publicly. It is critical to recognize that the official's
public pronouncementsare manipulable. Indeed, they can diverge from the
thoughts that he carrieswithin his head and from the knowledge he conveys
to a confidant. To avoid charges of insensitivity, even to avoid having to
justify an unpopularposition, he may make speeches and promote policies
that convey deep concern about a waste spill that he actually considers
harmless.
Just as an official may tailor his public pronouncementsto protect his
reputation,so, too, may the other individuals who contributeto public discourse and public activity. Let us distinguish,therefore,between the private
and public variants of the variables that characterizeindividuals. A given
resident of Love Canal has a private riskjudgment and also a corresponding
public riskjudgment. Depending on the reputationalcosts and benefits associated with alternativepublic acts and expressions,the lattermay differ from
the former. In particular,the resident may convey an interpretationthat under- or overstates what she would express privately. Likewise, in any given
context the resident's private risk preference and private policy preference
may differ from her correspondingpublic risk preference and public policy
preference. Whenever she chooses to express different preferences from
those that she holds in her own mind, she engages in a form of preference
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falsification. And by misrepresentingher risk judgment in public, she engages in a form of knowledge falsification.142
The distinction between private and public variables calls for a refinement to the circularprocess describedabove. People's public judgments and
preferences influence both the private and the public variables of other individuals. But the mechanisms are separate. In the formercase, the influence
rests on the informationalvalue of public words and deeds; in the latter, it
works throughthe generatedreputationalcosts and benefits. As with any bidirectionalrelationship,one gains analytical clarity by focusing on each inference separately. We shall start with the transformationof private variables underthe influence of public variables,then move onto the reverse influence. These analytical steps will prepare us for a fuller description of
availability cascades, including the efforts that perceptive individuals undertake to exploit them.
A. The Social Constructionof RiskJudgmentsand Preferences
Because it is costly.to gatherpertinentinformation,individualsordinarily
seek to free ride on knowledge that is publicly available through sources
ranging from gossip and rumors to scientific reports. Most risk judgments
rest on little, if any, personal investigation; they depend largely, if not
wholly, on trust placed in the judgments of selected others. Consider Barbara Quimby, the Love Canal resident who sobbed before television cameras.'43 Quimby had not analyzed water samples or studied their impurities.
142. The conceptsof preferenceandknowledgefalsificationare developedin KURAN,
supra
note 5. Carryingno normativesignificancein and of themselves,these termsconnote only that
impressionsconveyed in public differ from those held or expressedprivately. It is obvious that
society will often benefitfromknowledgefalsification,as when an ignorantperson,afraidof making a fool of himself, "goes with the flow" in a meetingdominatedby well-trainedprofessionals.
Likewise, preferencefalsificationmay producesocially felicitousoutcomeswhen the preference
being falsifiedis invidious(e.g., sadism),when it producespolicy outcomesthatgive rise to benefits unexpectedby the falsifiersthemselves,or when it allows people with moreintensefeelings to
fulfill theirgoals. Preferencefalsificationalso can help resolve internalconflict, a commonphenomenon. Considera personwhose conscienceinstructshim to contributeto a charitablecause
while his selfish side insists thatthe money is neededinsteadfor his plannedcruise. And suppose
thatin makingfinancialdecisionsin the privacyof his home this individualcaves in to his selfish
impulses and refrainsfrom respondingto the charity'sappeal. Subsequently,at a social event
where an appealfor money is made, he feels pressuredto make a donation. Readersof various
politicalpersuasionswill find this person'spublicpreferencemoreappealingthanhis privatepreference. In fact, even the individualhimselfmay wish thatin privatehe was able to musterthe will
to act as he would in the presenceof others. It couldbe thathis privatepreferenceaffectshis selfconceptionnegativelywhile his publicpreferenceaffectsit positively. Formoreon the latterpoint,
see Timur Kuran, Moral Overload and Its Alleviation, in ECONOMICS,VALUES, AND

231 (AvnerBen-Ner& Louis Puttermaneds., 1998); Lessig, supra note 13; and
ORGANIZATION
Cass R. Sunstein,Social Normsand Social Roles,96 COLUM.
L. REV.903 (1996). Whilethe latter
observationpointsto the complexityof individualpreferencesandchoices,in no way does it nullify
the social significanceof reputationally
driveneffortsto manageone's publicimage.
143. See WILDAVSKY,
supra note 19, at 129-30; text accompanying note 58 supra.
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Her fears were based entirely on the apparentperceptions of her acquaintances and reportsin the mass media.'44 That a belief is a product of social
influences does not mean that it is weakly held, or superficial from the
standpointof its holder; on the contrary,it may run very deep. The resident
of a contaminatedarea may be entirely convinced that the pollution will kill
anyone who stays in the area, even though her informationcomes from statistics, claims, and interpretationsthat she has done nothing to verify.
Most, though not all,145personalrisk judgments stem primarilyfrom social influences ratherthanhardwiring. If most Americansconsider industrial
waste dumps to pose much greaterdangersto themselves than the millions of
deer that roam the nation's highways, the reason lies in public discourse,
notably the content of the mass media. Whereasthe electronic and printmedia are replete with reports of industrialwaste dumps, they seldom pay attention to the traffic injuriesand deathscaused by deer herds that have grown
fifty-four-fold since the 1940s because of hunting restrictions, lack of
predators,and abundantnew habitat.146As a consequence,many people who
consider environmentalcontaminationan omnipresentand devastating danger think of deer as the affectionate, harmless, and vulnerable animals portrayedby Walt Disney's moving fable Bambi.
A complicating factor is that communities typically harborsubcommunities whose members interactprimarilyamong themselves. Depending on
the context, a given subcommunitymay discount, even ignore, information
provided by outsiders. That the media as a whole are bombardingsociety
with one particularinterpretationof an event provides no guarantee,then,
that every segment of society will take notice. Insofar as subcommunities
live in isolation from the rest of society, the reach of an availability cascade
will be limited. Yet subcommunitiesthat resist a particularavailability cascade may themselves produce internal,smaller-scale, local availability cascades. The very processes that we are outlining may account for the spread
and persistence of views within subcommunities. And in principle, therefore, the privaterisk judgments within a given subcommunitymay lie closer
to the truth,however we choose to define it, thanthose dominantoutside it.
Privateriskjudgments and risk preferencesalso have pre-social determinants. For example, most people are predisposedto fear snakes but not vi144. See id.

145. See DAMASIO,
supranote 2, at 131-34. A personwho encountersa leopardwill sense a
gravedangereven if no one else seems alarmed. We all are hardwiredto fear large, moving objects.
146. In the mid-1990s, there were more deer in the United States than when the Pilgrims
landedin 1620. See Editorial,Bambithe Pest, N.Y. TIMES,
July 26, 1997, at 20. In 1996 alone,
100 people died andmanymorewere seriouslyinjuredin 500,000 automobilecollisionswith deer.
See id.; Andrew C. Revkin, In Suburbs, Deer Sprawl Meets the Deerslayer, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 30,

1998, at Al.
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ruses.147 In the absence of social influences, they will take greaterprecautions against snakes that happento be harmlessthan againstpotentially lethal
health hazards.148Nonetheless, even in such contexts socialization can make
a huge difference. We can be educated, for example, to feel comfortable
aroundreptiles. Likewise, we can learn to consider certain risks less tolerable than others that pose equivalent,if not greater,risks. We may learn, on
the one hand, that it is unconscionableto allow deaths from waste sites that
are by-products of our material prosperity, and on the other, that fatalities
from collisions with deer are the sad but acceptable consequence of trespassing throughdeer country.149Such learningconditions us to become less
toleranttowardrisks associatedwith industrialwastes than towardequivalent
risks posed by deer.
All sources of basic socialization-parental upbringing, formal education, and culture-contribute to the formationof private risk judgments and
risk preferences. For the purposesat hand, however, these influences can be
treated as part of a fixed background. The availability cascades of greatest
interest here run their course over periods too short for them to change appreciably. Especially relevant to the present discussion are the activities of
the mass media. Media outlets have diverse and complex objectives, but it is
clear that most newspapers, magazines, and television stations seek to enlarge their "audience."150It is also clear that this goal generally causes them
to emphasize dangersover security,give some risks more exposure than others, and treat certainrisks as particularlyserious. The media exercise these
influences by controllingthe prominencewith which stories are pursued,by
selecting, soliciting, and shaping the quotations used in developing storylines, and by selecting the facts reported to advance editorial purposes,
among othermechanisms.151
To be sure, the media, especially the print media, feature various opinions on many issues, and on mattersof risk they alone cannot account for an
observed homogenization of individual knowledge or dispositions. But the
diversity of opinion can be illusory because the editors of media outlets typi147. See MARGOLIS,
supra note 127, at 113.
148. On the evolutionary origins of such patterns, see generally THE ADAPTEDMIND:
EVOLUTIONARY
PSYCHOLOGY
AND THE GENERATION
OF CULTURE(Jerome H. Barkow, Leda
Cosmides & John Tooby eds., 1992) [hereinafter THEADAPTEDMIND].
149. There is a growing literature that tends to treat humans as abusers of the environment,
including plants and animals, and denies individuals the moral authority to harm, or even regulate,
ETHICS16-109, 264-88 (2d ed. 1993).
anything natural. See, e.g., PETERSINGER,PRACTICAL
150. See JAMEST. HAMILTON,CHANNELING
VIOLENCE:THE ECONOMICMARKETFOR
VIOLENTTELEVISION
PROGRAMMING
3 (1998). An interesting qualification, highly relevant here,
ANDA DEMOCRATIC
PRESS(1994), which emphaemerges from C. EDWINBAKER,ADVERTISING
sizes the role of advertising in influencing media content.
151. Several case studies are offered by BENJAMIN
I. PAGE,WHODELIBERATES?
(1996). See
generally GAYETUCHMAN,MAKINGNEWS:A STUDYIN THECONSTRUCTION
OFREALITY(1978);
JOHN R. ZALLER, THE NATURE AND ORIGINS OF MASS OPINION (1992).
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cally select commentatorsto constructa truncateddistributionof views centered on policy positions of their own.152During the Love Canal episode, the
media did indeed exhibit differences over the best response. But the "moderate" commentaries-those at the ideological center-favored a massive
cleanup, with most other opinions differing essentially in the details. And
despite the appearanceof open-endeddebate, some risks may receive enormous attention,while othersare neglected. The biases of any one newspaper
may not matter,of course, if they are offset by opposite biases of othermedia
outlets. But in the course of an availabilitycascade, one particularbias will
spreadacross the media and grow.
Private risk judgments and preferences shape the correspondingprivate
policy preferences, the orderingsover alternativepolicy options that people
privately favor. The greater the dangers individuals ascribe to industrial
waste dumps, with all else constant, the more they will favor expenditures
for cleanups. By the same token, the more intolerantthey are of industrial
pollution, again with all else constant,the more they will favor such expenditures. In sum, social influences shape the privatepolicy preferencesof individuals through two complementarychannels: by shaping their perceptions of risks and by molding their attitudestowardsources of risk.
B. InformationalCascades
For the moment, let us abstractfrom the social pressuresthat cause people's private characteristicsto diverge from their public characteristics. As
an analytical step, we are thus assuming that no differences exist between
private and public risk judgments, between private and public risk preferences, or between privateand public policy preferences. Against this simplified background,considerthe membersof a society debatinghow to respond,
if at all, to a toxic spill. As individuals,they all want to know what will be
best for themselves, their families, and their communities. Generally, however, they will devote little time to examining the scientific evidence because, if nothing else, they would not know how to interpretsuch data without extensive study. Most of the community's members will form their
private risk judgments, risk preferences, and policy preferences through very
limited information. Moreover,the acquisitionand processing of the
readily
available informationwill be shapedby one or more cognitive heuristicsthat
economize on both mental effort and time. Suppose that large segments of
the media are comparing the source of contaminationto leaded gasoline,
which was banned after a cost-benefit study showed it to be a highly toxic

152. Cf PAGE,supranote 151, at 20-26 (discussingthe lack of meaningful
diversityof opinion in the seeminglydiversecoverageof the warwith Iraq).
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pollutant.153Individuals exposed to the media are more likely, holding all
else fixed, to consider the contamination as representative of high-risk
chemicals, with all the associations that follow. The key preconditionfor an
erroneousinformationalcascade is thus that most citizens have little reliable
informationof their own about the claim in question.
Similarly, if the media begin touting tough new industrialregulationsto
prevent future waste leakages, with little attentionto the downside, citizens
will become sensitized to the benefits of tougher controls, without necessarily developing an awareness of the costs.154The point is critical, for people
display much less eagerness to obtain particularbenefits when they gain
awareness of the correspondingcosts. Widely reportedevidence of the risks
associated with x-rays and automobile driving have generated limited behavioral responses because the huge costs of giving up these amenities are
self-evident.155In cases where the costs are not as clear, the content of media
coverage may have major consequences for people's understanding,by determining the relative availability of both the relevant data and their interpretation. Insofar as the availabilityheuristic shapes people's interpretations
and desired policy responses, the media may lead people to exaggerate the
dangers of the situation at hand, convince them that its elimination should
receive priority, and make them discount the inconveniences that would accompany an elimination attempt. The opposite effects are possible too;
throughneglect the media may breed ignoranceabout a genuine danger,thus
dampeningthe demandfor action.
A strictly informational cascade occurs when people start attaching
credibility to a propositionP (e.g., a certain abandonedwaste dump is dangerous) merely because other people seem to accept P. To recast an earlier
illustration,suppose that Ames signals that he believes P. Barr, who would
otherwise have major reservations,believes P because Ames appearsto do
so. Cotton, who would have dismissed the propositionas silly, begins taking
it seriously upon discoveringthat not just Ames but both he and Barrare believers. Noticing that Ames, Barr, and Cotton all seem alarmed, Douglas
then accepts P without furtherthought. When Entin learns that all of his
friends believe P, he joins the pack of believers on the grounds that their
sharedunderstandingcannotbe wrong.156
Ordinarily,individuals differ in their preconceptions, the reliability of
their personal sources of information,their openness to public discourse, and
153. See George M. Gray, Larry Saligman & John D. Graham, The Demise of Lead in GasoOF INDUSTRY17-41 (John D. Graham & Jennifer Kassalow Hartrel eds.,
line, in THE GREENING
1997).
154. See MARGOLIS,
supra note 127, at 166-67.
155. See id. at 36-39, 113.

156. For variantsof such processesand many actualexamples,see the referencesin note 3
supra.
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their sensitivity to changes in the apparentviews of others.157These differences fulfill a furtherpreconditionof any cascade: heterogeneityin individual responsiveness to social signals. In the absence of variations, everyone
would adjust simultaneouslyto new information,producingnot an informational cascade but a sudden collective shift by independentactors. With a
cascade, adjustmentscome at differenttimes, with some individuals becoming convinced of a serious danger at the earliest sign of adverse health effects, but others remainingskeptical to varying degrees until more information becomes available.158This is an importantpart of the process that drove
the three episodes discussed above, though, as we shall see, not the whole
story. In each of those cases many people lacked the means to form their
own judgments, so they came to consider the alleged problem serious by accepting the dominantopinion. In the course of an informationalcascade, the
perceived validity of a claim grows progressively strongerwith the number
of apparentbelievers, and people's doubts weaken, possibly even disappear.
In accepting a belief, each individual strengthensthe case for acceptance,
which results in additional acceptances that strengthen the case even further.159 The ultimate outcome can be a widely sharedjudgment based on
little information. Although commonly held, the judgment can also be quite
fragile, in the sense that it may shift as a result of small shocks. This is so
precisely because it is based on little information.160
To be sure, this stylized logic oversimplifiesthe way that most individuals interpretpublic claims. Numbers alone do not give informationvalidity.
Among the other influentialfactors is credibility. If one hundredpeople are
denying that the contaminationof Love Canal poses a danger to human beings, and a spokesperson for the National Association of Chemical Manufacturersjoins the chorus by releasing data consistent with the claim, most
listeners will discount the data on the ground that his association has an
enormous stake in making the contaminationseem trivial. His statements
might even kindle suspicions of a cover-up, making listeners more, rather
than less, receptive to evidence of serious danger.161In any case, people's
preconceptionsmake them exhibit selective trustand mistrust. Some people
are skeptical of governmentalclaims about risk; others think that if a corpo157. Part of the reason is that the brain's circuitry at any given moment reflects each individual's unique history and circumstances. See DAMASIO,supra note 2, at 260.
158. While a necessary condition, heterogeneity is not a sufficient condition: Certain forms
of heterogeneity will inhibit rather than facilitate a cascade. Suppose that the members of a community have such different preconceptions about a potential danger that each treats the conveyed
judgments of others as irrelevant. Under this condition, fears that individuals develop on account of
their own experiences will not be contagious.
159. See ROBERTB. CIALDINI,INFLUENCE:
HOWANDWHY PEOPLEAGREETOTHINGS11562 (1984) (examining, inter alia, television executives' use of canned laughter in
sitcoms).
160. See Bikhchandani et al., Learningfrom Others, supra 3, at 157-58.
161. See Slovic, supra note 126; Viscusi, supra note 109, at 1668-70.
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ration makes a claim the opposite must be true; still others are inclined to
believe that environmentallobbies are in the business of creating unnecessary "scares." Individualswho trust one set of actors will sometimes mistrustanotherset, and almost any large populationwill contain a great deal of
diversity on this front. Consequently,informationalcascades generatedby
the availabilityheuristicmay operatelike wildfire within one subgroupwithout spreadingwithin another. It follows that at any given time different subgroups may experience their own informationalcascades. One subgroup
may come to agree that the idea of global warmingis a fraud,anotherthat all
pesticides pose a grave health hazard,still anotherthat the U.S. government
engineered the AIDS crisis, or even invented the AIDS virus, to destroy an
ethnic minority.
Like the communicator'strustworthiness,the risk traits listed in Table I
may affect the impact of any given communication. For example, a report
that points to a familiarproblem such as industrialpollution will ordinarily
be more credible than one that draws attentionto an unfamiliarproblem, for
example, the hazards of breathingthe air of used book shops. As a rule,
however, the greaterthe numberof people who hold a particularinterpretation of reality, the strongeris the perceivedvalidity of that interpretation.162
C. TheDistortion of Public Discourse ThroughSocial Pressures
By abstractingfrom social pressures, the previous Part disregardedthe
possibility that people will misrepresenttheir thoughtsin orderto accommodate the perceived agendas of others. But only rarely are social pressures
negligible, and purely informationalcascades are the exception ratherthan
the rule.

162. In fact, the numbersin questionneednot referto an aggregateconsistingof separateindividuals. Psychologistshave shownthatmererepetitioncan enhancethe perceivedvalidityof an
interpretation.In otherwords,restatementsof a single individual'sriskjudgmentmay substitute
for anotherindividual'sendorsementof thatjudgment. So it is thatpoliticalcandidatesrepeatthe
same slogans ad nauseam,hopingto raise the popularityof theirpositionsby makingtheir audiences hear them repeatedly. Even in academicscholarship,argumentsgain validity by force of
repetition. The informationalvalue of repetitionis itself rootedin the availabilityheuristic. The
morea personis exposedto a view, the easierits retrievalfrommemoryand,hence,the less doubtful it appears.See generallyKURAN,
supranote 5, at 157-75(elaboratingon this conceptin greater
& ELLIOTARONSON,AGE OF PROPAGANDA:
THEEVERYDAYUSE
detail); ANTHONYPRATKANIS
ANDABUSEOFPERSUASION
134-39 (1992) (examiningthe use of the same advertisementsrepeti-

tively). Forexperimentalconfirmation,see, for example,LynnHasher,David Goldstein& Thomas
&
Toppino, Frequencyand the Conferenceof Referential Validity,16 J. VERBALLEARNING
VERBAL
BEHAV.107, 107-12 (1977) and MarianSchwartz,Repetitionand Rated TruthValueof
Statements,95 AM.J. PSYCH.
393, 393-407(1982).
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1. Expressive distortions.
In practice, each public signal or communicationwill differ from its private counterpartinsofar as people seek to protect or improve their social
standing throughpreferenceand knowledge falsification. Depending on the
apparentsocial pressures,a group of officials may endorse reportsthat Love
Canal poses a huge threatto nearby residents, when they know of data that
make the reports suspect; and they may feign approvalof a relocation plan
even though they consider the step ludicrous. The first case of insincerity
constitutesa case of knowledge falsification. It signals to others an exaggerated risk judgment, one that inflates the correspondingprivate perception.
The second act provides a case of preference falsification, as it makes the
support for relocation greaterthan one would find if officials were polled
through a secret ballot. Simply because of reputationalincentives people
may echo a popular sentiment, even though they have not made up their
minds and feel confused, or a popularjudgment, even though they are clueless about its veracity. Plainly, all such forms of falsificationwere present in
the Love Canal episode.
Knowledge and preference falsification are common because people
want to be regarded and treated well and, equally important,this desire is
common knowledge. These conditions provide individuals and groups opportunitiesto advance their agendas merely by expressing approvalof their
public supportersand disapprovalof theirpublic opponents. The grantingof
approval operates as a "subsidy"to supportersand that of disapprovalas a
"tax" on opponents. Insofar as some individuals' need for social approval
outstrips their other needs-more precisely, "reputationalutility"163looms
large in total utility-they will tailor their expressed beliefs and conveyed
dispositions to their audiences. A related means of earning the affection,
support,and goodwill of a group is to help punish its enemies and rewardits
friends. Accordingly, a common form of preference falsification entails
criticizing people whose expressions one likes, or at least does not dislike.
For instance, a New Yorkeraware of the lack of alarmingscientific evidence
may, in the interestof bolsteringher reputation,intimatethat an official who
counsels calm should be removed from office for displaying lamentable
"weakness on the environment." Through such actions, preference and
knowledge falsification contributeto the very social pressures that produce
and reproducethem.
Preferenceand knowledge falsificationare sometimes undertakenmerely
to avoid having to explain oneself to an audience. If almost everyone appears to consider Love Canal a "killing ground,"the few who counsel inaction will be expected to justify their expressed preferences at length. By
163. For a definition of reputational utility and a discussion of how it relates to other sources
of utility, see KURAN,supra note 5, at 22-44.
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contrast,those who endorse a state of emergency will not be requiredto explain themselves. Because the burdenof proof falls on themselves, skeptics
may choose to keep quiet, or even to join the dominantchorus, simply to be
left alone. Thus a preconditionof a reputationalcascade is widespread willingness to make behavioral or expressive adjustmentsin the interest of improving one's standing.
2. Depth and width of a public consensus.
The social pressurescreatedby sincere and insincere expressions reflect
more than the sum of communicatedpreferences. All else equal, a rich person's public preferencewill impose more pressurethanthat of a poor person,
because the former possesses more effective means to tax and subsidize.
Likewise, the preference of a high bureaucratwill generally impose more
pressure than that of a lowly clerk, because the former commands a greater
capacity to confer or deny favors.164Anotherrelevant factor is the apparent
"depth"of the communicatedpreference. For example, if five people insist,
with great confidence and intensity, that failure to recycle one's aluminum
cans constitutes a horriblecrime against future generations,their statements
may exert greaterpressurethan the mild concerns expressed by fifty others.
By the same token, when five million people seem to believe a particular
proposition,the very "width"of the belief will impose pressure.
From the individual's point of view, then, both the depth and the width
of publicly conveyed convictions are relevant. A wide and apparentlydeep
public consensus will create enormousreputationalpressure,and it may also
provide considerable informationabout the underlying private preferences.
By contrast, a wide but shallow public consensus will impose modest pressure thatprivatedissentersare likely to find easy to resist publicly, and it will
generateless informationaboutprivatepreferences.
3. Social subdivisionsand other complexities.
In actual societies, people face diverse audiences, not a single, monolithic audience whose members all tune in at the same time. To the extent
that their audiences are separatedfrom one another,they may vary their expressions from one to the next. Having endorseda relocation decision before
one audience, they may dodge the issue before another,and criticize the step
before yet another. Such shifts in behavior are typically associated with politeness. In the unusually sensitive social domain of race relations, researchers find that many Americans of all backgroundsformulatetheir interview
164. In addition,the morepowerfulpersonmightbe presumedto know more,by virtueof his
professionalsuccess.
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responses differently, depending on the interviewer's perceived race.165 A
related study shows that when asked to provide feedback to fellow students,
many white studentsare relatively less critical of essays they believe to have
been written by blacks than of those they believe to have been written by
whites.'66 Although several motives could be at work here, one is to avoid
being judged hostile to blacks. The bias in question disappearsand in some
cases is reversed when evaluations are taken in settings that rule out crossracial communication.167These findings suggest that when a person expresses different judgments or preferences before two separate audiences,
both sets of expressions could be insincere. A graduatestudentasked about
her opinions concerning a toxic spill could downplay what she considers to
be the true danger before her skeptical advisors and then inflate the same
dangerbefore hungryreporterslooking for a scientist to showcase as a paragon of incompetence.168
Another complexity is that conformism,insofar as it is drivenby the desire to be accepted and liked, often competes with the impulse to stand out
and apartfrom the crowd, gain recognition,and (what is not the same thing)
be oneself. Some people refrainfrom preferenceor knowledge falsification
even when they therebyhurttheir popularity. In addition, some people perceive general public opprobriuma subsidy ratherthan a tax, especially when
it is accompaniedby widespread approval,perhaps even a leadership role,
within a dissident subcommunity.'69As we shall see, the boundariesof acceptablenonconformismcan change throughan availabilitycascade.
Both belief and preferencefalsification are mattersof degree. The most
extreme form is to assert exactly the opposite of what one thinks or wants, as
165. See LynnM. Sanders,Whatis Whiteness?Race-of-Interviewer
EffectsWhen All of the
InterviewersAre Black,PaperPresentedat the Social ScienceHistoryAssociationAnnualMeeting,
Chicago,11l.(Nov. 1998) (demonstratingthat black intervieweesgave less liberal,more "white"
answerson issues such as police brutalityandthe fairnessof the legal system when led to believe
theirinterviewerwas white) (on file with the StanfordLaw Review). See generallyTetlock,supra
note 131, at 662-63 (describingthe acceptabilityheuristicas causingpeople to shift their views
towardthoseof the perceivedaudience).
166. See Kent D. Harber, Feedback to Minorities: Evidence of a Positive Bias, 74 J.
PERSONALITY
& SOC. PSYCH.622 (1998).
167. See id. at 622-27. For many complementary findings, see PAUL M. SNIDERMAN&

EDWARD G. CARMINES, REACHING BEYOND RACE (1997).

168. On the attack mentality of the media, see SUZANNEGARMENT,SCANDAL:THE CRISIS
OF MISTRUSTIN AMERICANPOLITICS(1991) and LARRYJ. SABATO,FEEDINGFRENZY:HOW
ATTACK JOURNALISMHAS TRANSFORMEDAMERICAN POLITICS
(1991).

169. Such people avoid challenging norms of their subcommunities, lest
they be excluded

fromthem. The idea thatcertainformsof nonconformismserve as marksof individualdistinction
within particularsubcultureslies at the heartof ThorsteinVeblen's examinationof "conspicuous

consumption." See his classic work, THORSTEIN
VEBLEN,THETHEORYOF THELEISURECLASS:
AN ECONOMIC
STUDYOF INSTITUTIONS
(Moder Library ed. 1934) (1899). For a related argu-

ment,which focuseson moder countercultural
movementsrangingfromrock-and-rollhedoniststo

social and economic libertarians, see THOMASFRANK, THE CONQUESTOF COOL: BUSINESS
CULTURE, COUNTERCULTURE,AND THE RISE OF HIP CONSUMERISM (1997).
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when a scientist convinced of the safety of Alar-treatedapples pretendsthat
they threatenchildren and expresses support for banning the production of
Alar. Weaker forms include the suppressionof doubt about a report's accuracy, the exaggerationof enthusiasmfor a policy, and miscommunicationof
mild concern as intense fear, or vice versa. However, even such weak forms
of falsification distortthe content of public discourse. They do so by transformingboth the substanceof knowledge in the public domain and the social
pressuresthat determinewhat is and is not acceptableto communicatepublicly.
4. Reputationalinsurance.
The pressuresthat promoteuntruthfulexpressionneed not be palpable at
the time of an individual's expressive decision. Sometimes we refrain from
speaking our minds in anticipationof social pressuresfor which no concrete
evidence yet exists. For example, an official who considers a waste spill innocuous may shade her knowledge simply to avoid being perceived as "weak
on the environment"in the event that the spill comes to be perceived as
harmful. By falsifying her knowledge she buys reputational insurance, a
measureof immunityagainstpossible pressuresfrom environmentalists. She
also pays a price, of course, by forfeitingthe opportunityto be known as one
of the first officials to diagnose the spill correctly.
D. ReputationalCascades
We have alreadytouched on the origins of the social pressuresthat create
incentives for tailoring one's public expressions to social expectations.
Where policies will create winners and losers, not everyone simply reacts to
pressures. Ever alert to the mechanismsunderconsideration,some individuals take it upon themselves to shape the pressures in order to mold public
discourse and control the policy selection process. Examples of such availability entrepreneursinclude Lois Marie Gibbs in the case of Love Canal and
members of the NRDC in the Alar case. Availability entrepreneursactively
encourage the statementof views favorableto these options and discourage
the statement of unfavorableviews. A preconditionfor a reputationalcascade is thus the possibility of inducing splits between the private and public
"selves" of a sufficient numberof people. Such a split requiresa willingness
on the part of many citizens to shade their public expressions and tailor their
public actions in the interestof protectingtheir social standing.
Once initiated by groups with a financial or ideological stake in policy
control, social pressures may grow through the assistance of the broader
population. For this reason, such groups confer reputationalbenefits on individuals who supportparticularpositions and impose reputationalcosts on
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those who oppose them. They make individuals seem altruistic or selfish,
virtuous or vicious, dependingon what preferencesand beliefs they express.
People ordinarilywant to be perceived as standingon high moral ground, so
in the presence of sufficiently strongpressures,they adjusttheir expressions
accordingly. Suppose that questioning the wisdom of relocating the Love
Canal residents is generally equated with obtuseness and cold-heartedness,
and calling for further scientific study is construed as giving antienvironmentalistfirms time to develop their defenses. Under these circumstances, residents, observers, and policy makers will all think twice before
expressing misgivings aboutthe dominantdiagnoses or policies.
Earlier, in discussing informationalcascades, we performed a thought
experimentthat abstractedfrom social pressuresand, hence, the reputational
consequences of people's expressive choices.170 Going to the opposite extreme, let us now suppose that the choices of individuals are driven entirely
by efforts to protect their social standing. We are thus imagining that people's privatejudgments and preferencesplay no role at all in their expressive
choices; like puppets under a puppeteer's command, people express themselves simply to accommodate social pressures. If everyone was equally
aware of the prevailing social pressures, interpretedthreats and promises
identically, and cared equally about maintaining a good reputation, they
would do so in unison at the first hint that someone wanted them to supporta
particularagenda. In reality, all such factorsvary across individuals. People
differ, for instance, in the attentionthey pay to the news, the circles in which
they move, the experiences they have had with taking unpopularpositions,
and the importancethey attachto being admiredand accepted. Such differences guaranteevariationsin responsivenessto social pressure.
Imagine, then, that when a waste spill is reported,journalists seeking a
career break that will make them famous, or politicians aiming to build up
their pro-environmentalcredentials, take to denigratingthe responsible industry. Sensing an opportunityto appearvirtuous,the first people to witness
this campaign participatein the denunciations. In so doing, they raise the
volume of criticism, which makes additionalpeople aware of the ongoing
transformationin public discourse. The latter individualsjoin the chorus of
criticism to build their own reputations,which raises the volume further,and
in this manner the vilification campaign grows through a reputationalcascade. The cascade completes its course when news of the campaign has
reached everyone who cares sufficiently about maintaining a good reputation.

170. See PartIII.Bsupra.
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E. Socialization and Its Limits
The personal motives that underlie a purely reputationalcascade differ
fundamentallyfrom those of a purely informationalone. In the reputational
variant,a person asks himself, "How will my communitythink of me if I fail
to endorse its dominantposition?" And he then falls in line upon gaining
awareness of the prevailing political mood. In the informationalvariant, a
poorly informed individual seeks the truth by asking herself, "What is the
dominant view within my society?" And she jumps on the bandwagon in
motion by basing her views on those of others. In the former case individuals are motivated solely by social approval;in the latter they want only to
know the truth.
Of these pure types, the reputationalvariantpresents an oversocialized
view of human nature. Although certain individuals' expressions are sometimes ruled solely by reputationalconcerns, most people ordinarilybalance
these concerns against the desire to be truthfulto others and to themselves.
At the opposite extreme, a purely informationalcascade presents an undersocialized conception of the individual. Only highly abnormalpeople convey
knowledge and preferences without any regard for the possible effects on
theirreputations.17 A realisticallysocialized view of humannaturewill treat
people as social beings who seek acceptance,as knowledge-seekerswho are
ready to learn from others, and also as expressive agents who develop their
individualitiesby speaking their minds. To be sure, people differ from one
another along these dimensions; some care enormously about their reputations, while otherscare very little.172
The balancedperspective offered here implies that when a possible risk,
such as the contaminationof a canal, is characterizedas a dangerousproblem
or, alternatively, as no threat whatsoever, there will be two distinct influences on listeners. On the one hand, the characterizationwill shape their
private risk judgments, risk preferences, and policy preferences. On the
other, it will teach them something about the evolving political climate, thus
shaping their perceptions of the reputationalcosts and benefits associated
with the possible public expressions. The public counterpartsof the foregoing variables-the judgments and preferencesthey choose to convey in so171. For critiquesof the two extremepositions,see JamesS. Coleman,A RationalChoice
Perspective on Economic Sociology, in THE HANDBOOK OF ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY166 (Neil J.

Smelser& RichardSwedbergeds., 1994); MarkGranovetter,EconomicActionand Social Structure: TheProblemof Embeddedness,91 AM.J. SOC.481 (1985);andDennisH. Wrong,TheOversocializedConceptionof Manin ModernSociology,26 AM.SOC.REV.183 (1961).
172. These differencesacross individualsare relatedto differencesin "social intelligence,"
which is the ability to navigatein social waters. DAMASIO,supra note 2, at 169-70, tracessuch

skill variations to differences in brain functions. See generally HOWARD GARDNER, FRAMES OF
MIND: THE THEORY OF MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCE(1983) (developing a case for using a broader,
more varied notion of "intelligence"); and DANIEL GOLEMAN, EMOTIONALINTELLIGENCE(1995).
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cial settings-will reflect a combinationof these two influences. When public discourse on the contaminationundergoes a change, the transformation
will partlyreflect modificationsin people's actual thoughts and dispositions,
and partly their efforts to preserve or gain social status, by adjustingto perceived shifts in social pressures.
As noted earlier,these influences may counteractone another. When a
claim of "no danger"comes from a notoriously unscrupulousyet politically
powerful lobbyist, the source of the informationmay generate skepticism,
making listeners less willing to endorsethe lobbyist's claim. But it may also
alert listeners to the reputationaladvantagesearnedby those who endorse the
claim publicly, thus enhancingtheir willingness to do so.173 In the cases of
greatest concern here, however, these influences are mutually supportive.
The multiplicityof individualsources of informationmakes the claim hardto
dismiss as the concoction of greedy trouble makers. The claim gains credibility even as it becomes increasinglyprudentto endorsepublicly.
F. The Self-Reinforcementof Availability
Both processes-interdependent responses driven by reputationalmotives as well as those fueled by informationalmotives-add to the availability of knowledge pointing to a danger. Astute individualswill sense that reputationalincentives are breedingknowledge and preferencefalsification. If
nothing else, involuntary"bodylanguage"will sometimes publicize thoughts
and feelings that people are striving to keep private.174But one can know
thatpublic communicationsare partlyfeigned and try to make allowances for
the dissembling without discounting it sufficiently.'75 The upshot is that
knowledge and preferencefalsification can have lasting effects on how people actuallythink and feel.
To make a risk claim and the supportivedata more available is to make
informationpointing to the absence of this risk less available. An availability cascade is necessarily accompanied,therefore,by an unavailability cascade that progressively frees public discourse of voices out of tune with the
evolving chorus. This concurrentcascade makes it increasingly difficult for
people with stated or unstatedreservationsabout the developing public consensus to retain their misgivings. Making their private knowledge increasingly insecure, it weakens their resistance; and making their private prefer173. People may consider it reputationally prudent to endorse the claim even if they understand how social pressures are distorting the public communications of others. One can recognize
the insincerity of public discourse without being prepared to resist the underlying pressures.
174. See ROBERTH. FRANK, PASSIONSWITHINREASON:THE STRATEGICROLE OF THE
EMOTIONS134-45 (1988). The biological basis for the incompleteness of people's control over
their emotions are studied in DAMASIO,supra note 2 and JOSEPHLEDOUX, THE EMOTIONAL
BRAIN:THEMYSTERIOUS
UNDERPINNINGS
OFEMOTIONAL
LIFE(1996).
175. See KURAN,supra note 5, at 45-83.
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ences seem increasingly unusual, it facilitates their participation in the
evolving consensus.
Imagine a Love Canal resident who, when the story breaks, thinks that
the press is over-reactingand that her neighbors are acting irrationally. At
first, she is able to shareher doubts and misgivings with other skepticalresidents, and she notices skeptical commentaries and editorials in the press.
But as the cascade unfolds, open skepticism becomes progressively less
common. She runs into fewer neighbors preparedto express reservations
and encounters fewer press accounts calling for caution. She begins wondering whether she has been blind to facts obvious to almost everyone else.
If and when the combinationof mounting social pressures and the transformation of her own thoughtsmakes her cross her thresholdof resistance, she
will join the availabilitycascade. Dissenting voices will then become fainter
still, making it that much harderfor the dwindling number of open skeptics
to hold out as critics.176
The reputationalcosts imposed on critics may, over time, lead to intellectual paralysis. Insofaras people refrainfrom expressing their doubts, uncertainties, and misgivings, public discourse will become impoverished,
eventually making people whose perceptions depend on public discourse
stop questioningwhat appearsas the conventional wisdom. In other words,
the unthinkableideas of one period can turn into the unthought ideas of a
later one. In one period, people with doubts do not speak out; in the next,
doubts have ceased to exist.177
In the course of an availability cascade, the content of the discussions
will generally involve many of the risk traits listed in Table I. Communications will address, for example, mattersof equity, such as the unfairness of
businesses endangeringthe safety of a middle-class community. They will
establish a reference point against which the risk is to be measured. And
they will categorize the risk by highlighting similarities with previous dangers. As increasingnumbersof individualsappearto agree on the specifications for various acceptability traits, and these specifications become more
available in public discourse, cognitive biases other than availability will
come into play. For example, as a consensus begins to form that the episode
176. The sameprocesscan dampenpublicconcernanddiscouragegovernmentalactivitywith
respectto dangersthathappento be very serious. The resultingunavailabilityerrors can account
for largenumbersof prematuredeaths. See JohnD. Graham,MakingSense of Risk:An Agendafor

Congress, in RISKS, COSTS,AND LIVESSAVED:GETTINGBETTERRESULTSFROMREGULATION
183 (Robert W. Hahn ed., 1996) [hereinafter RISKS,COSTS,ANDLIVESSAVED].

177. On the underlyingprocess,see KURAN,
supranote 5, at 157-246. See generallyTimur
& SOC'Y473 (1993). ThomasKuhn's
Kuran,TheUnthinkableand the Unthought,5 RATIONALITY
accountof "normalscience" involves a similarprocess of perceptualand conceptualincapacity.

See THOMASS. KUHN, THE STRUCTURE
OF SCIENTIFIC
REVOLUTIONS
10-42 (1962); Thomas S.
Kuhn, Second Thoughts on Paradigms, in THESTRUCTURE OF SCIENTIFIC
THEORIES
459 (Freder-

ick Suppeed., 2d ed. 1977).
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resembles a certain disaster of the past, the representativenessheuristic will
startinfluencing people's interpretations.
As Love Canalbecame a top news story, many commentatorslikened the
episode to an industrialVietnam, noting that dioxin is one of the chemicals
in Agent Orange,which American forces used in the Vietnam War.178Others drew analogies to "Gypsy hauling" and "midnightdumping,"179
which
the
that
no
one
is
safe
from
that
"new
gave
impression
deadly chemicals,
Love Canals"could be unfolding in anyone's backyardwhile they were off
guard.180 These images created an intellectual climate that hindered the
maintenanceof a feeling of security.
The anchoringeffect also played a role. People who heard Love Canal
characterizedas a disaster akin to the Vietnam War, or as an official act of
mass murder, tended to consider the risk more serious than dispassionate
analysis of the scientific data would suggest. In other words, they underdiscounted the analogy, thus becoming overly alarmed by the revealed evidence. Certainnewspapersreinforced this process through reports that the
levels of dioxin were 250 to 5000 times greaterthan what the EPA considers
safe.'81 Such numericalanchorsmust have compoundedany biases rooted in
the anchoringeffect.182

178. See A Legal TimeBombfor Corporations,Bus. WK.,June16, 1980, at 150.
179. See Editorial,supranote 62.
180. See We've Been Asked, HazardousWastes-How Dangerous?,U.S. NEWS& WORLD
REP.,Nov. 5, 1979, at 46. Such analogieswere doubtlessmotivatedby the commontendencyto
treatcrimes involvingsneakinessas especiallyserious. In medievalEurope,misdemeanorscommitted at night were punishedwith extraordinaryforce. See JACQUESLE GOFF,MEDIEVAL
178 (Julia Barrow, trans., 1988).
CIVILIZATION

181. See, e.g., The Week in Review,Love Canal Carriesa HatefulBrew, N.Y. TIMES,
Aug.
6, 1978, ? 4, at 1.
182. The availabilityof informationis not the only determinantof riskjudgments. In parthat may neutralize,if not overpower,the informational
ticular,there exist counter-mechanisms
transformations
broughtaboutby availabilitycascades. Sometimesmarketmechanismsareat work
as well. Considerthe onsetof the AIDS crisis. In the early 1980s,as reportsof the AIDS epidemic
began to spread,the mass mediabecamesaturatedwith reportson the dangersof unprotectedgay
sex. Yet even in the late 1980s a significantshareof Americangays were continuingto engagein
DECADE
potentiallyfatalsexualpractices. See AIDS:THESECOND
(HeatherG. Miller,CharlesF.
Turner& LincolnE. Moses eds., 1990);MarshallH. Becker& Jill G. Joseph,AIDSandBehavioral
Changeto ReduceRisk:A Review,78 AM.J. PUB.HEALTH394 (1988). If the availabilityof informationon sexual risks had been the only determinantof their behavior,this lack of caution
would not have been observed. Evidently,otherfactors,includingsexual drives,subgroupnorms,
expressive motivations,and cognitive rationalizationstrategies,played importantroles. In any
case, the conceptualframeworkof this articleis designedto capturethe sharedessence of diverse
strugglesover risk;as with any such framework,variationsaroundthatessence are inevitable. We
cannotdetermineexactly why the varianceis largerin some cases thanin others. Intrinsicallyinsignificanthistoricalcontingencies,or small events, can make a huge difference,yet they cannot
alwaysbe identifiedex post. On smalleventsandtheirsocial significance,see ARTHUR,
supranote
6, at 13-32 andKURAN,
supranote 5, at 73-74, 290-93.
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G. Availability Campaigns
Like all errors, availability errors can have significant social consequences. Typically, there are both losers and winners. Knowing this, pressure groups-some entirely self-interested, others committed to a social
cause for altruistic reasons-seek to instigate availability cascades. Their
chances of success are limited insofar as people have access to reliable informationof their own. But even then their causes are not hopeless. Pressure groups can alterpeople's perceptionsof their self-interest,or at least the
expression of theirneeds, throughmeasuresto preventfrankdiscussion.
In the environmentalcontext, a common tactic is to produce a headlinegrabbing uproar by dramatizinga problem. Recent examples of heavily
publicized problems include, in addition to those already mentioned, the
plight of the Giant Panda, which the World Wildlife Fund has highlighted,
and the Exxon Valdez disaster, which the Sierra Club and other environmental organizationshave exploited to promote more stringent safeguards
against oil spills. Groups that would bear the costs of the requestedpolicy
measures, such as oil and shipping companies in the case of Exxon Valdez,
respond in kind. In particular,they draw attention to the "boy who cried
wolf' phenomenon in environmentalpolitics and the "green-friendly"aspects of their operations. At least implicitly,the participantsin these contests
understandboth the reputationaland informationalmotives on which availability cascades feed.
We have describedthe instigatorsand manipulatorsof availability campaigns as availability entrepreneurs.Showing at least a working knowledge
of the availability heuristic and other cognitive processes, these entrepreneurs seize on selected incidents and publicize them to make them generally
salient to the masses. They also drawassociationsthat triggerpainful memories, as when environmentalistsproclaimthat operationalnuclearreactorsare
setting the stage for "anotherThreeMile Island,"or when they characterizea
toxic spill as "a new Love Canal." The entrepreneurswho coin such phrases
sometimes act strategically. In particular,they select their tactics in the hope
of producingcascade effects beneficial to their causes.183But many, perhaps
most, consider their claims of dangermore or less real. After all, they themselves are subject to the availabilityheuristic as much as everyone else, and
the fact that they move in circles within which the claim seems to be believed may have convinced them about the existence of a tremendousrisk.
183. Thesetacticshave long been knownto militarystrategistswho have used themto spread
destructiverumorsin enemyterritories.Becausemuchmilitaryplanningis carriedout in secrecy,
civilians tend to be hungryfor informationduringwartime. Recognizingthis hunger,propaganda
officersplantrumorsin enemy-controlledlandsto scarecivilians,disrupttheirmorale,and divide
them. Thus,in WorldWarII both sides used leaflets,newspapers,radiobroadcasts,and specially
trainedagents to initiaterumorsamong enemy peoples. See RobertH. Knapp,A Psychologyof
Rumor,8 PUB.OPINION
Q. 22 (1944).
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An anti-nuclearactivist may believe passionately in the necessity of eliminating nuclear power because all her friends are themselves opponents of
nuclearpower, and they make the dangerin questionvery salient to her.
A common method for triggering availability cascades is for a group to
pass carefully sifted informationto selected journalists,who then rush to release hot stories that justify the group's work. The informationwill often
contain grains of truth,but it may also harborbiases, even outright fabrications. We saw an example in the spread of misleading informationduring
the Alar episode.184 For anothersuch example, consider that in the Christmas season the media typically featurestories aboutholiday suicides. These
stories give the impression,and sometimes say explicitly, that the risk of suicide rises sharplyduringthe holiday season for people living alone (who feel
especially lonely), for the financially strapped(who realize that the presents
they want to purchaselie beyond theirreach), and for sundryother categories
of troubled people. In fact, the suicide rate is not unusually high between
Thanksgiving and New Year's, and in some years it lies slightly below the
norm.'85 There are two reasons why, nonetheless, this period sees a rush of
suicide stories. First, the reporterswho receive their informationfrom suicide hotlines may not bother to check their facts. Second, and more critically, the hotlines have a stake in making "bad times" for emotional health
coincide with "good times" for fundraising. The hotlines find it especially
effective to appeal for funds aroundChristmas,which comes at the end of
the tax year, a time when taxpayersdevelop greaterawareness of tax deductions and, hence, are more willing to make charitabledonations.'86
Reports of suicides tend to fuel new suicides throughprocesses akin to
those we are discussing here. Through the availability heuristic, wellpublicized suicides foster an awarenessof suicide as a way out of pain. They
also reduce the stigma attachedto suicide, especially when the victims are
celebrities who evoke sympathy.'87But to identify certainadverse effects of
publicizing the commonness of suicides hardly implies that the availability
campaignsin question constitutecases of cynical, self-serving manipulation.
Suicide hotlines are run by people with honorablegoals: prevention of despair and preservationof life. Nor does our observationimply that the campaigns are counterproductiveon the whole. The lives saved through funds
raised may well outnumberthose lost due to the added holiday-season publicity.
184. See PartI.B supra.
185. See THE MONTHLYVITALSTATISTICAL REPORT, 1994-1995.

The monthly variations

aretypicallyminor,althoughthe rateusuallypeaksin summer.See id.
186. See KatherineDunn,Fibbers:TheLiesJournalistsTell,NEWREPUBLIC,June21, 1993,
at 18.
187. See ELLIOTTARONSON,THE SOCIALANIMAL(7th ed. 1996). The effect is related to

anotherphenomenonthatinvolvesavailabilitycascades: "copycatcrimes."See id. at 62-64.
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To generalize, even when cognitive deception is involved, availability
cascades may serve a socially beneficial purpose. Indeed, the entrepreneurs
who set them in motion may well be exploiting heuristic devices as a response to private ignorance and public apathy. As with anyone seeking to
provide a public good, activists striving to lessen a social risk face familiar
obstacles to collective action.'88 Likewise, anyone seeking to reform the social norms associated with a risky activity, or even those pertainingto public
discourse about the activity, must cope with difficult collective action problems of their own. Suppose that the social meaning of complaining about
second-handsmoke is prissiness or petulance. If large numbers are harmed
or botheredby second-handsmoke, social well-being may improve through
changes in the relevant expressive norms and, ultimately, in the behavioral
norms themselves. But the prevailing social meanings cannot be changed by
any particularindividual acting alone.189 For another illustration, suppose
that, while the problem of global warming is serious, people trumpetingthe
gravity of global warming get treatedas fanatics. Those who happen to believe the statementmay seek refuge in preference and knowledge falsification, thus delaying the emergence of a critical mass for action. Availability
entrepreneurshelp to overcome collective action problems of this kind; they
play a decisive role in breaking insincere resistance to the removal of privately recognized social injustices,problems,and inefficiencies. In acting as
manipulative salespeople, therefore, they sometimes perform vital social
services.
H. Roles of the Media and Political Institutions
Whateverthe merits of their campaigns,availability entrepreneursmake
use of political institutions and the media to trigger cascades. In one common pattern, a special-interest group supplies information to members of
Congress, who then hold hearingsthat enable the group to testify and publicize its mission. During the process,journalistshelp spreadthe group's message, partlythroughleaks they receive. Citizensjoin the fray throughletters,
phone calls, and participationin talk shows, thus heightening awareness of
the identified problem, as happened in the Love Canal and Alar scares.
Eventually, laws or regulations are adopted that give the instigating group
fresh opportunities to provoke new uproars in order to strengthen the
achieved general consciousness.190
188. See generally MANCUROLSON,THE LOGICOF COLLECTIVE
ACTION:PUBLICGOODS
AND THE THEORYOF GROUPS(1971); TODD SANDLER,COLLECTIVE
ACTION:THEORYAND
APPLICATIONS
(1992).
189. See Lessig, supra note 13; Sunstein, supra note 142.
190. This process is described at length, with many examples, in PETERW. MORGAN&
GLENN H. REYNOLDS,THE APPEARANCEOF IMPROPRIETY:
HOW THE ETHICSWARS HAVE
UNDERMINED
AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT,
BUSINESS,ANDSOCIETY96 (1997).
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The tasks of special-interestgroups are facilitatedby the willingness of
journalists to accept and report claims fed to them by special-interest
groups.191If the mass media often reportcarelessly, an importantreason is
that few people realize the extent to which reportersrely on slanted press
releases and strategic leaks. For exactly the same reason that there exists
widespreadrational ignorance on any social issue-the boundedness of human cognitive capabilities-ignorance is widespread about the sources of
news bulletins. The typical citizen has no time to investigate whethera story
about an environmentalhazardor an industrialsafety matterhas come from a
trade association, a fundraisingoperation,or a regional group that stands to
benefit disproportionatelyfrom resources allocated to solving the problem.
When they watch film clips on television, read statistics in the newspaper,or
hear a radio interview, they frequentlypresume that the informationreflects
the findings of disinterestedjournalists.192But often the media are simply
using videotapes, audiotapes,and reports preparedby a party driven to enhance the availability of certain perceptions and viewpoints and expecting
the consequenttransformationto fuel a cascade.193
The wide acceptancethat falsehoods gain in the popularimaginationcan
be traced partly, of course, to those who concoct and first reportthem. But
anotherpart of the responsibility falls on individuals who spread news that
they hear, thus making it increasinglyavailableto others.
IV. POPULISTFIRESTORMS
ANDDEMOCRATIC
RISKREGULATION

Availability cascades create serious problems for democracy and raise
importantissues for democratictheory. They create a dangerthat apparently
democraticoutcomes will rest on misinformationand be unrepresentative,in
any normatively attractive sense, of citizens' actual beliefs, desires, and
judgments. In discussing the relation between availability cascades and
democratictheory, our focus remains on risk regulation,although the implications derived in this Part of the article, like the remedies we shall propose
in the next Part,have much broaderrelevance.

191. A groupof journalismstudentsat the Universityof Tennesseedemonstrated
this by concocting a fictitiouspress release from a groupopposedto "politicalcorrectness"and mailed it to
manynewspapers.See id. at 155-56. Althoughmostnewspapersignoredthe release,manyranthe
the claimor interviewingthe ostensiblevillains. See id. at
storyimmediately,withoutcorroborating
156. One even embellishedthe purportedcase of intoleranceby addingfabricateddetails to the
originalrelease. See id.
192. This is so even if they have a low opinionofjournalists. It is one thingto have a generally negativeimpressionabouta profession,anotherto identifyparticularcases of sloppiness.
193. For example,news aboutthe suddenflood of child abductionsby strangersin the mid1980s was concoctedby an organizationthatsaw the claim as a convenienttool for focusingattention and raisingmoney. The same is trueof reportsthatviolence againstAmericanwomenpeaks
on the day of the SuperBowl. See Dunn,supranote 186, at 18.
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Above all, the argumentthus far indicatesthat "publicopinion"aboutthe
regulationof risks (the distributionof public policy preferences)constitutesa
highly problematicbasis for governmentpolicy. This is partlybecause publicly expressed demands for regulationare likely to conceal doubt, ambivalence, and concern. But the corresponding"privateopinion"(the distribution
of private policy preferences)194may also constitute a poor foundation for
policy, because availabilitycascades often spreadfalsehoods that overwhelm
sound scientific reports.195
Our call for caution about populist firestormsevokes two time-honored
themes of the American traditionof public law. The first involves the ideal
of deliberative democracy, which elaborateson the principle of democratic
judgment by insisting that policies be based on careful deliberationand reflection rather than on mechanical reactions to citizen preferences.196 A
principalpoint of the original Constitutionwas to ensure that representatives
"refine and enlarge"popularsentiment,ratherthan automaticallytranslateit
into law.197The key institutionsof the Americansystem of governmentwere
designed to promote the desired filtering. The second and more moder
theme is that policy choices should rest on sound knowledge of relevant evidence. In the context of risk regulation,this objective requires a measure of
deference to the purely factualjudgments of scientific experts.198It also requires democratic policy makers to discount regulatory demands rooted in
availability cascades based on false information,to pay special attention to
trainedexperts who have had time to put claims in perspective, and to show
initiative in respondingto significant problems that the citizenry happens to
be overlooking.
The deliberativeideal thus rejects, simultaneously,both the purely technocratic form of democracy, which seeks to derive policies solely from the
judgments of technical experts, and the purely populist form.199Proposing
that the governmentneed not respond to each and every risk-relatedclaim
that a majority might articulate,it invites governmentofficials to be deliberative as well as responsive. By the same token, it insists that scientific evidence alone cannot dispose of policy questions. Sometimes the evidence
194. Formorecompletedefinitions,see KURAN,
supranote 5, at 45-59.
195. Skepticismaboutpopularfrenziesis hardlynew. See generallyTHEFEDERALIST
No. 10

WE THEPEOPLE:FOUNDATIONS
(James Madison); 1 BRUCEACKERMAN,
(1991).
196. See generally JOSEPHBESSETTE,THE MILD VOICE OF REASON (1996); JURGEN
HABERMAS,BETWEENFACTS AND NORMS (1997). For a collection of related essays, see
DELIBERATIVE
DEMOCRACY
(Jon Elster ed., 1998). Most work on deliberative democracy (e.g.,

thatof Habermas)does not recognizethemechanismsidentifiedhere,certainlyneversystematically
or in any detail.
197. THEFEDERALIST
No. 10, at 126 (JamesMadison)(Issac Kramnicked., PenguinBooks
1987).
198. For the classic statement of this position, see JAMESLANDIS, THE ADMINISTRATIVE

PROCESS(1938).

199. See id.
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concerning a risk cannot be assessed without introducing contentious assumptions, as with the evaluative notion of "conservativeassumptions."200
But even when the facts are easily identified and when perceptions do not
depend on controversialassumptions,assessing the significance of perceived
reality-or of the demonstrablefactor-requires evaluative judgments that
are better made democraticallythan by experts. In no way, then, does the
deliberativeideal instructgovernmentsto ignore the "popularwill." On the
contrary,it instructs governmentsto take the "popularwill" seriously, both
by attending to reflective judgments of value and by staying attuned to
mechanismsthat govern the constructionof any "popularwill."
Suppose, for example, that more lives can be saved by regulating bicycles than by regulating coal-fired power plants. It does not follow that the
government should automatically accord priority to reducing the former
source of risk. As studies on risk acceptabilityshow, popularjudgmentsmay
well depend on factors other than the life-years at stake. From a deliberative
perspective,judgments about qualitativedifferences among risks can legitimately influence political decisionmakingand legal outcomes, provided they
are reflective and can survive critical scrutiny.201Specifically, such judgments should be based to the extent possible on an accurateunderstandingof
the facts, including the range of scientific uncertainty. In sum, a deliberative
democracy seeks not only to ensure the accuracy of risk judgments but also
to weight these accordingto reflective risk preferences.
Some contemporaryresearch on risk suggests that experts and ordinary
with ordinarypeople focusing on a
people display "rival rationalities,"202
"broader"
set
of
variables.
Insofar
as ordinarypeople do display a
relatively
richer rationality,their considerationsshould certainly influence regulatory
policy. Yet what appearsas a "richer"rationalityoften rests on the cognitive
and communicative distortions highlighted in this article. The extent to
which these distortionsare significantin any particularcontext is an empirical matter. At the very least, however, the demandfor risk regulationmay be
based on serious distortions. The phenomenon of availability cascades
points, then, to the possibility of a large gap between any snapshot of the
"popularwill" and the appropriatejudgmentsof a democraticgovernment.
A. ResistingAvailabilityErrors
The first and most basic implication of the foregoing analysis is that a
representative government may justifiably question the private risk judgments and preferences that underlie people's public communications on
200. See AlbertL. Nichols & RichardJ. Zeckhauser,ThePerils of Prudence:How Conservative RiskAssessmentsDistortRegulation,REGULATION,Nov.-Dec. 1986,at 13.
201. See MARGOLIS,
supranote 127, at 192-95;Sunstein,supranote 127, at 267-75.
202. See MARGOLIS,
supranote 127, at 32-46, 99-120.
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matters relating to risks. Where people learn about risks and become sensitized to them largely on the basis of the apparentunderstandingsof others,
availability errorsmay play importantroles. Although rampantanxiety over
a pesticide or an abandonedwaste site could stem from a scientifically demonstrablereality of a danger,it could also reflect misperceptionsgrounded
in an availability cascade. Therefore, a properly functioning government
committed to people's well-being will not respond mechanically to expressions of anxiety. Rather than taking conveyed risk judgments and preferences as given, it will be open to the possibility of pervasive misperceptions.
And where it finds misperceptions,it will endeavorto lessen public anxiety
by correctingthem.
Even where private opinion about a risk does not rest on misperceptions,
there may exist a problem rooted in preferenceand knowledge falsification.
Public opinion about the severity of a social risk, or about the appropriate
governmentresponse, may be unrepresentativeof the underlyingprivate risk
judgments and preferences. The words and deeds that shape public opinion
and public discourse need not be entirely sincere. Private supportfor a particular agenda may be much weaker than the correspondingpublic support;
likewise, privatejudgments of the risk in question may be less severe than
their public counterparts. In the absence of offsetting mechanisms, such
distortions can have serious political consequences. Groups clamoring for
quick and massive action to reduce a risk will exploit a favorable public
opinion to advance their causes. Pointing to the overt support their cause
draws from the media, they will extend their demands and make politicians
bow to their wishes. In view of this logic, a governmentthat abides by public opinion in mechanical fashion would be committing an availability error
of its own.
To the extent it is desirable for policy responses to reflect private opinion, policy makers would do well to pay special attentionto polling instruments that give respondentsanonymity. Such surveys, unlike exercises that
make public the responses of participants,and unlike the public statementsof
journalists and politicians, allow people to express unpopularviews without
fear of retaliation.203To be sure, there are sometimes solid reasons to avoid
203. One commentator has argued that preferences expressed in settings that encourage careful consideration of the facts, respectful listening, and open-ended learning are more valuable than
those expressed outside of such settings. See JAMESS. FISHKIN,THE VOICEOF THE PEOPLE
(1995). "Deliberative opinion polling," the device Fishkin proposes for creating the appropriate
setting, gives participants the cover of anonymity only in the polling that concludes several days of
deliberation. See id. at 161-76. This leaves the device open to distortions rooted in preference and
knowledge falsification. Insofar as its discussions are afflicted by insincerity, the learning that it
fosters will reflect the censored thoughts that participants choose to communicate rather than the
group's sincere and complete understandings. Even the members of a small and educated group
may feel compelled to shade or misrepresent their preferences and judgments. Moreover, availability cascades may play a role in the transformation of its private sentiments. In principle, however,
the educational advantages of deliberative polling can be combined with those of anonymous polls
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following even the dictates of private opinion. With respect to risk issues on
which individuals are unlikely to be sufficiently informed to make good
judgments, or where cognitive biases tend to produce distortions,the private
opinion of an educatedrepresentativesample may be more valuable than that
of the populationas a whole. The point remains,however, that governments
can protect their policies from serious availability distortions through
mechanisms identifying some form of privateopinion.204
Each of our first two implications goes against an inclination common
for more than half a century in neoclassical economics as well as its many
cross-disciplinaryderivatives, including the economic analysis of law: the
tendency to equate people's choices205with "revealedpreferences"that the
social system must accommodatein the interest of efficiency.206 Whatever
the setting in which preferences are expressed, what they "reveal"depends
on the stimuli responsible for their formation. A given distributionof public
preferences may signal that the pertinentindividuals have felt pressuredto
keep certaintypes of informationto themselves. Alternatively,those preferences may point to people's lack of exposure to private knowledge whose
uncensoredcirculationwould have producedimportantinfluences. In and of
themselves, people's words and deeds concerningrisks tell us too little about
what they truly know, what they sincerely want, and what influences have
shaped their dispositions, attitudes,and sensitivities. From the knowledge
that eighty percent of the American people support a massive program to
clean up a waste site, one cannot legitimately infer that such a program
would please even the majority. Nor should one infer that the program

conductedand revealedbefore the final distributionof preferencesis determined. For furtherdetails, see Timur Kuran, Insincere Deliberation and Democratic Failure, 12 CRITICALREV. 529

(1998).
204. Anonymouspollingraisesproblemsof its own. "Private"is not necessarily"good";if it
were, no one would sufferpubliclyunarticulated
guilt, and many therapistswould go out of business. To feel pangs of conscienceover one's own privatepreferencesis actuallya commonphenomenon. Social pressuresthatconstrainpublicexpressions,or thatgive priorityto publicpreferences, can thereforehave a "launderingeffect." In particular,they may serve to filterout inclinations thatpeopleconsiderillicit andwouldrathernot have, even if they would act on those inclinations if given the opportunityto choose privately. But in the contextsof interesthere, such inner
conflicts are not always present. CitizensharboringprivatemisgivingsaboutSuperfundneed not
considerthose misgivingsunethical;if theyrefrainfrompublicizingthese misgivings,theirmotivation will generallybe to avoid social reprisals. So polls thatgive citizens anonymitymightyield
valuableinformationthat ought to play a role in any regulatorychoice. See RobertE. Goodin,

OF SOCIAL CHOICE THEORY 75-102 (Jon Elster &
Laundering Preferences, in FOUNDATIONS

AanundHyllandeds., 1991).
205. Ordinarily,the choicesareconstruedas deedsratherthanwords.
206. It has long been recognized,however,thatpeopleneed not have the incentivesto reveal

their true willingness to pay for public goods. See HAL R. VARIAN,MICROECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

(3d ed. 1992), for a generaldiscussion,andTheodoreGroves& JohnLedyard,OptimalAllocation

783 (1977), for a
of Public Goods: A Solution to the "Free Rider" Problem, 45 ECONOMETRICA

muchdiscussedmechanismto elicit the truedemandfor a publicgood.
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would retainmajoritysupportif public discourse were unimpededby reputational concerns.
As in any context involving interdependentdecisionmaking,the outlined
model admits multiple equilibria. Depending on initial reports of the pertinent data, the same set of humanpsychologies and the same objective facts
can yield vastly different outcomes. If the reportspaint a picture of minor
contaminationunlikely to harm the environment,anyone who sounds alarm
bells will look foolish, and society will get little exposure to alarmist discourse. There will be no build-upof anxiety, and no outcry for massive governmentintervention. By contrast,if the initial reportsraise the specter of an
environmentaldisaster that has made an entire region unfit for human habitation, an availability cascade that favors massive interventionmay gather
momentum. And if a cascade is triggered,people with informationsuggesting the absence of a serious problem will increasingly resort to knowledge
and preference falsification, causing the retreat of public opposition to a
massive cleanup effort. The lack of public dissent may convince large numbers of previously content people that greedy industrialistsare making earth
unlivable.
B. Social Influences on CognitiveProcesses
Even in the absence of availability cascades, cognitive biases can have
substantialeffects on perceptions and decisions. Yet in exploiting a basic
judgmental heuristic-the availability heuristic-availability cascades aggravate various cognitive biases, with socially costly consequences for
regulatorypolicy.
Regardless of how public discourse evolves, certain heuristics will be
used regularly, and certain biases will always be very common. Consider,
once again, the fear of snakes. Many people fear even physically harmless
snakes, probablybecause such fear provided evolutionaryadvantagesto our
distant ancestorswho lived in environmentswhere certain snakes posed lifethreateningdangers. This suggests that snake phobia (ophidiophobia)is innate and easily activated in environmentsteeming with reptiles.207But to
recognize a fear's innatenessestablishesneitherthe fixity of its intensity nor
that of its expression. Social forces may aggravate any individual's snake
phobia by giving salience to dangeroushuman encounters with snakes and
exaggerating their commonness. Counteractingsocial forces may have a
calming influence by suppressing informationabout dangerous encounters
and reinforcinginformationaboutbenign ones.
207. CharlesDarwintriedto overcomehis fearfulreactionsto snakes,withoutsuccess. See

CHARLESDARWIN,THE EXPRESSION
OF THEEMOTIONS
IN MAN AND ANIMALS27-49 (Univ. of

ChicagoPress 1965) (1872). For recentcontributionsto the studyof innatedispositions,see THE

ADAPTEDMIND,supra note 148 and LEDoux, supra note 174.
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Like the fear of snakes, the fear of falling victim to human aggression is
innate. But the perceived risk of, say, date rape on a particularcampus, can
be heightenedby giving high publicity to a few crimes throughdissemination
campaigns or efforts to reward victims with special status. By the same
logic, the perceived risk of rape can be lowered throughmeasures that suppress informationon crime. If women who claim to have been raped are
treatedas promiscuouswhiners, many rapes will go unreported. To the extent thatthe resultingmisperceptionsmake victims even less willing to report
crimes, an availabilitycascade that reduces the perceived risk of rape will be
put in motion.208
C. UndesirableLaw and Policy
Anotherimmediateimplicationis thatpublic discourse on any given risk
may produce scientifically unnecessary, ineffective, even counterproductive
policies. This follows from the possibility of untruthfuland uninformed
public discourse. If people base their judgments on what other people say
and do, and if the words and deeds of these others are weakly informed,
public discourse will rest on flawed judgments. And if people who happen
to possess informationpointing to the unlikelihood of serious danger hide
their doubts about the wisdom of committingmassive resources to cleaning
up harmless wastes, the supporters of the clean-up program will easily
achieve their aims. Having won the political struggle,they will then see their
empirically unsupportableclaims of danger become the conventional wisdom.
A key element of the logic here is the malleabilityof risk judgments. Insofar as individual risk judgments develop interdependently,people may
make one another believe in the omnipresence of enormous risks that are
so such misperactually trivial. Many risks form a psychological burden,209
ceptions can fuel widespreadanxiety thatthe governmenttries to alleviate by
diverting resources from programsaddressinggenuine, scientifically verifiable problems. A programto wipe out a minuscule risk cannot be particularly effective as measured by saved lives or health improvements;in distorting economic decisions and lowering economic growth, it might even
lower life spans. True, the regulationswould foster comfort by making people feel that something is being done about a risk they consider significant.
But if the risk were imaginary,the regulations would only undo a psycho208. For related suggestions, see RICHARD
A. POSNER,SEXANDREASON383-404 (1992).
209. An exception, which has been a persistent intellectual puzzle, is gambling. Americans
lose about $50 billion in legal gambling every year, which suggests that many benefit from
taking
the risks involved in gambling. See Want to Bet on an Election?, ECONOMIST,
May 2, 1998, at 31.
On the associated intellectual challenges, see KENNETHJ. ARROW,ESSAYSIN THE THEORYOF
RISK-BEARING
1-43, 90-120 (1971).
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logical damage created by the very social process responsible for the prevailing fears.
D. EnduringHarm
Like purely informationaland purely reputationalcascades, availability
cascades eventually come to a stop. One reason is that some learning takes
place independently of social forces, as when a person who accidentally
drinks a glass of water from Love Canal senses, when he remains healthy,
that the Canal's toxicity is exaggerated. Another reason is that the social
approvalobtainablethroughvarious forms of insinceritycan come at the expense of intrinsic benefits. People who complain about actually harmless
waste sites incur huge costs when the government orders their relocation.
Their reputational benefits are accompanied by intrinsic inconveniences.
The cascade comes to a stop when individualshave no net incentive to alter
the preferencesor judgments they convey to others. By definition, the stopping point forms an expressiveequilibrium.
This brings us to yet another,particularlyalarmingimplication. Once an
expressive equilibrium is established, and a risk alleviation policy is in
place, both the equilibriumand the associated policies may endure even if
subsequent scientific evidence discredits the informationthat triggered the
cascade responsiblefor their emergence. Part of the reason is that the equilibrium influences the subsequentevolution of knowledge about alternative
risks. But anotherpart is that it conditions people's reputationalincentives.
Considerindividualswho, whetherthroughstudy, experience, or exposure to
dissent, develop doubts about the prevailing conventional wisdom. They
will find that, by publicizing their views, they would make themselves unpopularwithout much chance of reshapingthe substanceof public discourse
on their own. To influence that substance,they must overcome a collective
action problem. By choosing to keep quiet, or even to pay lip service to the
new conventional wisdom, they will contributeto preserving the prevailing
public discourse and the associated misperceptions. The continuing fear of
abandonedhazardouswaste dumpsoffers a centralcase in point.
A related implication concerns the beliefs of generations too young to
have experiencedthe availabilitycascade that resultedin the prevailing policies. Thepublic discourse shaped by the cascade will contributeto the perceptions of new generations. Insofaras young generationsform their beliefs
on the basis of informationalavailability, what they learn will reflect the
distortionsof the prevailingpublic discourse. Even today, two decades after
scientists found the alleged health hazards of Love Canal essentially unfounded, references to the region evoke thoughts of profit-hungryindustrial
bosses destroying a gorgeous countryside and risking the lives of helpless
multitudes for the sake of their own enrichment. Many people who have
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never been to the Niagara Falls region, even those not yet born when Love
Canal made the headlines daily, know of the episode through a public discourse still controlled by an availability cascade that ran its course twenty
years ago.210
E. UncoordinatedLaw
A basic observationthat undergirdsthe entire analysis has been that people's cognitive limitationsmake them compartmentalizetheir risks. Specifically, it makes them consider risks essentially in isolation from one another,
ratherthanjointly and in a mannerthatpermitsthe identificationof tradeoffs.
Because such compartmentalizationis ubiquitous,risk regulations may show
great variabilityacross differentrisks, among differentpopulations, and over
time. Let us take up each of these implicationsin turn.
If availabilitycascades have taken off in some contexts but not in others,
historical precedents will differ across compartmentalizedrisk issues. It
follows that the policies adoptedto deal with these risks may be grossly inconsistent. Our frameworkthus yields insights into data showing huge discrepancies across the cost-effectiveness of American regulations aimed at
saving lives.211At one extreme, the cost of regulationson steering columns
and space heatersis only $100,000 per saved life.212At the opposite extreme,
that of regulations on certain carcinogens cost well over $10 million per
saved life. Partof the explanationis that availabilitycascades can drawpeople's attention away from importantrisks and make them focus on trivial
ones.
Anotherpuzzle illuminatedby this analysis is that observed wage differences across occupations typically differ dramaticallyfrom those predicted
by the theory of compensating wage differentials.213In its standardform,
this theory states that riskier occupations will tend to pay more than safer

210. Ourown informalsurveyof law studentsat the Universityof Chicagoreveals that the
problemof "abandonedhazardouswaste sites"rankshigh amonga long list of social risks, even
thoughfew expertswould concur. See ChristopherHouston& Cass R. Sunstein,RiskAssessment
and ResourceAllocationAmongLawStudents,48 J. LEGALEDUC.496 (1998).
211. See RandallLutter& JohnMorall,Health-HealthAnalysis,8 J. RISK& UNCERTAINTY
59 (1994). Foradditionaldataandrelatedclaims,see CASSR. SUNSTEIN,
Health-HealthTradeoffs,

in FREEMARKETSANDSOCIALJUSTICE298-317 (1997) [hereinafter FREE
MARKETS].For a skep-

tical discussionof the data, see Lisa Heinzerling,RegulatoryCosts of MythicProportions,107

YALEL.J. 1981 (1998).
212. See W. KIP VISCUSI,FATAL TRADEOFFS: PUBLIC AND PRIVATE RESPONSIBILITIESFOR
RISK264 (1992).

213. See PeterDorman& Paul Hagstrom,WageCompensation
for Dangerous WorkRevis-

ited, 52 INDUS. & LAB. REL. REV. 116 (1998); Robert S. Smith, Compensating Wage Differentials
and Public Policy: A Review, 32 INDUS. & LAB. REL. REV. 339 (1979).
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ones.214In reality, the relevantvariablesare not the risks of alternativeoccupations but their perceived risks. And these perceived risks may diverge
from actual risks because of availability cascades that have distortedpublic
knowledge. Society may end up compensatingsome workers for imagined
risks while failing to compensateother workers for real risks. And the very
perceptionsresponsible for these market outcomes pressure the government
into imposing workplaceregulationsat odds with truerisks.
If a single nation does not coordinateits risk regulations,such coordination can hardly be expected at the internationallevel. Hence there may be
huge variationsin the policies that differentnations bring to bear on a given
risk.215 We have already touched on the startling contrast between the
popularity and widespreadreliance on nuclear power in France and its unpopularityand sharplylimited use in the United States.216Another remarkable cross-continental contrast concerns genetically altered food. As of
1998, consumers all across Europeare in open revolt over the prospect of a
futurewhere all fruits and vegetables come from genetically altered seeds.217
Prince Charles voiced a popularEuropeansentiment when he declared that
no genetically altered food would enter his mouth.218"Thattakes mankind
into realms that belong to God, and God alone," he explained.219In Britain,
vandalism against genetic testing sites has become so common that the governmentis striving to conceal their locations.220In sharpcontrast,American
214. See VISCUSI,supra note 212; W. KIPVISCUSI,RISKBY CHOICE:REGULATING HEALTH
ANDSAFETYIN THEWORKPLACE
(1983).
215. A counteractingforcehereconsistsof fallingcommunicationcosts. The consequentexpansion in internationalcommunicationsallows cascadesin one countryto have rapid spillover
effects elsewhere. Such spillover effects can generateavailabilitysupercascades-international
availabilitycascadeswhose unitsare availabilitycascadeswithinindividualcountries. As a case in
point, heightenedattentionto second-handsmoke in the United States stimulatesanti-smoking
campaignsin other countries. See, e.g., Ray Kennedy,SouthAfrica Tippedfor SmokingBan,
TIMES(London),Oct. 21, 1998, at 14 (notingthat the focus of the WorldHealthOrganization's
anti-smokingcampaignshas shifted to developingcountries). Likewise, as smokersand the defendersof theirfreedomslose statusin the UnitedStates,they also do so aroundthe globe, especially in economicallyadvanceddemocracies.Still, the "globalvillage"lies in the futurewith respect to the equalizationof attitudesandpolicies towardrisks. In anothercontext,the globalspread
of ethnicconsciousness,internationalsupercascades,and the factorsthatlimit theirreachare discussed by Timur Kuran, Ethnic Dissimilation and Its International Diffusion, in THE
INTERNATIONAL
SPREADOFETHNICCONFLICT:
ANDESCALATION
35 (David A.
FEAR,DIFFUSION,

Lake& DonaldRothchildeds., 1998).

216. See text accompanying note 135 supra. See also DOUGLAS& WILDAVSKY,supra note

133 (1990), which offers many other similar contrasts. For additionalexamples, see Michael
Thompson,To Hell with the Turkeys!A DiatribeDirectedat the PerniciousTrepidityof the Cur-

rent Intellectual Debate on Risk, in VALUESAT RISK 113 (Douglas Maclean ed., 1986).

Our

frameworkprovidesnew insightsinto the manyintriguingdifferencesthatthesescholarsidentify.
217. See MichaelSpecter,Europe,BuckingTrendin U.S., Blocks GeneticallyAlteredFood,
N.Y. TIMES,
July20, 1998, at Al.
218. See id.
219. Id.
220. See id.
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consumers are for the time being fairly relaxed about genetic engineering,
perhapsbecause most are unawareof how common this alterationprocedure
has become.221
The possibility of variability over time in any country reflects the vulnerability of many cascade-generatedequilibria. Because the public discourse that supportsa given expressive equilibriummay rest substantiallyon
preferenceand knowledge falsification, even an inherentlyminor shock may
have huge repercussions. Specifically, by making hidden doubts surface and
by giving exposure to unarticulatedknowledge, the right shock will alter
public discourse and cause the equilibriumto unravel. The unravelingmay
even cause both expressive and substantivefears to change sides, usheringin
a dramaticallydifferentexpressive equilibrium. As a case in point, a quartercenturyago few people consideredsecond-handsmoke a health hazard. And
members of this tiny minority could not ask smokers to move elsewhere
without risking angry or condescending reactions. Now most Americans
consider second-hand smoke harmful, and many seriously exaggerate the
risk.222 Today it is smokers, the minority, who risk ostracism when they
publicly assert that second-hand smoke is harmless. Likewise, only a few
years ago, nonscientists showed little concernaboutthe thinningof the ozone
layer. Now most people seem alarmed. Each of these transformationsoccurredover periods much shorterthan it took for the relevant scientific evidence to accumulate. Early on in the paper, we saw evidence of an even
faster transformation.It took just a few months for Love Canal to heighten
fears of industrialwaste sites.223
V. INSTITUTIONAL
SAFEGUARDS
AGAINSTHARMFULCASCADES:TOWARD
COMPREHENSIVE
RATIONALITY

Our analysis raises the possibility of large gains from institutional reforms. The motivation for such reforms is that availability cascades constitute a major, perhapsthe leading, source of the risk-relatedscares that have
crampedfederalregulatorypolicy at both the legislative and executive levels,
with high costs in terms of lives lost, lowered quality of life, and dollars
wasted. Especially when they run their course quickly, cascades force governments to adopt expensive measures without careful considerationof the
facts. The consequentrush to action need not pose a problem where the cascade draws attention to a major neglected risk and the proposed measures
turn out to solve a genuine social problem; as already mentioned above,
A8.

221. See MarianBurros,ShoppersUnawareof Gene Changes,N.Y. TIMES,
July 20, 1998, at

222. See the districtcourt'sinvalidationof the EPA reporton second-handsmokingin FlueCuredTobaccov. EPA,4 F. Supp.2d 435, 466 (M.D.N.C.1998).
223. See text accompanyingnotes28-48 supra.
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availability cascades can produce a lot of good. For the reasons discussed
above, however, the mere fact that vast numbers of citizens are calling for
the alleviation of a perceived risk, or that they are demanding a particular
risk reduction program,provides no guaranteethat even they would benefit
from having the governmentsheepishly fall in line. It does not even mean
that they trulydesire the measuresthey are championing.
A. Passions and Constraints
Many features of the prevailing system of checks and balances offer
protection against availabilitycascades. For example, the bicameral legislature prevents cascades within one chamberfrom creating legislation on their
own. Still, as mattersnow stand, the American government is imperfectly
equippedto provide meaningfulresistance against social pressures grounded
in misinformation. When there is an upsurgeof interestin addressinga particular risk, the governmentloses its ability to set sensible priorities, undertake long-range planning, and enforce intertemporalconsistency.224 It has
been estimated that the American government could save an additional
60,000 lives per year at no additionalcost or, alternatively,save the lives it
currentlydoes for as much as $31 billion less than it now spends.225The reforms proposed in this Part would provide instrumentsfor achieving such
gains.
The notion of institutionalsafeguardsagainst availability cascades is far
from foreign to American history. Parts of the Federalist Papers show an
awareness of cascades and their effects on public discourse.226Many of the
founding institutions can be understood as instrumentsdesigned to reduce
dangers associated with cascades. In addition to the bicameral legislature,
such instrumentsinclude national representation,federalism, and the executive veto to reopen and temperlegislative debates. Numerous post-founding
innovations fulfil related functions. Among them are specialized legislative
committees, an appropriationscommittee to oversee the whole budget, and
conference committees to resolve differences between legislative chambers.
Individually and collectively, these structuresprovide opportunitiesfor improving the accuracyof informationused in policymaking,refining prioritysetting, identifying trade-offs, promoting deliberation,and reaching reasonable compromisesamong competingjudgmentsand interests.
224. See generallyRISKS,COSTS,AND LIVESSAVED,supra note 176 (addressinghow governmentriskregulationcouldbenefitfromre-examination
of how risksareassessedandmanaged).

225. See HARVARDGROUP ON RISK MANAGEMENT
REFORM,REFORMOF RISK REGULATION:ACHIEVING
MOREPROTECTION
AT LESSCOST 16 (1995) (citing Tammy 0. Tengs, Op-

timizingSocietal Investmentsin PreventingPrematureDeath (1994) (unpublishedPh.D. dissertation, HarvardUniversity)).
226. See, in particular,THEFEDERALIST
NO. 10 (JamesMadison). Relatedinterpretations

may be found in BESSETTE,
supra note 196.
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The measures proposed and defended below are meant to develop the
existing system in the light of modem realities. One of our objectives is to
strengthenthe role of science in risk regulation-a role that several groups
have tried to weaken.227To this end, we seek to provide regulatorswith better insulation against sudden and intense mass calls for immediate action
(partly to allow them to address significant risks that public opinion is ignoring). It bears repeatingthat people may legitimately find some risks less
acceptablethan others that are quantitativelyidentical. But these judgments
should be made with reference to the best possible understandingof reality
ratherthanmass hysteria.
Our most general goal is the attainmentof "comprehensiverationality"
in risk regulation. All too often the governmentfocuses on problems in isolation from related problems, and political forces hinder sensible prioritysetting. Through institutionalarrangementsthat amount to precommitment
strategies,228the making and implementationof laws can be shielded from
myopic, ephemeral,or counterproductivesocial pressures.
None of our proposals will be describedin minute detail. Our intention
is simply to outline certain basic institutionalreforms. We begin by addressing a recent initiative designed to make it costly for availability entrepreneurs to launch cascades that generate scientifically unjustified mass
anxiety.

227. These include certain religious fundamentalists on the right side of the political spectrum
and certain postmodernist academics on the left. See ALAN SOKAL & JEAN BRICMONT,
FASHIONABLE
NONSENSE:POSTMODERN
INTELLECTUALS'
ABUSEOFSCIENCE(1998); RAYMOND

A. EVE & FRANCIS B. HARROLD, THE CREATIONIST MOVEMENT IN MODERN AMERICA
(1991);
PAUL R. GROSS & NORMAN LEVITT, HIGHER SUPERSTITION: THE ACADEMIC LEFT AND ITS

QUARRELSWITHSCIENCE(1994); James Moore, The Creationist Cosmos of Protestant FundaAND SOCIETY:RECLAIMING
mentalism, in 42 FUNDAMENTALISMS
THESCIENCES,THEFAMILY,
AND EDUCATION(Martin E. Marty & R. Scott Appleby eds., 1993); Steven
Weinberg, Sokal's
Hoax, N.Y. REV. BOOKS,August 8, 1996, at 11. The Sokal & Bricmont, Gross & Levitt, and
Weinberg references focus on contemporary intellectual movements committed to demonstrating
the senselessness of science. These movements received national attention in 1996 when Alan
Sokal, a New York University physicist, tricked the post-modernist journal Social Text into publishing his gibberish-filled indictment of modem physics. See Alan D. Sokal, Transgressing the
Boundaries: Toward a Transformative Hermeneutics of Quantum Gravity, SOC. TEXT,
Spring/Summer 1996, at 217. The editors of the journal accepted Sokal's article as serious scholarship, although he had deliberately packed it with nonsensical jargon and impenetrable ideas to demonstrate their own incompetence and the absurdity of what passes as the "cultural studies"
critique
of science. See Alan Sokal, A Physicist Experiments with Cultural Studies, LINGUA
FRANCA,
May/June 1996, at 62.
228.

See STEVEN HOLMES, PASSIONS AND CONSTRAINT: ON THE THEORY OF LIBERAL

DEMOCRACY
(1995).
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B. Product DefamationLaws
The Texas lawsuit that pitted beef producersagainst television talk show
host OprahWinfrey229
broughtinto sharprelief one possible measure against
harmful availability cascades: civil actions to deter individuals and groups
from instigating or aggravatingsuch cascades in the hope of profiting from
the ensuing panic. Conscious of the potentialadvantages,twelve states have
enacted productdisparagementlaws.230As one might expect, many observers consider such laws to be constitutionallyunacceptabledevices designed
to placate powerful economic actors intent on suppressinglegitimate doubts
about the safety of their products.231But the underlying issues are more
complicated. For one thing, it is unclearthat all or most product disparagement laws violate the First Amendment. For another, their beneficiaries
would hardlybe limited to industriestryingto block reportsabout the defects
of their products. Just as ordinary libel law serves to discourage public
falsehoods about individuals, product disparagementlaws discourage false
statementsabout products. In each case, the purpose is to prevent availability cascades from causing irreparabledamage.
In their currentform, food disparagementlaws apply to perishablefoods
whose producersand sellers could be ruinedby a cascade-inducedplunge in
demand. As a general rule, the laws are narrowlydrawn, allowing compensatory damages only for spreadingknown falsehoods. They do not cover
negligent falsehoods, even reckless ones. Nor are they reasonably interpretedto cover hyperboleor humor. Thus the thirty-secondHonda commercial that referredto the emus raised in Texas as "the pork of the future"did
not violate any food disparagementlaw even though it temporarilylowered
the demand for emu meat. And OprahWinfrey was acquittedof the charges
brought by beef producers, apparentlyfor lack of evidence that she said
anythingshe knew to be false.232

229. Texas Beef Groupv. Winfrey,11 F. Supp.2d 858 (1998).
230. See ALA.CODE?? 6-5-620 to 6-5-625 (Supp. 1997); ARIZ.REV.STAT.ANN.? 3-113
(West Supp. 1997);FLA.STAT.ANN.? 865.065 (West Supp. 1998);GA.CODEANN.?? 2-16-1 to
2-16-4 (Supp. 1998); IDAHO
CODE?? 6-2001 to 6-2003 (Supp. 1998); LA. REV.STAT.ANN.??
3:4501-4504(West Supp. 1998);MISS.CODEANN.?? 69-1-251 to 69-1-257 (Supp. 1998); N.D.
CENT.CODE?? 32-44-01 to 32-44-04 (Supp. 1997); OHIOREV.CODEANN. ? 2307.81 (BanksBaldwinSupp. 1997);OKLA.STAT.ANN.tit. 2, ?? 3010-3012 (West Supp. 1998); S.D. CODIFIED
LAWS?? 20-10A-1 to 20-10A-4 (Michie 1995);TEX.CIV.PRAC.& REM.CODEANN.?? 96.00196.004 (West 1997).
231. See, e.g., Julie K. Harders,The Unconstitutionality
of Iowa's Proposed Agricultural
Food ProductsAct and Similar VeggieLibelLaws,3 DRAKE
J. AGRIC.
L. 251 (1998) (suggesting
constitutionalshortfallsin Iowa'sproposedagricultural
disparagement
act).
232. See Stephen Braun,Jury Rejects Texas Cattlemen'sLegal Beef with Winfrey,L.A.
TIMES,Feb. 27, 1998, at A27; see also RonaldK.L. Collins & Paul McMasters,Oprah'sNarrow
Mar.23, 1998, at 27.
Victory:'VeggieLibel'LawsStill Pose a Threat,LEGAL
TIMES,
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When a productis "libeled,"the news may spreadrapidly,bringingharm
to a wide range of people. The best (and constitutionallymandated)remedy
for false speech, it is often said, is more speech.233 Ordinarilythis is true.
Yet when an availability cascade is under way, the liberty to counter false
charges will not necessarily provide a corrective, and this is what product
disparagementlaws and ordinarylibel laws acknowledge.
Indeed, predictablesocial forces may reinforce ratherthan dampen sensational charges. One such force involves the mass media. The typical
newspaper,magazine, or television stationincurs a large penalty whenever it
falls behind its rivals in reporting"breakingnews."234Because a good relative position in the media hierarchytranslatesinto disproportionatelylarge
profit differentials,a media outlet that exercises caution in reportinga frightening story may find itself at a huge, possibly irreversible,competitive disadvantage.235Facing a prisoner's dilemma with respect to sensational stories, it has every reason to compete aggressively to report sensationalistic
stories as rapidlyas possible. Anothersocial force thatreinforces sensational
changes consists of reputationalpressures. Evolving reputationalpressures
can make it personally costly for individualsto defend a disparagedproduct.
And the consequent individual reticence may contributeto the growth and
spreadof availabilityerrors.
To the extent that they reach only intentional falsehoods, the product
defamation laws appear consistent with the body of libel law currentlyapplied to government officials and well-known figures. Under New York
Times Co. v. Sullivan,236it is constitutionallylegitimate for states to require
compensation for libelous statements that are intentionally false or made
with reckless disregardfor the truth. The rationale here is that the reputational interests of individuals are sufficiently strong to overcome the relatively weak free speech interests. If states can prohibitintentionalor reckless
falsehoods about people, perhaps they can also prohibit intentional falsehoods about products. This logic thus makes product disparagementlaws
seem constitutional.237

233. The idea has its roots in Whitneyv. California,274 U.S. 357, 377 (1927) (Brandeis,J.,
concurring).
234. See generally ROBERTH. FRANK& PHILIPJ. COOK,THEWINNER-TAKE-ALL
SOCIETY

189-97 (1995) (arguingthatin culturalmarketsonly the most popularworkssucceed, and thatthe
resultingraceto achievequicksuccessaffectssupplydecisions).
235. See generallyid. at 189-209.
236. 376 U.S. 254 (1964).
237. It would even be possibleto suggest,on the basis of the analysishere,thatrecklessness
or even merenegligenceoughtto be enoughfor liabilitywith respectto eitherpersonsor products.
One mightthinkthatsince availabilitycascadescan do so muchharm,theirinstigatorsshouldface
the level of deterrencethatcomes from requiringcompensationfor all negligentfalsehoods. But
this would be a most controversialconclusion. The generalrelationshipbetween libel law and
freedomof speechraisesconceptualandempiricalissues thatwe cannottakeup here.
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Such a view might be challenged on the ground that products are not
people. Only people have feelings that can be hurt and social positions that
can be damaged, so perhapsstates cannot legitimatelybase their productdisparagementlaws on the exceptionally strong interests traditionallyused to
supportthe law of libel. There is indeed a difference. But product disparagement laws do not protectproductsas such. When citizens are frightened
through false statementsabout products, it is people who are genuinely injured, sometimes severely. In fact, the victims may greatly outnumberthose
in a typical libel case; consider the multitudesof frightenedparents and the
many millions of dollars lost by apple growers as a result of the Alar episode.238 The shareholdersof the relevant companies and their employees
suffer, too, as do their customers;and the anxieties caused by the knowledge
of consumptionrisks produce a wide range of ancillary social harms. As a
case in point, frightenedparents, who had fed their children apples falsely
described as dangerously carcinogenic, unnecessarily lost sleep-a large if
difficult to measure social loss-and they had to have their children tested
medically. States have strong reasons, then, to permit the imposition of
compensatorydamages for intentionalfalsehoods aboutproducts.
To identify certainadvantagesof productdisparagementlaws and to defend their constitutionalityis not, of course, to prove that on balance they are
beneficial or desirable. In principle, such laws could encourage frivolous
ratherthan meritorioussuits. Even more seriously, they could deter reports
about genuine product hazards. Although it is highly desirable to allow
broad-rangingdebate about all potential risks, the mere possibility of a lawsuit may make knowledgeable people refrain from discussing real dangers,
with the net result being more, not less, loss of life. The possibility of frivolous lawsuits might be attenuatedby making plaintiffs liable for all court
costs, including the attorneys'fees, in the event they lose. As for the risk of
excessive deterrence,it can be reducedby maintaininga sharp line between
the communication of intentional falsehoods and legitimate expressions of
hyperbole, doubt, and concern. But each reservationconstitutesan empirical
claim to be tested by experience. We do not have a sufficient basis for
knowing whether the existing laws are too broad. In the present state of
knowledge, it appearsat least as likely that productdefamation laws would
do more good thanharmthanthe otherway around.
C. Congress
We now turn to the core institutions of the federal government. Congress is currentlyquite vulnerableto availabilitycascades, partly because its
members feel compelled to respond to mass demands for legislation simply
238. See PartI.B supra.
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to keep their seats, and partlybecause they have incentives to serve as availability entrepreneurswho work in concert with their constituents to further
parochial agendas. As an institution,Congress is poorly equipped to place
risks in comparative perspective. Its committee system keeps Congress
highly balkanized and also increases its susceptibility to short-termpressures. Because activities of senatorsand representativesare carefully scrutinized by directly affected lobbies, committee members are often reluctantto
publicize information,make statements,or take positions that can be used
against them at election time. As a case in point, they rarelymake public, let
alone endorse, the monetaryvalues thatpotentialor actualpolicies ascribe to
statistical lives. Nor do they talk candidly about trading lives for money.
Committee members thus encouragecitizens to cling to the idea that even a
statistical human life is priceless. One consequence is that when an availability cascade fuels massive demand for acting on a matterunder the committee's purview, the members of the committee quickly yield, and legislative action follows without any attempt at coordinationwith existing policies.239

1. Risk oversight.
A possible method for insulatingCongress from such pressuresis to create a risk regulationcommittee entrustedwith compiling informationabout a
wide range of risk levels and empowered to set priorities. This committee
would have authorityover both substantive statutes and the appropriations
process. It would thus operateas a check on short-termpressuresby putting
particularconcerns in a broader context. Its basic goal would be to rank
risks, publicize misallocations, and initiate legislative corrections. In its
ideal form, the committee would rely heavily on prevailing scientific knowledge. At the same time, it would recognize that risk judgments and preferences constitute legitimate considerationsin the determinationof priorities
and selection of policies. Thus, its essential function would be to prevent
myopic, unduly quick, and poorly reasoned responses, not to insulate risk
regulation from evolving social values. Helping to slow down, limit, and
possibly even prevent availabilitycascades, the committee's hearings would
enable Congressto "strikewhen the iron is cold."240
Like any government body, the risk regulation committee would most
certainlybecome the targetof well-organizedlobbies intent on molding policies to their own advantage.241 But it should be possible to dampen the in239. A counteractingfactoris thatthe committeechairs,insofaras they considertheirseats
secure,have a long-terminterestin maintainingconsistencyacrosspolicies. However,even where
this conditionis met, the chairmay not be capableof blockingthe demandsof the membership.
240. Noll & Krier,supranote 130, at 774.
241. See generallyTHEPOLITICAL
ECONOMY
OFRENT-SEEKING
(CharlesK. Rowley, Robert
D. Tollison& GordonTullockeds., 1988).
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centives for rent-seekingby guaranteeingthat risks are put in a comparative
light. The very act of comparingrisks and publicizing the obtainedrankings
would provide a measure of protection against well-organized special interests. If the social costs of accommodatinga particularlobby's demandsgain
widespread recognition, counter-lobbyingmight neutralize this lobby's political effectiveness.
2. Cost-benefitanalysis.
Congress has debated a numberof bills designed to require agencies to
engage in cost-benefit analysis.242 The use of cost-benefit analysis as the
basis for regulatorydecisions has been highly controversial,partly because
of conceptual and empirical obstacles to quantifying either c6sts or benefits,243and partly because no agency is widely trusted to undertakea fair
analysis.244Although we cannot resolve these problems here, it is clear that
availabilitycascades provide a new and distinctreason for some kind of costbenefit mandate,not as a way of obtainingan uncontroversialassessment of
policy options, not as the foundation for every decision, and not because
economic efficiency is the only legitimate ground for regulation, but as an
instrumentfor producingrelevant informationand a common-sensical brake
on measuresthat would do little good and possibly considerableharm.
Wherever some salient event might cause a cascade in favor of speedy
regulation, there are good reasons to supportmechanisms that help identify
and quantify actual risks, and also for putting "on screen"the various possible disadvantagesof attemptingto curbthem.245Cost-benefitanalysis might
therefore serve as a check on ill-advised availability campaigns. Consider,
for example, the very differentimplicationsof cost-benefit analysis for a lead
phasedown (amplyjustified) and for eliminatingasbestos (a decidedly mixed
picture).246An understandingof availability cascades certainly does not establish the usefulness of cost-benefit analysis; the proof would lie in its implementation. Yet such an understandingoffers a new basis for requiring
cost-benefit analysis as a means of widening the viewscreens of political actors and containingavailabilityerrors.

242. For an overview, see CASSR.

SUNSTEIN,

Congress,ConstitutionalMoments,and the

Cost-Benefit State, in FREE MARKETS, supra note 211, at 348-83.
243. See ELIZABETH
190-216 (1993); HerANDERSON,VALUEIN ETHICSAND ECONOMICS

man B. Leonard& RichardJ. Zeckhauser,Cost-BenefitAnalysisAppliedto Risks:Its Philosophy
and Legitimacy,in VALUES AT RISK,supra note 216, at 31.
244. See THOMASMCGARRITY,
REINVENTING
RATIONALITY
(1993).
245. Evidence to this effect is provided in ECONOMIC
ANALYSESATEPA: ASSESSINGREGULATORYIMPACT(Richard D. Morgenster ed., 1997).

246. See id.
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D. TheExecutiveBranch
Other possible safeguards against harmful availability cascades would
involve the executive branch,which is probablyin the best position to analyze risks comprehensively.247Unlike the courts, the executive branch is
capable of taking a bird's eye view of the entire regulatorysystem; and unlike Congress, it is already equipped with institutions designed to promote
overall consistency. Obviously, measures adopted by the executive branch
must be consistent with laws enactedby Congress;in principle,therefore,the
legislature has the power to undermine any executive initiative to place
regulations on more rational footing. Yet the executive branch exercises a
powerful influence on public opinion, and it has considerablepower to act on
its own.
The following are three complementaryproposals, each of which can
help preventcascades drivenby misperceptions.
1. Peer review.
Several recent bills would require executive agencies to use "peer review" as a means of corroboratingthe evidence that underliesthe regulations
they institute.248Under peer review, agency proposalsare subject to scrutiny
by informed outsiders. Many agencies have already experimentedwith this
procedure. The argumentdeveloped in this article provides systematic reasons for expandingthe ongoing experiments.
The most critical function of peer review is to identify and correct misperceptions spreadthroughavailabilitycascades. While an availability cascade is in progress, and even after it has run its course, peer review can provide an importantsafeguard against policy responses that the facts do not
justify. The Love Canal and Alar scares might have been contained at an
early stage if the underlying claims had been subjected to peer review in a
timely mannerand the findings given wide publicity.249
247. See BREYER,supra note 65, at 59-67 (discussing risk priority-setting within the execu-

tive branch).
248. See SUNSTEIN,
supranote242, at 366-67(consideringbills requiringpeerreview).
249. It is not inconceivablethatthe scientiststhemselveswould workto advance,ratherthan
limit, an availabilitycascadealreadyunderway. For the same reasonswhy nonscientistsseek refuge in preferenceandknowledgefalsification,scientistsaskedto reviewwidely accepteddatamay
be reluctantto raise questionsif theiridentityis to become public knowledge. Thereare advantages, therefore,to providingthe selected scientistsanonymity. But even anonymitywould not
guaranteeobjectivityof the reviews. Scientistshavebiases of theirown, andthey may pursuepersonal agendas. Nor arethey immuneto cognitivebiases. In certaincontextswherepredictabilityis
particularlylow, expertsequippedwith scientific models tend to display greateroverconfidence
than laypeoplewho understandhow little they know. For an overview of this findingand
many
relevant references, see Matthew Rabin, Psychology and Economics, 36 J. ECON.LITERATURE
11,

31-32 (1998). Anotherpotentialproblemlies with thepossibilityof mistrust:Forreasonsunrelated
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2. RiskInformationSite on the WorldWideWeb.
Among the reasons why people tur to nonexperts for information on
various risks is that they lack easy access to statistically accurateand scientifically up-to-datejudgments. This handicap limits their capacity to compare risks and develop sound understandingsof dangers associated with, for
example, air travel, automobiledriving,poor diet, electromagneticfields, and
infrequent exercise. To be sure, most such informationmay be found in
publications shelved in any good libraryor bookstore. Alas, people seeking
to educate themselves might have to read dozens of books to make the necessary comparisons. In addition,they would first have to identify the appropriate sources and learn how to standardizedisparatepieces of information.
There exist large potential gains, then, from making the most current and
scientifically most credible informationeasily accessible to the widest possible audience. In the computerage, the Internetmay serve as the requisite
medium.250

We propose the creation of a centralRisk InformationSite (RIS) on the
World Wide Web. This site would list various risks and identify the probabilities, or range of probabilities,associated with each of them. The technology of the web allows the nesting of multiple levels of detail. The most
elementary level ought to be extremely simple to follow-simple enough,
perhaps, for a high-school student to check the latest scientific knowledge
on, say, the risks associated with Alar or Love Canal;below this layer would
lie progressively more sophisticatedlayers, each accessible at the click of a
mouse. Where the scientific community is divided on a particularrisk assessment, as it is on the thinningof the ozone layer, the RIS should make the
substance of the controversyas clear as possible, allowing websurfersto review the opposing arguments. The proposedwebsite could be designed and
operated by a nongovernmentalRisk Information Center (RIC), along the
lines of ConsumerReports. It could even be a profit-orientedenterprise;after all, there exist profit-drivencredit bureausthat enjoy an exemplaryreputation because they have a stake in their maintenance.251Only if no nongovto the case at hand,nonscientistsmay lack trustin the scientificcommunity. This possibilitycould
be minimizedby selecting reviewersfrom amongmembersof the scientific communitywho are
respectedfor theirintegrity. If the peer reviewprocessfalls into disrepute,nonscientistswill turn
elsewherefor information,thusbecomingmoresusceptibleto availabilityerrors.
250. Informationposted on the Internetcould also be made availablein print. However,
given the speed at which cascadesoften develop, the Internetoffers obvious advantagesto both
informationdisseminatorsand informationseekers at times when a frighteningclaim suddenly
catcheswidespreadattention.
251. See Daniel B. Klein, Promise Keeping in the Great Society: A Model of Credit Information Sharing, 4 ECON.& POL. 117, 121-23 (1992). See generally REPUTATION:
STUDIESIN THE
VOLUNTARY
OF GOODCONDUCT(Daniel B. Klein ed., 1997). These studies do not
ELICITATION

show thatcreditbureausare infallible. Justas ConsumerReportsmakesmistakes,so do otherinformationproviders.Thepointremainsthattheyprovidegenerallyveryvaluableinformation.
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ernmentalentity is willing or able to undertakethe task should the federal
governmenttake the lead, because a government-operatedRIC would have a
hardertime rising above partisanpolitics and establishingits trustworthiness.
Counteractingthe irrationalattitudes and counterproductivepolicy demands caused by cognitive biases and distortionsof public discourse, an RIS
would help individuals form their risk preferences and judgments more rationally than is currentlypossible.252The RIS would also offer information
on how other countriesare dealing with particularrisks, thus alertingpeople
to possible over- or under-reactions. It might allow parties to a controversy
to make their case as well as rebuttheir opponents. Had an RIS existed during the Love Canal episode, both Lois Marie Gibbs and her skeptics within
the scientific world might have been given opportunitiesto post evidence
supportingtheir respective cases as well as their reasons for doubting the
opposing account. Equally important,the proposed RIS would feature systematic information on possible discrepancies between public and private
opinion on ongoing controversies. To this end, it would post controlled surveys that give people anonymity along with ones that deliberately do not.
These surveys would serve to identify hidden currentsof opinion and unarticulated insights, thus strengtheningindividual resistance to the biases of
public discourse and the social pressuresstemming from public opinion. An
even more ambitious enterprisewould be to include informationabout the
objectives of all groupswith a stake in regulatingparticularrisks. One could
also publicize analyses of theirpolitical strategies.253
In a world in which highly trusted scientists quickly evaluate all perceived risks and post their findings in comprehensible form on a widely
known website, availability errors of the kinds that motivated this article
would be less likely to develop thanthey currentlydo. Were a news program
to claim that apples carry a deadly poison, people could check the RIS to
learn what is known about the identifiedrisk. If scientific tests suggested an
infinitesimal risk, fewer people would believe the claim, and no major cascade would follow. It is possible, of course, for credibletests to be nonexistent. In this event, the RIC, or possibly some other organizationsuch as the
one we will propose next, would immediatelyundertakenew tests to evaluate the claim. If the claim proved groundless, a possibly costly cascade
would be preventedwithoutinvolving the courts.
Obviously, even the most elaborateRIS cannotprevent every potentially
destructive availability cascade. For one thing, just as some car buyers
would rather seek guidance from their acquaintancesthan from Consumer
252. BREYER,supra note 65, offers manyexamplesof preferencesandjudgmentsbased on
erroneousinformation.
253. Thesegroupswouldinclude,in additionto availabilityentrepreneurs
committedto "consciousnessraising"with respectto threatsto the environment,hospitalsand insurancecompanies
with incentivesto downplayevidenceof danger.
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Reports, many people would not consult the RIS. In addition, even highlyeducated people can be influenced by empirically baseless claims, and certain people have strong incentives to exploit this gullibility; witness the numerous promotersof accounts involving flying saucers and alien abductions,
and the millions of Americans who take these accounts seriously. Nevertheless, an RIS could certainlyhelp at the margin. Insofar as the RIS makes
a difference, it would limit the need for speech-restrictingmeasures such as
the food disparagementlaws discussed above.
3. Office of Informationand RegulatoryAffairs.
In 1981, PresidentReagan created a new agency, an Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) within the Office of Management and
Budget, to oversee risk regulationin an effort to ensure coordinationand rationality.254Since that time, the functions of OIRA have changed. Under
Presidents Reagan and Bush, OIRA operatedessentially as a "cost-benefit"
monitor that intervenedin an ad hoc way to force reconsiderationof inefficient or excessive regulations.255PresidentClinton, who has taken steps of
his own to "reinventgovernment"256
so as to ensure greaterattentionto results than to processes, has de-emphasizedthis particularfunction.257
In view of the dangers of availability (and unavailability) cascades,
OIRA should be reinvigoratedand its powers extended and strengthened.
This measure would serve to deter unreasonableregulations. Specifically,
the OIRA should have, and be known to have, authorityover both prioritysetting and cost-benefit balancing. It should be committedto mitigating the
most unfortunateeffects of availability cascades, not only by keeping small
risks from consuming huge resources, but also by ensuring that major risks
receive attention. Where experts working under OIRA lacked confidence in
risk judgments spreadingthrougha cascade, they would conduct fact-finding
exercises. And, depending on the results, they would publicize any inaccuracies in popularbeliefs. Likewise, where a scientific study suggested that a
particularrisk judgment should be revised, OIRA would examine the study's
methodology, check whetherits results can be replicated,and disseminate its
findings. OIRA's mission should also include the dissemination of systematic informationaboutrisks, includingchanges in what scientists know about
particularrisks and the methods for controllingthem. Finally, it should con254. See Exec. OrderNo. 12,291,3 C.F.R.127, 128 ? 2(c) (1981) (prohibitingregulatoryaction unlessthe benefitsoutweighthe costs to society).
255. See generally THOMASO. MCGARRITY, REINVENTING RATIONALITY 273 (1993) (dis-

cussingthe role of OIRAin the ReaganandBushAdministrations).

256. For a catalogue, see ALBERTGORE,COMMON
SENSEGOVERNMENT
(1995).

257. See RichardH. Pildes & Cass R. Sunstein,Reinventingthe RegulatoryState,62 U. Cm.
L. REV.1, 95 (1995) (notingthat,in the ClintonAdministration,
agencies are requiredto call for
performanceobjectivesratherthanto specifythe mannerof compliance).
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duct systematic comparisons with other countries in the interest of finding
cross-countrydifferences that might provide clues to misperceptionsor policy flaws at home. OIRA could constituteone of the informationsources for
the RIS discussed above.
If it proves infeasible to redesign OIRA along the proposed lines, and its
role remains very limited, one might establish an alternative institution to
publicize the inconsistencies of the prevailing regulatory system and focus
attention on the most serious risks. United States Supreme Court Justice
Stephen Breyer has suggested assembling a multidisciplinarygroup of welltrained risk managers, which would be authorizedto divert resources from
small problems to large ones.258Justice Breyer's suggestion is largely consistent with our discussion. A "BreyerGroup"within the executive branch
could undertakethe types of analyses and educationalactivities we are proposing here. The group would have the authorityto publicize its findings
about the relative seriousnessof risks, requireagencies to seek consistency in
setting their priorities, and recommendchanges in statutes,regulations, and
even appropriations. A Breyer Group might even be empowered to undertake certain resource reallocations on its own. Our difference from Justice
Breyer, which is perhaps only one of emphasis, lies in our view that risk
evaluation has nontechnicaldimensions that may require democraticallydetermined risk policies to diverge from the types of risk rankings currently
fashionablein scholarlycircles.259
E. Courts
Courts, too, have a role to play in preventing excessive reactions to
availability cascades. Most naturally,they can undertakejudicial review of
administrativeactions alleged to be "arbitrary"or "capricious"within the
meaning of the AdministrativeProcedureAct (APA).260 The ban on arbitraryor capricious action is increasinglybeing understoodas requiringagencies to produce plausible evidence that their actions produce "more good
than harm."261This notion appears to embody a presumptive requirement
that costs not be grossly disproportionateto benefits.262Thus, existing doc258. See BREYER,supranote 65, at 60-61.
259. See generallyid. at 59-67.
260. 5 U.S.C. ? 706 (1994).
261. See generally MARGOLIS,supra note 127; EdwardW. Warren& Gary E. Merchant,
"MoreGoodThanHarm":A FirstPrincipleforEnvironmental
AgenciesandReviewingCourts,20
ECOLOGY
L.Q. 379 (1993).
262. See IndustrialUnion Dep't, AFL-CIOv. AmericanPetroleumInst., 448 U.S. 607, 641
(1980) (notingthatthe OccupationalHealthand Safety Act of 1970 "was not designedto require
employersto provideabsolutelyrisk-freeworkplaceswheneverit is technologicallyfeasible to do
so, so long as the cost is not greatenoughto destroyan entireindustry");CorrosionProofFittings
v. EPA, 947 F.2d 1201, 1224-29 (5th Cir. 1991) (strikingdown an EPA ban on asbestosin brake
partsin partbecausethe agencyfailedto considerevidencethatthe banwouldcost morelives than
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trine authorizes courts to invalidate the most extreme and the most poorly
conceived regulatoryproposals, at least if they are not requiredby statutes.
Courts can hardly be expected to identify availability cascades or to invalidate regulatory initiatives merely for being products of cascades. But if
regulators are required to demonstratethat their policies would plausibly
make things betterratherthan worse, taking account of all relevant variables,
we will have a potentiallyvaluable safeguardagainstharmfulcascades.
Ordinarily,the reach of the doctrine of "more good than harm"is limited. But in contexts in which an availabilitycascade produces a sudden outcry for costly action against an actually small but allegedly grave risk, this
doctrine can provide courts considerableauthority. At a minimum, it prohibits regulations that rest on unfounded perceptions about health risks.263
Courtsmight also use the doctrineas an interpretiveprinciplein dealing with
ambiguous statutes; specifically, the principle would allow agencies to exempt de minimis risks, and perhapsrequirethem to do so, on analogy to the
common law maxim that absurdityin interpretationwill be avoided.264The
doctrine of more good than harmentails a requirementthat agencies be permitted to engage in "health-health"analysis where they see fit, ensuringthat
regulations do not create health problems more serious than those they are
intendedto alleviate.265Certainpolicy responses to availabilitycascades will
be found to fail health-healthanalysis.266
Finally, the "moregood than harm"doctrine entails a mandatethat, under the APA, agencies undergoingarbitrarinessreview should make a plausible showing that a regulation's costs are not grossly disproportionateto its
benefits. We have said that our analysis makes a cognitive case for costbenefit analysis as a safeguard against socially destructive availability cascades. If availability and unavailabilitycascades can divert attention from
importantquestions, then a broaderreason exists for thinkingthat some form
of cost-benefit analysis can do some good.267
it saved);NRDC v. EPA, 824 F.2d 1146, 1154-62(D.C. Cir. 1987) (holdingthatthe EPA was not
precludedfromconsideringcost in establishingomissionstandardsfor vinyl chloride).
263. ThusIndustrialUnion,448 U.S. at 615, requiredOSHAto show a "significant"risk,and
one of the groundson which CorrosionProof Fittings invalidateda regulationbanningasbestos
was thatin manycontextsthe riskwas trivial. See CorrosionProofFittings,947 F.2d at 1218-19.
264. See Churchof the Holy Trinityv. UnitedStates, 143 U.S. 457, 460 (1892) ("If a literal
constructionof the wordsof a statutebe absurd,the act mustbe so construedas to avoid the absurdity.");Riggs v. Palmer,22 N.E. 188, 189 (N.Y. 1889) (refusingto construea probatelaw in a
way thatwouldbenefita murderingheir).
265. See CorrosionProof Fittings,947 F.2d at 1291;see also SUNSTEIN,supra note 211, at
223-41.
266. See, for example,the discussionof Alarat PartI.B supra. See generallyRISKVERSUS

RISK:TRADEOFFS
IN PROTECTING
HEALTHANDTHEENVIRONMENT
(John D. Graham & Jonathan

BaertWienereds., 1995).
267. See MARGOLIS,supra note 127, whichmightbe takenas urginga formof cost-benefit
analysisthatkeeps the effects of regulationon screen. See also AlbertL. Nichols, Lead in Gaso-
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F. Summary:Revisitingthe Cases
By way of summary, let us explore how the availability cascades discussed early in the article might have fared had the relevant institutionalreforms been in place. The proposals that followed the terrorism-relatedconcers involving TWA 800268 are probably the easiest to reconsider in this
light. Most would not have survived cost-benefit analysis. Studies probably
would have shown that, in encouragingdriving by raising the cost of flying,
the proposals would not have enhanced overall safety and might well have
harmed it.269 Our reforms would have had the same function as an earlier
use of cost-benefit analysis, which tested a proposal to make young airplane
passengers fly in their own child safety seats.270 In that case, cost-benefit
analysis revealed that such a restrictionwould cost ratherthan save lives (by
encouragingdriving), and this finding helped defeat the proposal.
The Alar case271could have been subjected to an analogous test. Peer
review and cost-benefit analysis would have revealed the NRDC reportto be
vastly exaggerated,helping to alleviate the rapidly spreadingfears. Perhaps
by the time official investigations were completed and their findings publicized, the rapid cascade would already have forced apple growers to cease
using Alar. However, government officials, relying on information from
OIRA and the proposed Risk InformationCenter,272could have provided
more forceful reassurancesthan they actuallydid. In the Love Canal case,273
a congressionalrisk oversight committee might well have restrictedthe size
of Superfund. It could have shown that even if it is appropriatefor the federal government to commit itself to cleaning abandoned hazardous waste
dumps, devoting billions of taxpayerdollarsto the cause was indefensible.
The reforms we advocate would thus have protectedsociety against legislative misallocations while offering the executive branch a greaterrole in
priority-setting. The government would have been able to reallocate resources earmarkedfor abandonedhazardouswaste dumps to more serious
risks such as cancerand asthma.

ANALYSESAT EPA, supra note 245, at 49 (demonstrating that cost-benefit
line, in ECONOMIC

analysis helped spur regulationof lead); James K. Hammitt,Stratospheric-Ozone
Depletion, in
ECONOMIC
ANALYSESAT EPA, supra note 245, at 131 (assertingthatcost-benefitanalysis
helped
inducethe regulationof chlorofluorocarbons).
268. See PartI.Csupra.
269. See Hahn,supranote 94, at 804.
270. See Don Phillips,FAA Won'tMandateChildSafetySeats, WASH. POST,Sept. 15, 1992,
at Al.
271. See PartI.B supra.
272. See text accompanyingnotes251-259supra.
273. See PartI.A supra.
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CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS

In this article,we have triedto substantiatethe following claims:
1. In a broad arrayof contexts that call for risk judgments, individuals
lack reliable or first-hand knowledge. In such contexts, they assess
probabilities with the help of the availability heuristic. Insofar as this
heuristic influences the information that individuals store, retrieve, and
process, it interacts with all other judgmental heuristics and with all
cognitive biases that distorttheirjudgments.
2. The availability heuristic, which has been studied in isolation, is
frequentlyamplified by socially shaped informationalcues and reputational
incentives. People often believe somethingbecause others appearto believe
it; or they feign conviction to avoid reputationalharm.
3. The informational and reputational processes that shape public
discourse ordinarilyfeed on one another. Under the right conditions, they
generate availability cascades that spread and worsen misperceptions. As a
result, the perceived collective wisdom may bear little, if any, relation to
reality.
4. Availability entrepreneurstry to triggeravailability cascades likely to
advance their causes, and they work to extend those already in progress.
Acting selfishly or altruistically, they focus attention on isolated events,
select information to support their preferred interpretations, and make
anyone who questionstheir objectives appearignorant,duped, or depraved.
5. Insofaras the availabilityheuristichelps shape individualperceptions,
public opinion about the relative magnitudes of risks will exhibit multiple
expressive equilibria. This implies the possibility of sudden shifts in public
discourse on any given matter (as with the eruption of mass anxiety over
toxic waste sites in the 1970s), inconsistencies across contexts (as with the
huge attentionpaid to the dangersof Alar when more significant sources of
risk, such as poor diet and insufficient exercise, received little attention),and
discrepancies across countries at any given time (as with policies with
respect to nuclearpower, which is considereda much more serious threatin
the United States than in Europe).
6. Availability cascades should be an importantelement in the positive
analysis of legislation and regulation. An emphasis on interest-group
pressures alone, or the availability heuristic standing by itself, leaves
importantgaps in understanding.
7. Availability cascades that spread empirically baseless information
create formidable political pressures in support of wasteful and
counterproductiveregulations. These pressures might be mitigated by
equipping the political system with "circuit breakers"to slow availability
cascades and encourage the reconsiderationof the demands they spawn.
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Without removing the right to select risk policies democratically, all three
branches of government should be enabled to resist demands driven by
misinformationaboutrisks and to seek consistency among risk policies.
Our startingpoint has been that people often lack relevant knowledge,
even with respect to matters of great importanceto them, and even if their
convictions are intensely held. On matters ranging from the health consequences of sugar and coffee consumptionto the risks of automobile driving,
nuclear power, global warming, asthma, and thinning of the ozone layer,
each of us depends for informationon what otherpeople seem to know, even
as others are relying at least partly on us. We have sought to show how the
availability heuristic interacts with informationaland reputationalmotivations to createpervasively held social judgmentsrooted in cascades.
Because people routinely use the availabilityheuristic in trying to make
sense of reality, there is a danger of widespread and persistent misperceptions about risks. To be sure, an availability cascade that reshapes public
discourse may be socially beneficial; the transformationcan draw overdue
attention to neglected problems. But there is no guaranteethat the effects
will be beneficial; socially damagingavailability errorscannot be ruled out.
A major challenge for any democratic system is to institute safeguards
against harmfulcascades. We have suggested that a modest but potentially
appropriateresponse is to create disincentives against efforts to instigate
mass scares by propagatingknowing falsehoods. We have also suggested,
less modestly, that each of the three branches of American government
should be reformedin orderto create protectionsagainst the adverse effects
of availability cascades. Our analysis indicates that peer review and costbenefit analysis should be encouraged as checks against misperceptions
rooted in interdependentlearningand preferencefalsification.
Availability cascades are by no means new, but moder communications
enable them to gather momentum and overwhelm governments far more
rapidly than was possible in the past. Fortunately,the very technologies responsible for this transformationpresentnew tools for lessening the potential
dangers. Most promisingly, a trusted Risk InformationSite on the World
Wide Web could make the latest informationon a wide variety of hazards
instantly available to anyone with access to a computer. This site would
educate people not only on the magnitudesand characteristicsof particular
risks but also on discrepancies between private and public opinion about
relevantcontroversies.
A broader educational mission would be to disseminate information
about the mechanics and implications of availability cascades. Insofar as
people appreciatethe mechanismsdiscussed here, they will know that public
opinion can be both misinformedand deceptive. As Alexis de Tocqueville
recognized, the notion that the majorityis not necessarily right collides with
one of the building blocks of moder democracy: the principle of majority
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rule.274To ascribe moral authorityto numbersis to instructindividuals that
if they are outnumberedthey are likely to be wrong and deserving of criticism. It is also to signal to the majoritythat it has a moral right to intimidate
dissenters. As comparedwith people socialized to believe in the virtues of
majority rule, those who understandthe mechanics and consequences of
availability cascades will be more resistantto their informationaland reputational signals.
Availability cascades can arise with respect to any issue on which large
numbers of people have limited knowledge. Consider the controversy over
reforming social welfare programs. Most Americans are uninformedabout
the details of these programs;few people know the percentage of welfare
recipients who live in cities and how long beneficiaries generally remain on
welfare. Whateverthe merits of tightening welfare eligibility requirements,
activists on all sides of the controversyhelp shape public discourse both by
disseminatingbiased informationand by vilifying their opponents. President
Reagan, a masterat using modem technologies to exploit people's use of the
availabilityheuristic,played a leading role in reorientingpublic discourse on
welfare, above all through sharpanecdotes that made honest taxpayers consider the system unfair; one such anecdote was the tale of the chauffeurdriven "welfare queen" who makes a fortunewithout working.275President
Reagan also succeeded in painting the supportersof welfare as "tax-andspend liberals" uninterestedin promoting a sense of personal responsibility.276

The debate preceding the Gulf War of 1991 provides anotherinstructive
example from national politics. People on both sides of the debate recognized that their cause would benefit by framing the issue appropriatelyand
exploiting the availability heuristic. Pro-interventionistssought to raise the
availability of images of the Korean War, which is widely believed to have
inhibited the spread of communism; anti-interventionistsreminded Americans of the Vietnam War, generally rememberedas a death trapbor out of
miscalculation, ignorance, and self-serving exaggeration of the stakes involved.277

274. See ALEXISDETOCQUEVILLE,
1 DEMOCRACY
IN AMERICA255 (Phillips Bradley, Harry

Reeve & FrancisBowen eds. & trans.,1945)(1835).

275. See Russell Baker, Unfitfor Poverty, N.Y. TIMES,July 11, 1982, ? 6 (Magazine), at 12
(referring to Reagan's repeated use of anecdotes about "welfare queens").
276. See THOMASBYRNEEDSALL& MARYD. EDSALL,CHAINREACTION:
THE IMPACTOF
POLITICS198-214 (1992) (analyzing Reagan's masterRACE,RIGHTS,AND TAXESON AMERICAN
ful use of coded language to furtherhis party's social agenda); Robert A. Rosenblatt, Reagan Opens

Fight AgainstDemocraticBudgetPlans: WarnsThatAny TaxMeasure 'ThatMakesIt Into Oval
Office Won't Make It Out Alive,' L.A. TIMES,June 23, 1987, at 13 (describing Reagan's campaign

to makeCongresslook like a squanderer
of money).

277. See generally YUENFOONGKHONG,ANALOGIES
AT WAR(1993).
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The explosion of federaland state legislation to combat "hatecrimes"offers anotherinstructiveexample. This legislative campaign is being spearheaded by availability entrepreneurswho publicize major crimes against
gays and ethnic minoritiesto paint a pictureof a virulent "epidemic"of such
crimes and to signal that the campaign's opponents show insensitivity to a
horrible social problem.278Their campaign for hate crimes legislation went
into high gear in mid-1998 after a racially-motivated murder in Jasper,
Texas.279 Proponents argued that this murder confirms the persistence of
racial violence and the need for extraordinarymeasures to combat the problem. Opponentsof such legislation sought to use the same tragedy to demonstratethe lack of a need for special legislation. Jasperunited in condemnation of the crime, they noted, and the police quickly caught the suspects.280
Salient news sometimes becomes the focus of availabilitycampaignsdesigned to achieve political outcomes thatwould otherwisebe unattainable. A
coalition of celebrities used Princess Diana's death during a high-speed escape from tabloidjournaliststo make a case for strongerprotections against
invasions of their privacy. The leading availabilityentrepreneursof this episode were the Screen Actors Guild and SenatorDiane Feinstein;they tried to
capitalize on the sympathy that this tragic death evoked by publicizing the
dark side of tabloid journalism and vilifying tabloid journalists in order to
catalyze an availability cascade in favor of new restrictionson media activities.281

There are also groups that work to prevent potentially salient events capable of producingavailabilitycascades inimical to their legislative agendas.
In 1998, a group of Greek-Americansorganized a campaign that induced a
famous actor to give up the lead role in a high-budgetfilm about the life of
Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk,the founderof moder Turkey.282Even though the
period when Atatirk held Turkey's presidency is rememberedas the golden
age of moder Turkish-Greekrelations, the campaigners,who condemned
Atatiirkfor actions they perceived as evil, feared the film would depict him
favorably.283They also feared that a reverentialportrayalin a major Hollywood productionwould improvepopularfeelings towardTurkey,which they
considered a threatto Greek interests.284One of theirjustifications was that
the probable transformationof public opinion would alter the political bal278. See generally JAMESB. JACOBS& KIMBERLYPOTTER,HATECRIMES29-44 (1998).
279. See Carol Marie Cropper,Black Man Fatally Dragged in a Possible Racial Killing, N.Y.
TIMES,June 10, 1998, at A16.
280. One of the suspects ultimately was sentenced to death. See Rick Lyman, Texas Jury
Picks Death Sentence in Fatal Dragging of Black Man, N.Y. TIMES,Feb. 26, 1999, at Al.
281. See, e.g., S. 291, 104th Cong. (1995).
282. See Stephen Kinzer, Greek-American Protest Leads Banderas to Quit Film on Turkish
Leader, N.Y. TIMES,July 16, 1998, at El.
283. See id.
284. See id.
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ance in Washington with regard to laws and policies of interest to the two
mother countries and their ethnic communities in the United States.285Another was that the film would influence legislative battles raging in many
state and local governmentsover guidelines for teaching history.286
Availability cascades are relevantnot only to routine legislative struggles
but also to the making and exercise of constitutionallaw. Consider first the
matter of constitutionaldesign. The rules for constitution-makingand constitution-amending287
provide safeguardsagainst bad cascades. In particular,
call
for
extended
deliberation to prevent rushed, myopic, or misinthey
formedjudgments. Proposedamendmentssucceed only by surviving a complex process of "peer review" by many people in various institutional settings.288Like the rules that govern constitutionaldesign, the checks and balances of the Constitutionare designed to counteractthe potentially destructive social forces that we have highlighted here.289So understood,the prevailing constitutional limits to rapid decisionmaking hardly constitute undemocraticobstacles to implementationof the popularwill. On the contrary,
they are instrumentsto improvethe workings of democracyin the light of the
inescapable cognitive limitations of individualcitizens and their susceptibility to social pressures.290
The courts are not immune to the social mechanisms examined in this
article. Judges are subject to the availability heuristic, vulnerable to informational biases, and responsive to reputationalincentives. All this leaves
them open to the influences of availability cascades.291Occasionally, a single legal decision-for example, Dred Scott v. Sandford,292Plessy v.
Brown v. Board of Education,295
Roe v.
Ferguson,293Lochner v. New York,294
285. CertainGreek-Americans
have opposedthe campaignagainstthe film on the grounds
thatknowledgeabouta periodof Turkish-Greek
would cool currentintercommunal
rapprochment
tensions. See id. It is significantthatboth proponentsand opponentsof the campaignrest their
cases on expectationsconcerningthe consequencesof alteringthe availabilityof informationabout
Atattirk.
286. For many relatedexamplesand insights into the political significanceof availability

POSSESSEDBY THEPAST:
campaigns over the interpretation of history, see DAVIDLOWENTHAL,
THEHERITAGE
CRUSADEANDTHESPOILSOFHISTORY(1996).

287. See U.S. CONST.
art.V.
288. See ACKERMAN,
supranote 195, at 52-54 (describingthe high degreeof assentrequired

to amend the Constitution).
289. See generally BESSETTE,
supra note 226 (examining the role of deliberation in American
politics).
290. See generally HOLMES,supra note 228 (discussing liberal constitutionalism and how

constraintson majoritiesfacilitatedemocracy).
291. See generallyThomasJ. Miceli & MetinM. Co?gel,Reputationand JudicialDecision-

Making, 23 J. ECON.BEHAV.& ORG.31 (1994) (arguing that concern for reputation plays a role in

judicialdecisionmaking).
292. 60 U.S. 393 (1857).
293. 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
294. 198 U.S. 45 (1905).
295. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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Wade296-comesto signal how an entire area of law should be understood.
By virtue of the salience it acquires, it conveys a relatively simple moral or
institutionallesson. For precisely this reason, individuals with strong views
on a possible, pending, or actuallegal decision try to show that it is, or could
become, "anotherLochner," "anotherBrown," or "anotherRoe." Social
struggles over the meaning of great legal cases should be understoodin this
light.
Brown was exceedingly controversial in the late 1950s and early
1960s,297but its defenders put in motion an availability cascade that completed its course around1980.298Since that time, to say that Brown was misguided, or even to question its merits, has been to risk serious reputational
damage, even ostracism from legal circles. Partof Brown's significance lies
in its demonstratedpower to trigger subsidiaryavailabilitycascades, such as
those that have made discriminationon the basis of sex and alienage seem
"like"racial segregation.299
The evolution of the American legal community's understandingof Roe
v. Wade offers an example of concurrentand competing local availability
cascades. In principle,Roe may be treatedas either "anotherBrown"or "anotherLochner." Throughthe mutuallyreinforcingreputationaland informational mechanisms discussed here, large segments of the legal community
have come to perceive it as "anotherLochner." Within these circles, a defense of Roe triggersreputationalsanctions. These circles co-exist with others, within which one incurs reputationalpunishmentsfor challenging rather
than defending Roe. Within each of these rival camps, perceptual interdependencies are clearly at work. Their members considerRoe right or wrong
partly, if not largely, on the basis of what their co-members generally seem
to believe.300As with Brown, the social forces at work have spillover effects
in other areas. Roe's controversial status may have initiated a powerful
availability cascade that predisposesjudges not to extend constitutionalprotections to new rights claimed to be partof constitutionallyprotectedprivacy
or liberty. It may even have helped make the SupremeCourtless inclined to

296. 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
297. See generally HerbertWechsler,TowardNeutralPrinciplesof ConstitutionalLaw, 73
HARV.L. REV.1 (1959).
298. The watershedwas the electionof Reaganas Presidentandthe ensuingrecompositionof
the SupremeCourt. As a resultof these changes,litigantsbecamemore cautiousin attemptingto
seek social engineeringthroughconstitutionallaw and, hence, less likely to claim that theircase
shouldbe regardedas "anotherBrown."
299. See LOUIS M. SELDMAN,GEOFFREYR. STONE, CASS R. SUNSTEIN& MARK V.
LAW710, 743 (3d ed. 1996).
TUSHNET, CONSTITUTIONAL

300. Self-selectionacrosscampsmustalso play a role. But this phenomenonandthe learning
processeshighlightedherearenot mutuallyexclusive.
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treatthe "right"to physician-assistedsuicide as a constitutionalright, lest the
judgment create "anotherRoe."301
Availability cascades can help or hinder the tasks of governance by
shaping social norms and determining compliance levels. Behavioral research shows that changes in the availability of informationabout compliance with a prevailing norm often influence the extent to which it is followed. For instance, taxpayers are far more likely to comply with the prevailing tax laws if they believe that most people fulfil their tax obligations
than if they think that noncomplianceis widespread.302Another example is
the problem of drinkingon college campuses. Studentswho "binge drink"
tend to overestimate the number of binge drinkers;when informed of the
actual numbers, they are less likely to continue this self-destructiveand socially harmful behavior.303 The tax evasion and binge drinking examples
suggest that undesirablebehaviors may be curbed simply by controlling the
informationavailable to the relevant actors, or alternatively,correcting the
availability errors that contributeto the conduct. Each of these cases also
shows that the availability of informationabout compliance levels affects
behavior throughtwo channels: by signaling what is socially acceptableand
by providing clues as to one's own interests. Laws that have producedcompliance with little or no enforcement,such as those that relegate smoking to
designated areas and requirepeople to clean up aftertheir dog, have much to
do with the informationaland reputationalmechanismsdiscussed above.304
Our argumentshere constitutea challenge to both the economic analysis
of law and branchesof cognitive psychology that are beginning to influence
legal scholarship.305With few exceptions, economists have ignored critical
interdependencies that govern people's preferences, choices, and beliefs;
even the public choice school, which focuses on the sources of legislation,
typically neglects the interdependenciesat the heart of our argumenthere.
Yet, as we have emphasized, there is no inherent conflict between the rational actor framework and the mechanisms that this article has high301. See Washingtonv. Glucksberg,521 U.S. 702 (1997) (holdingthatassistancein committing suicide is not an interestprotectedby the Due ProcessClause);Vacco v. Quill, 521 U.S. 793
(1997) (holding that a state's prohibitingassistingsuicide does not violate the Equal Protection
Clause).
302. JAMES
THEMORAL
SENSE
Q. WILSON,
(1993) providesmanyadditionalexamples.
303. See H. Wesley Perkins,College StudentMisperceptionsof Alcohol and Other Drug
NormsAmongPeers: ExploringCauses,Consequences,and Implicationsof PreventionPrograms,

in DESIGNING
ALCOHOLANDOTHERDRUGPREVENTION
PROGRAMS
IN HIGHEREDUCATION177206 (U.S. Dep'tofEduc. ed., 1997).
304. See generally Robert A. Kagan & Jerome H. Skolnick, Banning Smoking: Compliance
WithoutEnforcement, in SMOKING
POLICY:LAW, POLITICS,
ANDCULTURE69 (Robert L. Rabin &
Stephen D. Sugarman eds., 1993); Robert Cooter, Normative Failure Theory of Law, 82 CORNELL
L. REV. 947 (1997).
305. See generally Jolls et al., supra note 13; Noll & Krier, supra note 130.
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lighted.306Indeed, certaineconomists, along with legal scholars interestedin
economics, have derived valuable insights by recognizing that utilitymaximizing individualsare also social beings who care about status and look
to others for knowledge.307For theirpart,cognitive psychologists have made
large contributionsto our understandingof information-processingmechanisms. But they have done so without examining how these cognitive
mechanisms interactwith the social construction,communication,and suppression of knowledge; and this tendency has carriedover to the areas of legal scholarshipthatmake use of cognitive psychology.308
This article has shown that social processes compound the effects of
cognitive heuristics and biases, the importanceof which may appeartrivial
when individualdecisions are observedin isolation. It has also demonstrated
that the interactionsin question affect the content of law in importantways.
The challenge for the future is to translateour understandingof availability
cascades into improvementsof a regulatorysystem that remains so vulnerable to them.

306. See text accompanying notes 13-16 supra.
307. See generally ARTHUR,supra note 6; GARYS. BECKER,ACCOUNTING
FORTASTES139237 (1996); TYLERCOWEN,FAUSTIANBARGAINS:MODERNCULTUREAND THEECONOMICS
OF
FAME (working title) (forthcoming 2000); ROBERTH. FRANK, CHOOSINGTHE RIGHTPOND:
HUMANBEHAVIOR
ANDTHEQUESTFORSTATUS(1985); KURAN,supra note 5; SCHELLING,
supra

note 4; Lessig,supranote 13;McAdams,supranote 13.
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